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Sometimes a child with wise eyes is born.
Then some people will call that child an old soul.
That is enough to make God laugh.
The Opposite House
- Helen Oyeyemi
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Editorial Preface
Gwendolene Mugodi

In the first story of this edition, Rešoketšwe Manenzhe’s characters meditate on — among
other things — living and dying. The story is set during an epidemic that’s hard not to compare to
the times we are living in.
“I don’t want the shadow of these strange times to sweep me into the grave before I’ve lived my dreams,”
says the narrator’s younger brother. That poignant line moves me to think of how many writers
and readers (old and young) have been swept into the grave before they lived out their dreams. In
a period that has seen so much death and loss, it’s a great privilege to be putting out this edition
of creative works spanning multiple genres and disciplines. It is a gift to be living our dreams, as
writers, readers, visual artists, and just more broadly as humans.
When we started out last year, we had one goal: to publish African stories from around
the globe. Our definition of who is African was and remains broad; anyone whose heritage can be
traced back to the continent. We asked writers to tell us stories — real and imagined, in poetry or in
prose — that elevate Blackness. That’s a very tall order because what does it mean to elevate Black
cultures and languages? It obviously means different things to different people. And that’s exactly
the point. We wanted stories that surprised us. Stories that turned upside down and sideways what
we imagine Blackness to be. We wanted stories that brought both old and new meanings to things
we had heard, and others that we may have never encountered. We wanted stories that dared to push
the boundaries not just in content but in style and form.
We quickly realized once all the entries came in that we had created a tenuous idea of
superiority and objective hierarchy by choosing to run this as a competition. Not only because we
all couldn’t always agree on which story was better than the other based on our own preferences as
readers, but because sometimes objectively we could tell that two stories both had merits but the
things that made each story special were so different that the stories were hard to pit against each
other.
All that to say that while these writers and these stories we have presented to you are
amazing, we also recognize how the writers we have chosen not to publish are worthy of being heard.
They too deserve a day in the sun where their words will be celebrated by readers. Which is why we
are happy to see so many outlets for African writers growing. Magazines such as Lolwe, Doek!, Isele,
BakwaMag, among many others, are doing similar work. So we hope that if this is the first African
literary mag you’re reading you pick those up next. Because as storytellers one of the things we hope
for most is not to go to the grave before our stories have been heard.
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Fiction

1918, Or Youth

Rešoketšwe Manenzhe
“When I was young, the world was harder. Much harder,” my grandfather said. His weathered
face, so burnt by the sun and eroded by time, broke into a smile. By the gift of his wisdom, my
grandfather liked to echo his words into time. “See now, sweet child,” he said, “then, even the winters
were colder.”
“But Grandfather,” said Moatshe, my brother, younger by one summer but braver in his
conduct with our elders, “the winters are still cold.”
“Ah,” said Grandfather. “Had you lived in the days of Mphoti the lion hunter, your body
would not shiver from the languid breeze of these kind years. You would not need the night fire.” He
shook his head, maybe at the audacity of the winters to grow warmer with time, maybe at nothing,
as he was prone to do.
“Eehe,” said Moatshe. “As we speak, you’re sitting by the night fire with children of these kind
years, shivering away the cold of your bones—you, who lived in the days of the lion hunter.”
“Ah,” said Grandfather, laughing. “This strange world now expels me and my foreign bones
from its growing strangeness. Time is cruel, I tell you. Time has stolen my strength.”
Three nights after he declared the case of his mortality, my grandfather was stolen into the
grave by the coughing disease. And by the same thread of unplanned ceremony, Moatshe visited my
hut to declare, “Mmeti, I want to go beyond the mountains to hunt for lions. Will you come with
me?”
Sometimes my brother forgot that unlike him, I was a girl. On the morning he proposed this
adventure, he had also forgotten that at the ages of fifteen summers for me, and fourteen for him, we
were too young to go beyond the mountains alone.
“We can’t go, Moatshe,” I said.
“Why not?”
Ao!”

“Who knows what we will find there, heh? You’re a child and I’m a girl. Stop this foolishness.
“You call it foolishness, but it’s bravery.”
“Why is it bravery and not foolishness?”

“Because one day a wise man will crouch at the edge of a night fire and sing tales of his
youth to his descendants. He will say: ‘When I was young, there was a boy named Moatshe. He was
9
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a lion hunter. He was brave. Men were braver in those days.’” He raised his head higher as though, by
simply dreaming his dream, by speaking the words into the stream of time, he couldn’t be disputed.
“That is why we must go,” he concluded.
“What will this wise man say about me, heh? I’ll tell you what he will say. He will say: ‘When
I was young, there was a girl named Mmeti. She was a fool. She dared to walk the paths of men.’” I
paused to allow Moatshe time to realise his foolishness. “If you want to hunt lions, hunt them. But
leave me out of it. Me, I want to live.”
“You want to be a coward?”
“Yes. Cowards live long.”
“See here,” he clasped his hands and knelt at the edge of my sleeping mat. “See here, this
coughing disease has killed thirty of our people in twelve days. By the dawn of the new moon,
twenty more will have died. We might be in the twenty. There’s no life to live here.” By the light of
the midday sun—drifting through the threshold, softly touching the darkness of Moatshe’s face with
its golden rays—I saw fear in my brother’s eyes.
“Mother says enough people have died. The earth has grown too red to want more blood. No
one else can die. There is no need for fear.”
“There is always need for fear,” said Moatshe. “There was a child whose mother lives near the
mountain foot, near the Ancestors, but the disease didn’t spare the child. There was our grandfather,
who was a chief, and wise, but the disease didn’t spare him. This coughing disease will kill us and
end our youth.”
“The coughing disease may kill us. But the lions certainly will.”
He nodded, maybe at my words, maybe at nothing. It was becoming his nature to echo his
own words into the intermittent silences of conversation, as though affirming a secret knowledge
unto himself. I feared that as in the case of our grandfather, Moatshe was prophesying his own
tragedy.
“Mercy will come,” I said. “One day you and I will crouch at the edge of the night fire and
sing old tales from our youth. We will be old, and they will call us wise for it. There’s no need to seek
lions.”
Rising to his feet, lifting his face from the sunlight to the darkness of my hovel, he said, “I
pray you’re right.” He retreated to his frivolities for the day, and I to mine.
Near dusk, as the cowherds and shepherds drove their flocks to the kraals, Moatshe dashed
into the large eastern hut where the women cooked. I liked to sit there when the air outside grew cold,
or when the smell of meat and wild herbs wafted from the hearths to the homestead, announcing the
end of day, the promise of relief and supper.
“Mmeti,” he said. “Sellwane has called for us.”
We were in the heart of winter. Thus, the herbs—plucked from the fields near the end of
summer and preserved by first being pickled and then dried in the sun—had acquired a flavour
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that was rich and succulent and unique to that time. I liked to inhale the aroma as it mingled with
the smell of the fire, the tinge of the smoke, and even the fat that hissed and simmered as the meat
turned tender.
The hubbub of gossip rose and fell as the various calamities of the village were elaborately
narrated by hushed voices. Grandfather had liked to joke that before time unfolded the fates of the
village, and maybe of all the world too, it borrowed the seeds then wove the fates from the whispers
of the cooking hut. “That large cooking hut is where time begins,” he liked to say.
I told Moatshe: “I don’t want to leave the hut now. Go and tell Sellwane to come here.”
“Eehe,” protested Mamuure, who was my father’s youngest wife, my elder by seven summers,
and deeply dedicated to her sardonicism. Still kneeling by the fire, she stopped tending to the meat
to place her hands on her hips. “You know, just yesterday I thought to myself: ‘Mamuure, the cooking
hut has been growing and growing. By the end of winter, all the women of the village can sit there
with their legs stretched.’ You know, I’ve been waiting for the winter to end so I can see this magic
conclude.”
The other women laughed. And as Moatshe and I left the hut, the laughter quickly turned
into the rumoured tale of a cursed woman who, only the night before, had birthed twin children.
Incensed that I would miss the numerous details Mamuure was sure to sow into the tale, I asked
Moatshe: “What does Sellwane want with us?”
“I don’t know. There are rumours that she was seen coughing near the river. She has been
taken to her hut. Do you think she is afflicted?”
I shook my head. “I think people are now afflicted with fear. You know the way of whispers
in Taung; if a man is seen falling, by nightfall it will be told that he was, in fact, crushed by some
crumbling mountain. It will not surprise me to find that Sellwane was merely clearing her throat.”
“If you say so.”
“I do.” I broke my pace to face Moatshe. I placed my hand on his shoulder, and he slowed his
pace too. “Listen here,” I said. “You can’t allow this disease to arrest all your thoughts. It’s a passing
thing, like the drought of three summers ago and the floods that nearly drowned you as a child.
These things come and go. Then something else comes, and it goes as well. But we can’t fling ourselves
so completely into sorrow; because when new tragedies strike we must mourn them as well then live
on, again and again until at last, time relieves us. That is the way it goes.”
His throat bulbed up and down as he swallowed. “Who tells you these things? Why aren’t
you afraid?”
I shrugged. “Some things I hear in the cooking hut. Some things our mother tells me before
we sleep. She says fear is a thing of childhood. I may as well be a woman now. Soon I will be married.
There will be no place for fear in my husband’s homestead. One day you will learn as well.”
The brown of my brother’s eyes was very light. Sometimes, in the dim light of dusk, his eyes
glowed like the embers of a dying fire. When he felt pain and his heart couldn’t hide it, his eyes were
quick to shine with sadness. He faced the setting sun, so it blazed on his face, and fleetingly, it etched
the lines of his face deeper into his skin as though he had lived more summers than his mere fourteen.
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“You’re leaving our father’s homestead?” he asked.
“Ao, Moatshe,” I resumed my walk as I exclaimed. “This is the way things go.”
“I know.” He fell in step beside me. “But you’re my sister, the only one I have. I never thought
you would leave.”
“We can’t be children forever. Besides, our father has other children. You have other sisters
you can pester with your foolishness. Even better than that, you have brothers. They must tell you
these things. It isn’t right for me to teach you matters of manhood.”
“Yes. But they’re not you,” he whispered. “They’re not always kind to me.”
I didn’t want to wallow even deeper in Moatshe’s sadness, so we continued walking in silence.
On reaching Sellwane’s homestead, we were greeted by her mother. “Calamity has befallen us,” she
declared as we sat at the edge of Sellwane’s mat. She shook her head often, as though rejecting
the very calamity she had confirmed mere moments ago. Finding that she could neither speak nor
simply sit without succumbing to her tears, she quickly left the hut to spread her sorrow elsewhere
in the homestead.
Sellwane, who was the afflicted, sat as though only mildly aggrieved by her own tragedy.
Before leaving, Sellwane’s mother had suffered the trouble of lighting a fire; by the dim light it
produced, I saw that the disease had not yet taken Sellwane’s colour and girth.
Yet, although we were born in the same winter, the disease had given her the eyes of an old
woman. Like Moatshe, she was yielding herself to fate, for she didn’t believe her death to be pending,
but concluded. I saw then, looking at her, that the disease was killer and thief and ghost, for it killed
and stole and haunted, all at once.
“Do you feel pain?” Moatshe asked Sellwane.
“I feel thirst,” she said, punctuating her words with a soft cough. “My head is heavy. My nose
is dry and the air I breathe feels harsh. But these things don’t feel like pain. They feel like passing
discomforts.”
“Oh, Sellwane,” I said. “It pains me to see you so. I was sure the disease had ebbed from the
village at last. We must pray that it passes without taking you from us.”
“Believe me when I say my mother has prayed a thousand prayers since noon.”
“The Ancestors will hear her,” said Moatshe.
“Yes, yes,” said Sellwane. “But I’m tired of weeping women and their prayers. If you have new
gossip to share, I would rather hear that.”
“Eehe,” said Moatshe. “Just moments ago when we walked here, Mmeti resigned as a
gossipmonger. ‘You must pester other people with these things,’ she said. But who knows, maybe she
will relent to you.”
I cast a glare towards Moatshe, to which he gracefully cowered with silence and a bowed
head. Sellwane burst into a cough-laughter that ended with her asking for water. I brought a pail to
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her lips. “See what chaos your foolishness can cause,” I said to Moatshe. “And I don’t see how I’m a
gossipmonger.”
When Sellwane had gulped her fill she said, “Unlike me and Moatshe, you’re never chased out
of the cooking hut. You hear everything that is said there.”
“I’m never chased out because they want me to do all their heavy chores. And they never
speak of things they think I’m too young to hear.”
“You still know more than us,” said Moatshe.
“Well, what I know today is trivial,” I said, reclaiming my seat on the mat and folding my
arms over my chest. “Mother spoke about the food rations now that the winter has gotten colder, and
about Father’s ascension to the chieftaincy. At the end, Mamuure started the tale of a woman who,
only last night, birthed twin children—”
“Yowe!” exclaimed Sellwane. Her voice jolted me and Moatshe from our comfort. “A woman
in Taung has birthed twins? Are you sure?”
“Yes,” I said, searching my memory for assurances because I was suddenly unsure of what I
had heard. “Why does it worry you?”
Sellwane’s eyes fleeted this way and that, to the threshold, to see if anyone was there, then
swiftly back to me. “Mmeti, please make sure there is no one standing outside the hut, then close the
door.”
I did as she asked. Then, in a soft-soft whisper, she said: “Do you remember three summers
ago, when your uncle was poisoned to death and a drought followed that ordeal?”
“Yes,” said Moatshe. “Our grandfather said the Ancestors had sent the drought as punishment
for the death of a royal.”
“True,” agreed Sellwane. “Sometimes the Ancestors send signs when they’ve become displeased.
They send abnormal things into the world—a drought or floods or something as unnatural as the
birth of twins.” She dropped her voice even lower. “Twins … are just as bad as a two-headed goat.
They’ve been sent to foretell calamity.” She nodded emphatically, etching her words into the silence
that recited our shock, slowly allowing her wisdom to become ours.
“What does it mean?” asked Moatshe, who, at any time, could be relied on to interrupt the
delicate profoundness of such moments.
“We must fear that greater calamity than the disease will befall us,” Sellwane said.
“There’s nothing that can be done to avoid it?” asked Moatshe.
“No,” said Sellwane.
“What will be done with them—the children?”
As though in the time since I closed the door, the secrecy of her hut had been marred by some
unseen intruder, Sellwane fleeted her eyes this way and that, and when she was content that no such
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invader had materialised, she whispered: “One of the children will be taken beyond the mountains
and allowed to die. Once that is done, no one must speak of the omen.”
“But the omen will still bring tragedy?” said Moatshe, prodding his head forward and
speaking in a whisper too.
“Oh yes,” said Sellwane. “These things can’t be changed. When the—” Before she could finish
her thoughts, her mother opened the door.
“Sellwane, the healer has arrived for your cleansing.”
“Must I come now?”
“Yes, you must come now. Death takes no rest.”
Sellwane sighed. “Please promise you will come back in the morning,” she said to me and
Moatshe.
“We will,” I said.
We waved goodbye and stepped into the soft darkness of early evening. At first, we walked
in silence. Then, faithfully, Moatshe said: “What calamity do you think is being foretold by the twin
children?”
“I don’t know. I want to believe that the children’s coming was belated.”
“Belated?”
“Yes. Think of it this way: the chief of Taung has died, and with him, other people were stolen
by the coughing disease. What can be worse than that?”
“I don’t know. But I don’t want the shadow of these strange times to sweep me into the grave
before I’ve lived my dreams.”
“Ao, Moatshe, please don’t start this business again. You’re not going to die. You have many
years to live your silliness.”
“What if I don’t, heh? What if I don’t have these many years you speak of?”
Although he couldn’t see it, because the darkness was fast cloaking the village, I shook my
head. He had exhausted all my patience. I didn’t know what else to do.
“Tell me,” I said. “What do you know about hunting lions?”
“I’ve hunted bucks with our father. I know how to throw a spear. I’m a fast runner. I’ve
hunted.”
“Bucks are not lions. When you try to kill them, lions will try to kill you too.”
“Mphoti killed five lions before he was twenty.”
“And he died before he was twenty. Moatshe, by our Ancestors’ pity, you were the only son
14
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born to our mother. You know she hasn’t been a favoured wife. I sleep in a hut alone because my
sisters don’t want to share even moments of silence with me. And you, you spend your days trailing
behind me, a girl, and not one of our father’s sons. You might think these things are small, but they’re
not. Are you listening to me?”
I felt Moatshe’s body move as he nodded.
“If you die,” I continued, “our mother will be the only of our father’s wives without a son. They
will not be kind to her.”
“She will have you.”
“I’m a girl. Soon I’ll leave the homestead. She will be childless. Is that what you want?”
“No, but—”
“I know that you’re brave, Moatshe. Our mother knows it as well. There is no need to show
them—these people who hate us. Please don’t chase your own death.”
We walked the rest of the way in silence. I wondered if he resented me for saying these things
so frankly. When we reached home he went to his hut without bidding me a good evening.
After I ate supper I sat outside my hut to see if Moatshe would, as he always did, go to the
morula tree near the heart of our homestead. There, our family liked to gather around the night fire
to tell old tales and warm ourselves from the winter. He didn’t do so and I, dejected by his obsession
with pending doom, and by Sellwane’s illness, went to my hut to sleep.
In the morning my brother didn’t return to my hut to declare another adventure. I heard
from our mother that in the night, he had gathered food and water, retrieved his spear, then took
the path to the Hill of Ghosts, where, upon turning right and following the star we call Naka, he
had vanished into the distance. Beyond the mountains, he went, beyond my eyes and warnings and
protection.
“Why did no one stop him?” I asked.
My mother folded her arms, tilted her head, and allowed me time to swallow my insolence.
When I had done so and showed as much by bowing my head in shame, she said: “No one saw him.
When we woke up, your father saw that Moatshe’s spear was gone. We followed his footprints ’til we
reached the hill. I was told to return home. Your father and brothers have gone to find him.”
“Moatshe went alone?”
“Yes.”
My legs failed me. I felt my mother catch me in her arms.
“I should have gone with him.”
“They will bring him back, Mmeti.” Her voice quivered with worry. Her eyes were cloaked
with the tender touch of fear and sadness and all the things she dared not imagine. “Don’t taint his
fate by mourning him while he’s still alive.” She shook her head, as though by doing so, she could
15
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reject whatever ill fate awaited my brother.
I nodded, maybe to echo her wishes into time, maybe at nothing, who can know these things.
Still, I nodded.
“Come now,” said my mother, guiding me to the cooking hut so we could start our chores.
“You need food.”
There was a strong scent of curdled milk in the hut. Mapotu, who was my father’s eldest wife,
was showing Mamuure the correct way to separate the curdled mass from the watery rejects, and to
decant the latter so they might be flung, without wasting the curd, to the pile of assorted refuse that
was bound for the pigsty.
“Here,” said my mother, handing me a bowl of curd. “Eat. When you are finished take food
to the pigs and ask one of your brothers to bring more firewood. Make sure he brings dry wood.
Yesterday we suffered through the wet wood Matome gave us. We couldn’t breathe through the
smoke.”
“Yes, mother,” I said. She looked at me for a while. I surmised it was to measure whether I
could be trusted to keep myself from yielding to my sadness. To mollify her, I quickly gobbled my
food, drank the water she handed me, then went on to complete my chores.
When I was done I followed the path to the Hill of Ghosts to wait for the men who had gone
in search of my brother. Only Potu, my eldest brother, returned that day. I trailed behind him as he
refused to tell me anything before telling the elders.
“We found his trail,” he said, kneeling before my mother. “He was always a fast runner. It
might take two, three more days to find him.”
“Mm, mm,” nodded my mother.
I didn’t sleep that night. I sat outside my hut and watched the morula tree where, not even
a moon ago, Moatshe had challenged our grandfather on such frivolous troubles as the coldness of
winters. That boy had dreamt such a silly thing. Like a god, he wanted to tame a lion, to be a story
his descendants would tell each other. That boy could not be gone. He was my brother, so sweet and
gentle and foolish. So loving. He couldn’t be gone.
But you know, victory is a strange thing.
You see, by the will of his fate, and by his own resolve, Moatshe had at last met with a lion.
He emerged from the entanglement victorious. He had forgotten that lions hunt in prides. I hadn’t
reminded him. So after his victory, the pride had avenged their fallen kin and left only bones for my
mother to bury. That was how he was found—caught in the embrace of the prey he had killed, the
foe he had sought.
Mapotu narrated the ordeal. She had submitted her shoulder to my mother’s weary head. The
rest of my father’s wives watched the sacrifice with great admiration, and often, when not lamenting
the general injustice of young lives taken too soon, they begged Mapotu for the wisdom she had
acquired through her life. Mapotu began her parables with a heavy sigh and the preamble of her
reluctance in spreading old sorrows.
16
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“The hard things of life are best left in the hard times,” she said.
“Mapotu,” said Mamuure, “if you deny us your wisdom, who will teach us?”
And so, with another sigh, Mapotu said: “We should have culled the omen as soon as its head
sprouted, when it was whispered that a woman had birthed the unspeakable. But alas, we were slow
and our dear Moatshe was taken.”
The women nodded their heads gravely; some, maybe to mourn their error in having delayed
their diligence in the matter, shook their heads instead and echoed Mapotu’s sighs with more of their
own.
“That is the way it was done in my youth,” continued Mapotu. “The boy would have lived.
Oh, and what a man he would have been. How brave he was, even as a boy. Imagine him as a man.”
“He was very brave,” said Mamuure. Her lament was carried by the soft hubbub that followed,
every voice affirming, without deviation, Moatshe’s bravery.
“But alas,” said Mapotu, unceremoniously interrupting the harmonious mingling of the
bereaved, “the boy is gone.”
It seemed apt that Mapotu’s wisdom be followed by grave silence; for then—as the chill of
winter lifted itself from our bones and the finality of my brother’s death completed itself—was when
such things as heartache thawed themselves into my bones. It was irreversible. Moatshe had gone
without me, left me to mourn him. He had gone and left me alone.
I felt small, faint, and as though the folds of my being were unfolding themselves and
fluttering away, then seeping, irretrievably, into the unknowable stuff of life. I didn’t call the tears
that sprung to my eyes, nor the breathlessness that overtook me, but I welcomed them, because what
else was left to do if not succumb to my helplessness.
I felt as though I couldn’t breathe. I said: “These times are hard.” But I was a junior member
of the clan, and female on top of that. When the summer dawned I would leave the homestead to be
married. My sorrow was unimportant. Thus, I was seated so far from Mapotu and my mother and
all the women whose importance and sorrow were indicated by their closeness to the hearth. And
Moatshe, who could be relied on to interrupt the profoundness of such moments, was not there. No
one heard me. I had to echo myself.
“So hard.”
But I was so far from the heart of the clan. And so still, no one heard me.
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Meet the author
Rešoketšwe is an engineer who works in mining research. But sometimes she’s a storyteller.
She has won the 2019 Writivism Short Story Prize and the 2020 Dinaane Debut Fiction Award, and
she was the first runner-up for the 2019 Collins Elesiro Prize for Fiction. Her short stories and poems
have appeared in the Kalahari Review, Fireside Fiction, FIYAH, and the 2017 Sol Plaatjie European
Union Anthology, among others. If you happen to meet her, please ask her about her debut novel
from Jacana Media. It’s called Scatterlings, and she’s sure you’ll love it. But please, also talk to her
about the endangered wild fruit Balobedu children once enjoyed in summer.
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at a table having drinks with my
girls & other poems
Haneefah Bello

at a table having drinks with my girls
we are talking with muted lips.
one of the girls makes a joke about babies, we
laugh with all our teeth;
another talks about her husband coming
home

in another woman’s skin, we shake

our heads,
swirl salt around our tongues —
that wretched rag. may sickness blacken her face.

we are not
about all the

talking
things we are

talking about—
whose husband’s baby is running down our thighs,

there is blood

under our manicured nails

that, too

we are not talking about.
the music is loud.

everything is loud now

especially our chests, howling with memories
of forbidden men,

their names
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clawing
out of our throats
at night,
but our voices stay hushed—

trapped

in our treacherous mouths like mummified corpses.
under the table,
our hands dig trenches in our knees,

and we

can’t stop falling

into the wrong beds,

into other women’s kitchen sinks

— our bodies

swelling with suds until we become graveyards of
bubbles — like elusive ghosts,
can’t stop falling into a curse

on the lips of righteous women.

somebody makes a joke

about calories,
we laugh so hard,

all our teeth fall off.
we do not pick them up.
all our teeth do not belong to us

they belong
to other women’s men.
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ode to Sidi
dhur & my aunt Sidis’s oversized hijab shrouding
my childish frame.
damp towels & orange seeds & her
coal pot & her hands—

onion hands

so large they can bathe 8 children

fat, fat hands hands

her four, my mother’s

four, & all the grimy children on I. C. E. road
& my aunt Sidi freshly round from childbirth puff-puff, chilled fanta
alhamdulillah,
a bouncing baby boy.
& her old, brooding tote bag hanging on
the wall —observer of all our births, our bruises, our blue lives.
& the dog-eared arabic texts in her old, brooding tote bag
& my aunt Sidi blue with want

blue with

the smell of laundry left unfinished
blue with her personal histories of
eid chinaware

soul stews

loud pillows

milk teeth thrown over roofs — prelude to rebellion
& her plump cheeks

& her smacking hands —

whitlow hands,

& her rich voice ushering all the children inside for their evening baths.
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Blackface in Nigeria:

Why Context Matters in Interpreting
Interracial Interaction

Adenike Akande
Between Stepin Fetchit and Baba Suwe
The first time I hear the name Stepin Fetchit is out of Lecrae’s mouth: ‘told me keep my
mouth shut, told me be a Stepin Fetchit/ I will not oblige to your colonized way of faith/ my Messiah
died for the world, not just USA’. ‘Facts’, the song these lyrics appear in, is Lecrae Devaughn Moore’s
response to (White) Evangelical discomfort about his insistence that civil rights advocacy is a part
of Christianity— he would not be sacrificing justice for his community to remain popular in (White)
Christian circles.
Lincoln Perry was a comedian, vaudevillian and actor, considered by many as the first black
movie star. His pseudonym, ‘Stepin Fetchit’ (contracted ‘step and fetch it’) is a character he reprised
time and again, described by National Public Radio as a ‘befuddled, mumbling, shiftless fool’, and
more popularly, the ‘laziest man in the world’ — a portrait that would persist for much of his career.
The name has become synonymous to sycophancy and subservience, typically in the context of
furthering notions of Black inferiority to White supremacy, with a ring similar to ‘Uncle Tom’.
The second time I see the name injected in discourse about racial dynamics is in Black-ish,
the television series. In Season 3, Episode 19, Dre gets some flak from Bow over his casting choices
in an advert that implied the desirability of a White woman over a Black one who is made to seem
loud, and nagging. Rainbow, in weighing the implications of his actions, compares him to Stepin
Fetchit, emphasizing the deleterious implications of his role in cementing the coon stereotype, a
representation of black people as lazy, timid and incoherent. Andre presents an alternative view,
one which canonizes Perry for his contribution to Black inclusion in Hollywood: being the first black
actor to earn a million, and the first to get role credits (as Stepin Fetchit though, not Lincoln Perry,
his proper name).
Dre’s and Bow’s antithetical views reflect the controversy of the question of how Perry’s
legacy should be interpreted. Is he saviour or accomplice? Praiseworthy or blameworthy?

It is unlikely that most Nigerians know who Lincoln Perry is, know about this debate or
would care if initiated into its specifics. Who they know, if only the Yoruba, is Babatunde Omidina
but probably not by that name. Describe the popular actor who in the zenith of his career put his
name in people’s mouths through his portrayal of the rag-wearing, lazy, womanizing jester, with
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a face a black so unnatural — for its starkness to the rest of him — that it could not be real
and sometimes suspiciously red lips; they will call him Baba Suwe, and thank you for the welcome
nostalgia.
It could have been watching the United States brew with racial tension; or, corporate
rebranding from racist origins; or, the ‘Karens’ multiplying. It was not something happening in
Nigeria. In my mind, the image of Baba Suwe began to invoke thoughts of the Jim Crow minstrel
act—and even at first it was obvious to me that there was something false about the equivalence.
Curious if anyone else had made the connection, I googled the key words ‘Baba Suwe’ and
‘blackface’— the results are more Baba Suwe than blackface, saying something by itself. Especially
when compared to what you find when you google ‘Stepin Fetchit’ and ‘coon’. For Baba Suwe, those
results which have anything to say about his participation in minstrel culture are one odd tweet and
two articles. There is one long essay, by a Nigerian, which mentions Baba Suwe’s career and discusses
blackface but never juxtaposes them.
One site is Minstrel Movies, which categorizes him as a ‘black faced star’. Two snippets are
hosted as justification of this characterization. The first is his performance in ‘Kadara Afri T’, a
2002 film featuring celebrated musician Queen Salawa Abeni. In the scene, Baba Suwe feigns hurt
at mistreatment from Salawa Abeni’s character but dries his tears as soon as she offers him food.
Through half-hearted whimpers, he is elaborate in his requests for what food he would like. Minstrel
Movies tags this a use of blackface stereotypes, which include trickery, to deprecate the African man.
The second clip, hard to locate on the page, is supposed to depict Baba Suwe discovering an ebo, a
sacrificial meal offered in the process of divination. It is common knowledge that this is not to be
eaten by passers-by, yet he eats it, an act, his wife is certain, will only upturn their lives. In response,
Baba Suwe calls the appearance of food an ‘act of God’, an answered prayer not to be overlooked.
This is described as the ‘zip coon’ stereotype where men consider themselves smarter than they are.
The Zip Coon trope was a jab at free Black people; well-dressed but incapable of the conventional
use of language, and so, arrogantly blinded to their own inferiority, clearly intended to deride the
equal claim to dignity, a way of saying ‘you are not equal even if you look it’.
The tweet accuses Baba Suwe of building a career entertaining Black people with blackface.
The reactions, which are few, are a mix of ignorance on the subject, curiosity, and most firmly,
stringent denial. For the deniers, the context is misplaced, what does Baba Suwe in Nigeria have
to do with an ‘old’ American device? The audience is different too; it is hard to say that anyone
watching Baba Suwe, surrounded only with Nigerian conceptions of culture and entertainment,
would make any connection to minstrel shows. Beyond denial, the confusion is apparent.

***
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Cultural appropriation as an analogy of division
‘Cultural appropriation’, old-timer of academia, is today heavily used in popular culture. It
suggests inappropriate use of items, symbols or ideas, egregious for its illegitimacy. The proper use is
as by members of the group to whom it belongs, or with their ‘permission’, or, perhaps in a special
understanding of the significance of the object. Appropriation carries imperialist and colonial
overtones.
The category of objects appropriable is not closed: hairstyles (braids, cornrows, bantu
knots), jewelry (earrings), clothing (hijabs, bindis), food (jerk chicken), slang (‘bae’, ‘ratchet’), dance
(twerking, breakdancing), music (rock and roll, hip hop), etc.
Certain elements are discernible from the ongoing conversation about what the word means;
a dominant culture; a minority or foreign culture; a use or taking or borrowing of articles, ideas or
language by the dominant culture; failure to credit the original owners of the culture so that cultural
appropriation is comparable to plagiarism or intellectual property theft, a profiting off and taking
credit without due reference. But it is clear that when we speak of cultural appropriation today,
it is hardly about credit or profit, it is the doing; much in the same way that wearing blackface is
not about intent, motive or whether you will make caricature; it is the doing. Adele was wearing
a Jamaican flag, and ostensibly participating in the Notting Hill Carnival, when she was said to
be appropriating Jamaican culture. That was the problem— why was a White woman wearing a
hairstyle and participating in a festival so triumphantly Black in their history?
The problem was lost on Jamaicans. Many found it amusing, and enjoyed Adele’s enjoyment
of it – the homage, the compliment– even joking that patois and Jamaican culture would inform the
tone of her new album.
So began what is the often repeated charge against (Black) Americans, an imposition of
their experiences on others, a centering of themselves in similar narratives to the point of disrespect
and insensitivity. The same was said of the peddling of the #EndSars protests as an offshoot of Black
Lives Matter protests.
Cultural appropriation is hardly Nigerian-speak either. Nigerian history is pockmarked with
offensive imperialist interruption. The fetishization of traditional religions and the establishment of
a Christianity-Islam normativity, South and North, feels all the testimony needed.
Yet the language of cultural appropriation, the concept underlying it, is something alien to
Nigerian thinking. Culture and history make it hard to be otherwise.
‘Race’ is a construct of nebulous interpretation to Nigerians. Nigerians grow up around
Nigerians and often among the same ethnicity. The average Nigerian has only ever interacted with
other Nigerians, and so the nuances of interracial interaction are colours too hard to see in the
Nigerian sun. The first realization of one’s blackness often comes as the rude shock of racism on the
first trip abroad, the portrayals (in movies and TV series it is doubtful most Nigerians see) don’t
seem adequate preparation. Talk of tribalism and xenophobia, which happen often among other
Black people, is better understood. A good example is seen in the way racial slurs (including those
not referring to Black people) are so casually said among Nigerians. No one stops to contemplate the
implications of the use— the appropriateness, who can say it, if anyone?
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It is famously difficult how hard it is to speak to Africans about race. Zimbabwean writer
Panashe Chigumadzi (in ‘Why I’m No Longer Talking to Nigerians About Race’ for Africa is a Country)
has sworn off the topic with Nigerians after noting the difficulty of communicating the problem to
citizens of countries without a past of ‘settler colonialism’. There is a difficulty in understanding
‘global and historical links of black people within the context of colonialism’.
Beyond obtuseness and insensitivy, there is a difficulty inevitably engineered by the difference
between how slavery and colonialism operated. Colonialism brought a few White people to Nigeria;
Nigerians remained the majority. Indirect rule meant that much of traditional government remained
in place although corrupted. When colonialism was legally over, Nigerians did not have to come to
terms with themselves in a foreign country or battle a supervening outward perception of who they
were. That Black American experience is missing and with it that specific kind of racial tension.
Furthermore, culture is understood to be of a different character in Nigeria, than in America,
it would seem. It remains yours, but others are encouraged to share and experience. A person’s use of
another’s culture is typically read as affirmation and appreciation, and even unavoidable given the
closeness in which we live with each other. An example can be seen in the acceptance of White people
into traditional religions. Ifa accepts foreign initiates. Fashion styles, cloth materials, traditional
dishes move between people.
Nigerians often incorporate ideas from other cultures, many times because they enter the
mainstream and it is hard to say where they originated. ‘Bomboclaat’ (a Jamaican expletive) went
from being a phrase often randomly shouted in Nigerian reggae, and otherwise, to a trend on Twitter
used to ask ‘what’s on your mind?’. Ankara is often sewn in the style of a kimono. Nigerians who
watch Korean drama series pick up phrases and expressions and use them, and confer on themselves
Korean titles, names, and self-identify with Korean identity markers, whether they mean it or not.
The point is not to build more walls between Africans and African Americans, or to elevate
some understandings over others, it is to say that there is a difference that will cause to differ.
Acknowledging this is helpful in shaping the discussion we have correctly. Cultural appropriation is
not Blackface, but its inconsequentiality for many Nigerians in Nigeria shows the way that race is
understood and viewed-- a secondary question of doubtful importance.

***
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Is Baba Suwe a ‘blackfaced star’?
Baba Suwe’s character and Blackface performance are similar enough that some inspiration
would not be surprising.
The question of Baba Suwe and Blackface has made brief appearances on Twitter, Nigeria.
A few ask why Baba Suwe is excluded from the accountability and scrutiny directed at performers
who have participated in okaying stereotypes. The louder voice deems it non sequitur, it makes zero
sense to associate Baba Suwe with American minstrelsy. One person argued that blackface is not
offensive to Nigerians given the respect and affection that trails Omidina’s legacy.
Another thought that it was of different import, a different kind of fever, referencing Fela
Kuti’s ‘Yellow Fever’, which might suggest that it remains problematic but for different reasons. Yet
another considered it outrage of no importance given that there is no significance to Nigerians. For
many, the question lingers.
It is fair inquiry: ‘what does this act mean to the people affected or to whom it is directed?’
Effect and audience are indispensable.
In the Black-ish episode earlier referenced, Ruby, Andre’s mother, says Stepin Fetchit is the
reason she is ‘[un] comfortable napping in front of White folk’. Rainbow reads an excerpt that says he,
‘set the template for the coon archetype and perpetuated an abysmal representation of the African
American post-reconstruction’. Other actors, Willie Best (‘Sleep n Eat’) and Mantan Moreland , took
a cue and invented Fetchit imitators.
It is hard to find parallels to this in Nollywood. There seem to be no spiralling effects from
the Suwe character, no diminished view of any of the group(s) Omidina represented. Nigerians are
at home among their own people, it is hard to see how we would decide that Nigerians as a whole,
and black people as well, are foolish because of Baba Suwe. It may be that somewhere in the East or
North or South, Yoruba people are viewed negatively, but it is still hard to see how this would work
given that there is no stark juxtaposition of tribe; he is among other Yoruba people so it would read
that his asininity is a personal trait.
This is why (Black) American outrage needs to be tempered with understanding. However,
given the way (Black) Americans approach interracial interaction, it seems certain that Baba Suwe
will be categorized as a minstrel act.
None of this is to invalidate the anger of Black people or sanctify the actions of Omidina.
For African Americans, there is a history that cannot be escaped and must be acknowledged. This
forms the context of their justified anger. There is an accumulation of meaning borne of the past
that characterizes specific behaviour as flagrant, disrespectful, and certainly racially motivated; or
at least reckless or negligent which is still culpable.
What Omidina did is technically blackface, yet the difference is that it means something
else. And this is important because his actions are not untainted by the trappings of discrimination.
What did a darker skin tone have to do with the silly, lazy, lecherous character being played?
What I am proposing is that the conversation be distilled to accommodate complexities; that
intention (sometimes) matters; that there should be language other than ‘appropriation’, ‘violence’,
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‘colonialism’ with which to speak of the way foreigners interact with other cultures.
In the third relevant article Google shows when you link Baba Suwe with blackface, Dr Louis
Chude-Sokei, in a column for The Gleaner entitled ‘Blackface? Whose Voices?’, discusses the difference
between how Black Americans understand race and how Jamaicans do. Responding to the anger
inspired by a 2013 Volkswagen advert where a White person imitates ‘speaking in Jamaican’, Dr
Chude Sokei writes:
In America, any form of cross-racial or cross-cultural impersonation is greeted
with suspicion…What might surprise Americans is that Jamaicans - the assumed butt of
the joke - not only take the ad in stride, but also see in it a wry cultural affirmation…
African-American pundit Charles Blow from The New York Times (who) described the
ad as “blackface with voices”…In so naming it, he put a familiar mask on the discomfort
many Americans have with the commercial… The very difference between a Caribbean
view and an African-American view of minstrelsy was actually staged in the interaction
where the ad was labelled racist. If you recall, the panel included Jamaica-born
Christopher John Farley of The Wall Street Journal. He wasn’t offended, perhaps because
he’d seen white Jamaicans before or any number of diehard reggae fans, but his opinion
was silenced by the word ‘blackface’… when Blow alludes to “blackface with voices”, he
is only thinking of the first part of this history - the racist part. Most people in America
usually do and find it hard to imagine that race and its meanings vary from country
to country, just as cross-racial impersonation varies from context to context. This view
of cross-cultural imitation, though, is as narrow as it is ethnocentric. It merely uses a
history of trauma to silence a more complex present. In the rush to take racial offence
at the ad, Americans are ignoring what Jamaicans have responded so strongly to. It is
a cultural affirmation of a language that has achieved global significance, even though
still often derided in its own land. What Americans should realise is that Jamaicans,
instead of being the butt of the joke, are, in fact, in on it.

Ironically, earlier in the article he cites Andrea ‘Delcita’ Wright’s, a Jamaican actress
associated with a similarly polarising use of blackface, and Baba Suwe’s acts as a ‘homage to the
globalisation of minstrelsy’. Yet, my point is Chude-Sokei’s point: we must resist the simplicity of
a formula and ask the right and relevant questions. Calling Baba Suwe a blackface act, would be
self-defeating, for African Americans, who will find themselves doing the very thing they denounce
in imposing culture, and for Nigerians, who would be adopting meanings we can hardly make sense
of, and ignoring the issues peculiar to our experience. Blackface is disgraceful and harmful, it must
be denounced and acknowledged. But if anyone ever chooses to call Baba Suwe a ‘black faced star’
they must know why, and be able to justify it.
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32 Rooms

Obinna Obioma
Warning: These words, you’d find, are as strong as a boilermaker, or its African relative, ògógóró. If you can’t
hold them in, don’t drink.
—Alọ́ ra.
If you listen closely, above the sound of midnight, above the hum of the faceless drunk
staggering back to his makeshift crib; the crooning of call girls, craning necks, fleshy thighs and
all, asking for a quickie; the tooting of a chamois-coloured Toyota sedan probably cradling a lucky
“whorezula” and one of those callous clienteles that besiege this side of Pound Road seeking sweet
release; the snoring of the market madman sleeping under a streetlamp that never lights; the rapid,
intermittent ra-ta-ta emanating from the shaky wooden shack that hosts the silhouette of notorious
Baby Mama, who, pants down, leaned over the kiosk and conducted her shady business with her
usual last customer— the pudgy plumber always pleading for a little more time to come...
If you listen above all these, and peer into the dead of the night, you will hear the other—
more musical, clinical, tranquil, and bereft of the sweat, hurriedness and steam that fog the former.
It is the sound of me, strolling, nodding to Phyno’s Man of the Year, stopping to scribble at intervals,
turning every secret the night holds here into naira.
“Enyị-a, do and release na. My husband dey wait me for house.”
“Ọga, you no wan fuck?”
“Touch my boobie na. This nyash go bring you goodluck.”
“How much?”
“I turned sixteen, yesterday. I sweet.”
Ra-ta-ta.
“Short-time, five hundred, last.”
Scratch. Scribble.
Someone has to write these things, right? Remind posterity that there once was such a
cesspool, this far-flung side of Osisioma-Aba, in case God gets too angry, breaks his own promise
and destroys this part of the earth again with another flood. Again, someone has to be these things;
be part of the typical thrum and bustle that greets Umuode every night.
Someone has to be the food vendor—Ma Caro by dawn, Baby Mama at dusk. Someone
has to be the for-profit mongrels and touts, bus drivers, and motor park clouts. Someone has to be
the sleazy polytechnic campus girls who read low-cost books by day, and by night, sell boobs and
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buttocks as low as three hundred naira. And lastly, someone has to arrange, procure and keep the
order of things, so that every day runs in a continuum. This is where Hades meets Eden. How I rose
to become the keeper of souls is a backstory on its own.
Meanwhile, because I love spoilers and hate suspense, you must know that whatever happened
between me, Marilyn, and big-breasted Nwakaego, did not swallow my head. The gist don sell finish
on Gistreel, and at the end of the day, all man believe say in the spirit of hustle na who fall dem chop,
na who die, lose. We’ll soon get to that part of the gist.
As to who I am, shebi my own name no kill me ni? You wake up one morning to find out
your parents gave you a name that will always keep you within every frat’s radar, you learn to swim
without hands and trundle water without legs, just to stay afloat. It is not an everyday name. The
first time I introduced myself to the street was DoomsDay for me. I’d just turned 15.
“You say you be who?”
“Alọ̀ ra.”
“Alo, wetin? Who goes this man, nah? Àró, get this man down!”
These boys on Cambodia Avenue aren’t called “Jackals” to laugh with you. It was that day I
confirmed that blood indeed had a salty taste; say my fine-boy looks did not settle so well with most
men; say an angry man is a horny man; say weed-inspired konji no know male or female nyash! After
the “point one” and his second-in-command tired of fisting me, this other older frat girl with them
decided to have her fun too. They called her Mami, Queen of the Coast. She always wore this black
feline mask, so no one in our area knew her true identity.
The masked she-devil, sporting a tattooed belly, dangling waist-beads and all, rode my
painfully erect penis until I spasmed with a breathless mix of fear, humiliation, and … relief. For
many nights to come, my dreams would be haunted by the masked girl with the tattooed waist,
whose sensual touch bore testimony to her years of experience. And for many years to come, I’d
spend my days searching in the moans and body movements of other women, the mystery girl who
took my chastity without recourse to my penile frailty. That incident was to be my unceremonial
rite of passage into the world of active sex.
Who’s talking about defilement for what I’d unashamedly enjoyed? Na street be this.
Anything is obtainable, including free or forced sex! And growing up here in the ghetto as a boy,
you find we may not react as caustic as you’d expect to nonconsensual sex. Most boys here in their
warped minds look forward to such “altercations,” fantasize about it even, and when it eventually
happens, well, we count down and … we move.
At 17, I don embrace street full-full, letting its derelict arms reform me. Parentage has nothing
to do with what I’ve become. As an unspoken rule, I don’t talk about family background. All there is
to know is I’m the fourth child, third son. No be me tell my papa to born eight children wey him no
fit cater for. I fought a battle my parents lost and won.
Shaa, everything don change now, because I chose to believe in myself, believe that there is
a God above who legit blessed every hustle. Every hustle no be hustle-o. The six-bedroom duplex I
hardly slept in now, or the four Lexus SUVs parked in my garage, have little to say about my humble
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beginnings—born and bred in the ghetto. I wan think say I no get conscience; say na survival instinct
guide me reach this level-o. Shaa, don’t get me wrong. Ok. Chill. Make I pass you small orientation.
Let it be my official introduction and your exposure to my world.

***

See, ba? There is nothing about any “hustle” that is legit. No. Not one. So if you’re most of
the things I can’t be, say: a decent classroom teacher whose reward is in heaven, a studious student
who reads for grades and for the future, an honest merchant with no false measures, a preacher of
the controversial gospel, a coffin-maker— you are not “hustling.” You are making a legitimate living.
However, there’s this other means of livelihood where I and a few others have carved a sort of
niche. So, when I say I am a hustler, it means everything that pertains to me—words, thoughts, and
actions—is all convertible to a monetary equivalence.
At a tender age of 6, I been don already dey profit from sex wey I no fit give, information
worthy of note, and an empty bed in the two rooms that housed us, a family of ten. There was this
buddy always coming to seek out Dimma, my eldest sister. No dulls. I became the demon always
standing between him and his heartthrob.
There’s nothing more frustrating for two sex-starved souls than seeing a little boy, hanging
around the room, who wouldn’t go away. I stuck to those two like a tsetse fly perched on a scrotum
until dude started using his head. He learned to beat me off by sending me on errands to buy suya,
mikki-mikki, and candies, which I ate most of.
Soon, I became the small pimp who arranged the rendezvous points for the hornies, the
harbinger of bad news who gave the “coast no clear” signal when either of my parents or eldest
brother was home, and the stiff-necked sentry who wanted to be bribed with more barbecued beef
and bread. Sum this little knowledge up with my first “Mami sexperience,” and you’d have gotten
exactly what you asked for: Alọ̀ ra.
Two decades later, when it became obvious I could have neither a university education nor a
good-paying job, I started with an ushering crew of seven: five beauties and this other guy, Kemka,
who was sent away from home because dude was inclined to share his body with guys. Seven of
us, brought together by hunger and a sense of danger and death, quested for survival. There was
Kemisola, the Yoruba girl from Oshogbo, come east to make a living; Aisha, from the north, stayed
back after her National Service; Emem, the chubby lass from Ikot-Ekpene; and Dera and Mera the
ebony twins from Owerri. Na only me and Kemka be Aba brought-up.
We needed housing. So we went to the only place and location we could afford: the decrepit
building behind Tonimas, rented the 32nd crib, last room, last floor. It became our conference room
and crashing place because there was little or no time for sleep. I was the manager of the team. It
was obvious I had an administrative calling. Besides, it was all my idea. I nosed around for the right
events, struck good prices, and when the parties were over and all the married women had gone
home leaving their husbands behind, I delegated which girl to which potbellied big man. That’s
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where the big cuts came from, the after-party. Might sound easy. But it’s not just us. There were
various ushering crews springing up here, every day. And there were the freelancers who come to
spoil the market with their cheap rates. So we needed a strategy.
First, we got a business name and complimentary cards. “De Angels” worked after it took
us three weeks to discover the typo when someone called, asking to speak with the director of “De
Angles.” I almost killed the graphics designer for free. Next, we created a record book; call it a
database of all our after-party clients: names, status, locations, spouses, kids, businesses, biggest
secrets, weirdest desires, etc., etc. Our sources were our clients themselves. You want to see a running
mouth, big and wide? Give the penis a good head, the belly good food and wine, then wait for the
buccal diarrhea. Same applies to the vagina too. Give it a good thudding and ass-licking, and watch
the woman cum from her mouth.
Don’t judge me for coming up with that nasty idea. It wasn’t even at its best then, but it
was those backup files that kept us afloat during our drowning days. What that means is that an
“angel,” on instruction, could wake up one morning, stick to your ass for a week, professing love and
loneliness, and by weekend decide to come visit you in your marital home...
“Now, Chief Nzeobi, you don’t want that, do you? You don’t want me…”
Mind you, Dera is good at this roleplay: threatening, at the same time guilt-tripping her
“asset.” And when she whines this way over the phone, you can be sure Chief would go weak in the
knees from fear of blackmail, and an imminent loss of a good “sex slave.” See? For them married
juggernauts, good sex is hard to buy, and when they find something as packaged as what De Angels
offer, they want to treasure it for life!
Say market don sell na packaging-o. Groundnut and peanut no be same price-o. Our services
have a God-given knack to them. We (except Kemka) swung both ways, and so can serve any fucking
gender that came our way. It even made us scarce commodities, hence quite ... expensive. You’d find
a lot of persons have the craziest, dirtiest desires they want to live out before they die: threesomes,
BDSM, fetish, interracial— we made all of their wet dreams come true. Someone fit just come say na
Calabar girl ’im wan tidy, and ... Emem, you’re up. Usually, I handled the bigger deals, like this one
time one man fly me go Dubai to service both him and his wife during their honeymoon… Haha! Ok.
That’s not the story for today.
Back to Chief. He does what any man thinking with his balls would do: call to postpone
Dera’s meeting with a bank transfer typed with fingers shaky from exasperation and an inflated ego
that some daughter of Eve misses him. The alert usually runs into six figures. Thank you, Chief for your
patronage. See you next weekend. Kọọdi.
Our customers kept coming and cumming, and so did the money. In time, the business needed
an edifice, and what else was more eligible than the dilapidated five-story building that’d housed us
for almost five years. Mr. Landlord had to sell. We had him by the neck. He was a frequent consumer,
and we had things to say which he wouldn’t want his wife to hear. Bought over, renovated, it became
our operation center, no more a residential building.
We moved to a duplex in Housing Area, but we never really moved from the firm. It became
home for not just seven angels, but thirty-two more, spread in each of the thirty-two rooms that
made up the chalet. In honour of our humble beginnings, we decided this hotel-chalet-masseuse38
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lounge-bar-event center would be called 32 Rooms.
Let’s get one thing straight. My angels no be ashawó. No. That would be really defaming our
prestigious service to this state and society at large. We no dey stand for road dey beg for men. We
no get that kind time. Na men and women dey come look for us. Na social work we dey do. We offer
therapy to depressed minds, we give massage. The kind of girls my organization boasts of na the
ones wey fit audition for “Big Brother Naija,” enter, win. Na here we dey groom future models and
Miss World dem. Call any of my angels ashawó, and I go sue you for everything your life is worth.
No jokes...
We never ran out of events: weddings, birthdays, housewarming, luncheons, conferences,
board meetings, burials. You read right. Burials. Grief is still nature’s most powerful aphrodisiac if
you must know. And there’s none hornier than a bereaved woman whose husband just left a load
of cash in the bank, worth millions in property. It was on one such burial occasion I met my own
funeral— Marilyn.

***
If here is Eden, you are the forbidden fruit.
—Alóra.

When you walk into 40-40 Lounge, you will see that warning—or rather, the evolution of
reason—running boldly across the wall, in a marquee of red and green lights, above the DJ stand.
It tells of a certain love for poetry, of a mockery of the paradise story, of recreation in all of its
contemptible immensities. It tells of everything that transpires within this wing of 32 Rooms: boozing,
reveling, and a sex session where you get to see “actors” make out live on stage! Na the upgrade to
today’s virtual pornography or future’s sensual holography be that-o. Talk about innovation, right?
If you must get peepz to really wank and show off their pubes in public, you at least gotta make it
real.
So you know how Friday night “raw” gets here—brimming. The club, in respect to its name,
takes only forty viewers per night, and since everyone books tickets in advance, and because the
earlier birds pre-book the erotic classics months before they actually premiere, we almost never have
any open seat reservations. Now you can’t go through all of that hassle to get in here, and when
finally let into Abraham’s bosom, you sit on my upholstered couch in the VIP section, all by yourself,
gloomy as gbegiri. Not on my shine, girl. Not on my Rolex watch.
“Babe, how far na?”
She looks up at me, smiles, and says nothing. Maybe it is the music, the soundtrack from the
amplified voices of Babyzel, Doris, and Chris—all gooey and red from slaps and thrusts—performing
on stage. Those should be enough to drone the ear. I sit down beside her and leaned in. The smile is
more alluring this time.
“You were saying?”
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“Why don’t we start with your name?”
“Nwakaego.” Her eyes twinkle and roll.
“A befitting name, my prettiness.”
Methinks aloud she’s not from around here or made of the Aba stock.
“That’s because I no grow for Naija. Just came back from Canada, two weeks ago,” she
explains.
Obviously. E dey her accent. She’s some rich lass, smells the money, probably came into
this den seeking to spoil or “tear eyes.” Give or take, she fit dey a decade younger, and epa, I don
clock thirty-two like-play, like-play o. No skin pain. I rarely come across her type on a daily, shaa.
Endpoint: she doesn’t belong here.
“So, why are you seated out here alone? Not enjoying the...” I nod towards the stage where
the show was coming to a climactic end with Babyzel’s moan filling every corner of the room.
“Oh, I’m yet to catch the feel of all of this. You have not told me your name.”
“Alóra.”
“The Alóra. Why you sound so refined, but god knows I heard you’re the crudest human ever
walked this side of the Dark Continent.”
“Abegi. No mind me. All this funee na packaging-o. We wey no too go school have our way
around English grammar. I see you know me quite well?”
“The queer pimp who loves writing, keeping bad records, and making money from blackmail.
Who no know you? Your reputation precedes you. Besides, it is in my business to know my mother’s
competitors.”
“Your mum?”
“You must know her, the proprietress of Seven Deck.”
“Are you for real?” I signal to one of my barmen for two shots of vodka. “On the house,” I
wink at my companion or, maybe, potential client. I’m not in the business of knowing my competitors,
but fraternizing with their beautiful daughters? Na my hobby be that.
Seven Deck. Seated beside Rhema University, the place started just two years ago, and
they’ve already copied my concept and more! Those jabronis have a Bet9ja mega outlet and a church
where every yahoo guy and local slut come to cleanse their souls on Sunday. In other words, it was a
milking machine: the pub house, the whorehouse, the casino, the church. You go in there, and you’d
leave satisfactorily poorer than you came. And the “satisfaction” is no feeling that fulfills your desire
at all! Whatever you do in Aba, don’t go there!
“Well, I hope your coming here doesn’t spell trouble for us.” I grin.
“Uncle, dey well joor.” Her soft chuckle fills a brief pause, before the DJ’s scratch of “Omoge,
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pepper them oo” threw the clubbers into a frenzy. “Here is just something else,” she says, scanning the
room.
I laugh. “If you are looking to find value here, I’m sorry, you will be disappointed. This is
where every spare or stolen naira comes to dine with us. Thanks to your mother, we usually don’t
have a full house anymore, but just enough to throw a feast still.”
“Trust me when I say this, here beats there. I was looking for a place to grieve in peace.”
“And you came here?”
She ignores the taunt and swirls a finger inside the spirit-filled shot glass. “I lost someone
who I recently figured out isn’t my biological father.”
“Aww. That must have hurt so badly, these days of paternity fraud and all. Please, accept my
condolences.”
“I know you don’t mean it. Shaa, I will only accept your commiseration if you agree to do
something for me.”
“And what could that be?”
Edging closer and brushing her index finger insinuatingly across my lips, she purrs, “How
much to tear my virgin tor-tor for me, Alóra?”
I lick her finger. It tastes of alcohol and sweet sensuous craziness. Heehh. Pesin pikin go cry
well-well this night-o. My heart raced. “Are you for real?”
She is; because she already is pulling up her satin gown and straddling me right there on the
couch of the secluded section…
Las las, for this line of work ba, something must kill a man…

***
Marilyn.
There was something about her voice when we haggled over the phone. Something about the
owner that said I’ve got this bargaining chip you don’t know about. I am one to reckon with. So, when she
said “Alóra, na 500K I go pay your crew for every every,” I knew I’d lost the battle before the war ever
began.
“Every every” here implied normal ushering services, and the other services that had to do
with consoling her many big association women friends in bed. I wasn’t totally listening, because
she’d already put me on when she said, “I shall need you for me. See it as gratitude for offering you
this much.”
Helloooo! Madame? I am not doing you! I’m the boss here! Double dare me, and I won’t even say
that aloud. “But madame, shebi you’re mourning ni?” I whisper, more like a croak.
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“Aww. Really. Maybe. But you of all gigolos should know the hormones don’t mourn. I shall
see you at Seven Deck, after the burial.”
“Wait, what? Where?”
“It’s alright if you don’t like Seven Deck. Would have loved to do you somewhere outside of
your whorehouse or my late husband’s mansion.”
But that was where it happened after the burial ceremony— her deceased husband’s duplex,
on her matrimonial bed. The way this woman rushed me that night, I no sure say her husband dead
body don cold well-well for grave…
When the smooth satin of her lingerie finally gave way to the velvety touch of her curvy
waistline, what I saw basking around her almost flat belly was enough to dull my senses to the
arousals of the moment. It was not the waist beads. No. Every spoiled chic I knew wore those. It
was the tattoo; the same serpentine semblance of yesteryears, as of my mystery girl, as of … Mami!
That instant, my jaws dropped open, but no words came out, only a muffled moan, because she was
already impaled and bouncing on my shepherd’s rod.
Wait-o. How many women this side of hell share this same branding ni? Perhaps, my fuzzy head was
making up the very tattoo I saw to look like Mami’s; probably because I’d stayed my body and exiled
my soul in search of my penis’s first home. And my, how many of such holes had it not plunged into
to find the first reason why it was pitched on this lifetime of service?
“You like it?” Marilyn had followed my gaze. She sat astride my groin, relishing the moments
of pleasure still sweeping across her body.
“No ... Yes. I thought I’d seen it somewhere.”
“Well, you’ve lashed plenty women in your life. God knows you must have seen a lot more.”
“No. No. Not this one in particular.”
“What about it?”
“I don’t know. I want to think we have met before.”
She chuckled, low, mirthless, got off me, and walked to the tabletop fridge. A can of Black
Bullet opened with a wish. “You really don’t remember, Alóra?”
I stared.
She sighed, took a long swig, drained the sweetened spirit in one gulp, and squashed the can
between her fists. What memory was she drowning in alcohol? What pain was she sedating? And
what has it got to do with me?
“You don’t remember your initiation into the Jackal’s confraternity back on these streets?”
Marilyn walked to a huge wardrobe and brought something from within its drawers. It was
a black mask, the catlike type. One I recognized.
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“Surely, you remember—”
“Mami?” I sat up with a knee-jerk reflex.
She smiled, wryly, and looked me squarely in the eyes, “It’s Marilyn now ...”
The memories started pouring with rain in my head, the whole ordeal: my “blending” when as
a requirement the Capone, Point One, and his henchman, Lazbby, toughened me up with numerous
blows, and then the Queen of the Coast, the girl with the tattooed waist, riding me back to life….
“Jeez! Mami!”
I did not know how to take it all; the eventuality of this meeting, the repeat process, something
akin to déjà vu. How does one appreciate the circumstances of time and … fate? I measured her
entire frame. She didn’t look any different from what I did make of her during my initiation and in
my head afterwards.
“Wow. I don’t know what to say.” That was the timorous part of me, underlying this thick
weirdness called “lifestyle,” coming into play. I hid my face in my palms and cackled with laughter.
“Come on, the Mighty Alóra, Pimp of all Pimps and Securer of All Sexual Pleasure, can’t
suddenly lose his erection and face over a small surprise.” She jumped on my lap and slapped my
hands.
“You call this a small surprise. So you have been here all my life, watching every-every.”
“Aww, you been dey find me? I was not far na. Na me get Seven Deck!”
“Blood of Mary! You? I didn’t even know.”
“Well, you don’t care about anything else outside of filling your pocket and draining your
clients in this Aba.”
“Oh no. I think that more like defines your establishment, Mami.”
Wait-o. Did she say she’s the CEO of Seven Deck? My thoughts flashed back to a few days ago
with the “grieving virgin.” OMG! How possible is it that … Wait-o. Nwakaego? I was starting to see the
close resemblance now: squinty eyes, slender frame, black and beautiful, great cleavage to die for,
and don’t forget the fiery libido, summarily sexy. Heeeh God eeh. Make e no be say I don tidy this woman
pikin-o. Well, would it not only be fair that I got to repay daughter in kind for her mother’s past
charity in snatching my chastity? Abi what goes around no dey cum around again?
“Babe, you literally tear me finish and left me to my imagination. That was my first taste of
a real woman!” I said.
“Really?”
She got off, sashayed back to the fridge, and threw me another can of Bullet. As we sipped
together, she told me how she and her crew had travelled to Asaba on “full moon”—a secret national
meeting of all top officials in every sailing ship within the eastern horizon. It was one week after my
initiation. The state police caught a whiff of the occasion and busted the Jackal’s coven.
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“Point One and Lazbby and a lot of other men died in the shootout. I narrowly escaped,
exiled myself to Bonny, and that was where I found out I was pregnant.”
“Wow. Really? Pregnant? Point One?” I laugh-guessed. Everyone knew she was his queen.
“No, not Point One. Even then, I was having an affair with my late husband, Chief Ezego.
But, he wasn’t responsible, either. I been dey use protection with them on a regular. Shaa, when P1
died, I made Chief think it was his baby. I came back to Aba, secretly married him, became his third
wife, after which, he flew me to Dubai.”
“Nawa-oh. Mami! Mami!” I hailed her. “You tough oo. So street give you belle laidis, you
hang’am for our dead man conscience.”
She smiled, “No be street gimme belle, Alóra. Na you.” And then the smile died on her lips.
I retched and spewed my drink. Fuck me twice! “Haha! Good joke there,” I countered, but she
was being serious. “No. Mami, sea rough o. No dey play me this kin’ tape now.” My heart started
pumping gbigi-gbigi.
She nodded and bit her lips. “Your sperm was just as stubborn as you. Nothing wey I no do
make I flush am o. It just wouldn’t go away.”
I have not known this woman but for a few bouts of sex of another twisted history. However,
mopping into her face now, I knew she was being honest; helplessly so. And this was one moment I
wished she’d burst out in laughter and tell me she was just messing with me.
But she wasn’t. She reached towards the side stool for her iPhone. A single swipe and she was
confirming my fears, in raspy excitement.
“I named her Nwakaego. Isn’t she a beauty? She’s as stubborn as you, heady like eh... This
one? You rarely see her o. She’s in town, though. Got her an apartment when she flew back into the
country for the burial.”
I was still dazed. The initial gbigi-gbigi had intensified.
Marilyn jabbed me. “Hey, it’s ok. See? We are doing well, right? I, you, our baby girl. Nothing
needs to change unless you want it to. I’ve already told her. She might want to know her real father
soon, though. I’m sorry you had to know about it this way. If you have any doubts we could run a
paternity test. Didn’t think you’d mind though—”
“I’ve met her.” It was a low mumble.
Marilyn looked again at the picture of the pretty ebony in her first flush of youth, dressed to
kill as if she was just seeing or hearing about our daughter for the first time too, and then glared at
me for what seemed to be like forever, excitement giving way to astonishment and then to reality.
“You have met our daughter.” It was not a question. It was a realization.
Silence.
“Where?”
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Silence.
“Alóra, what have you done?”
“My job.”
And suddenly I saw myself becoming another 32 rooms of immortal guilt…
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In Which I Try Writing an Essay on Necromancy
While Ahmed Bukhatir’s Last Breath Loops on ‘Oumi’s
Stereo’ & other poems

Olaitan Junaid
In Which I Try Writing an Essay on Necromancy While Ahmed
Bukhatir’s Last Breath Loops on ‘Oumi’s Stereo’
nightly // sandwiched before a grave // everyone except me // parted with their last words // & after
// a multitude of rituals // i want to laugh // act like it was never my fault // even when it was ///
funny // all my life // i’ve been nothing more // say // a witness // & so as always // i watched // how
the flames /// mad with thirst // sipped the ram’s blood// & i, mere prattle // in the art of watching
// watched // the smoke assemble into a blurry blessing // the sky blue/// with expectation // it was
the soul of an immaculate boy // gone crazed with wine // tipped off god’s ear // broke his neck on
the island of lamu // & left to quench vultures // a century of hunger//

haunted by the palpitation of a worm /// dipped in salt // i called light three times // & my
grandmother exorcise // from the kitchen wall // receding into blindness // the clouds— // a silver
god // moving in airtight burqa stitched with anger // once lost at crossroads // i retreated down
the folds of my throats // & pull out a knife afoot nekyia1 // with it, dug a trench // & around it //
poured libations for all my dead aunts // first with honey // followed by sweet wine // & then water
// with cornmeal sprinkled over it // after // i watched them shapeshift into wounded animals //
blood piping // into the earth we stood upon // till they became too weak // to claim their names //

at first light // my father’s first son crowed // his way into a hole // & all his lovers in turn // stripped
naked // burnt /// their wedding dresses to ash // & when gloam struck// diced onion bulbs under
/// their beds to keep off ghosts // on his burial night // a headless cat walked into my sleep & scared
my brother off a tree // seven days after // a calabash dropped un-spilling its songs // this way // the
line grew short // & came his turn2 // somehow // we prayed ourselves onto a field // emptied the red
sea snaking through our veins // offered a skinned sheep upon a pyre // to hold him still // & again
// we waited // & waited

1
2

the cult practice of questioning the ghosts about the future
lines appropriated from Ahmed Bukhatir’s Last Breath
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Displacement
for the refugees in Hammam al-Alil, decamping on government’s order

think of this poem as a body
unfurling towards the threshold of nothingness,
a small village in Mosul
squeezing itself into extinction;
think of escape as throwing knives
missing the bulls-eye
etched on a target board;
think of thousands
fleeing bullet songs
& birthplace;
think of three years away as a body
retreating into itself
for safety;
think of ‘oumi speaking Arabic
for the first time
since we moved here;
think of here as a camp in Hammam al-Alil,
fifteen miles south of home;
think of home as the earth beneath my feet,
yet distant from my grip;
think of the fifty-year-old Umm Ahmed,
disabled & widowed,
both sons, losing themselves to amnesia;
think of the Iraqi woman from the province of Baji;
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think of her: childless, helpless, soon-to-be homeless;
husband rotting somewhere under the godless sky;
think of sacrifice as boys wielding their father’s names
like swords in the face of brutal authority;
think of this camp as a story opening with promise,
but now closing with a hope,
bleak as the ocean vast
or a religion full of broken believers;
think of departure as my body
opening into a fresh wound,
bones displacing someplace
in search of home.
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The Mad Men of Mashariki
Edith Magak
Balzac

“To feel at home everywhere is the privilege of kings, robbers, and good prostitutes”—Honore’ de

A Royal Madness has four lives. At sixteen, it leaves home and can possess anyone with royal
blood. Those it dominates must have roots of insanity. The work of the Royal Madness is to ensure
those roots thrive to their fullest potential. But it must always keep to Mashariki, the East—for this
madness is sanctified by the rays of the rising sun. Of its four lives, it must spend the last one at
home, in the easternmost part of the place it was birthed.
Africa.

This is the story of the lives lived by the Royal Madness of Mashariki, born in 1800, in East

The First Life
Sometime between sunrise and sunset, around the same time The Royal Madness was born,
in a Chiefdom that lay on the eastern edge of Southern Africa, Chief Senzangakhona of the Zulu and
a woman named Nandi of the eLangeni engaged in the fun of the roads. But the Ukuhlobonga went
too far, resulting in Nandi’s pregnancy. When the eLangeni people announced to Senzangakhona
and the Zulu tribe that Nandi was expecting a child, the Zulu replied that the girl was not pregnant,
but suffering from a stomach ailment caused by the iShaka beetle.
In the month of uNtulikazi, Nandi gave birth to a boy with an enormous nose whom she
named Sigidi. The proud proper people of eLangeni didn’t take kindly to illegitimate children;
considered poor models for the village, mother and son were humiliated and harassed with songs
and poems composed specially to ridicule them.
Sigidi also suffered great bullying from the eLangeni boys. They mocked him partly because
of his heavy tongue, partly because of his enormous nose, partly because of his two prominent
teeth, but mostly because of his claims. Sigidi went around announcing, “My father is a great man…
eeeeeeee…. He is Chief Senzangakhona of the Zulu, and he is very brave. He leads warriors to war
and kills everyone he takes captive. One day I will be a chief like him,” he would say, his words
slurred from his heavy tongue.
“Is that why he rejected you and your mother?” the village boys would shout. “You are not
even his actual child. You are a bastard, an utShaka, udoti.”
“With your porcupine teeth, you could even be a cashile.… enhe. What Chief would you be
with that enormous nose that is good for smelling dung, utShaka?” they would scorn.
He soon after became known as Shaka—a name that would forever remind him of his
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illegitimacy. And as with all children everywhere, illegitimate or not, the boy Shaka grew. Albeit
angry and resentful.
When Shaka reached that age where his peers’ interest was mostly girls, he deserted his
eLangeni clan for the Mthethwa. There, he joined the warriors. If you were an ugly bastard who
couldn’t speak properly, the least you could do was fight well. He channeled all his anger into
fighting. Once he wore the amaShoba, he would fight to the death of all his assailants. Soon after, he
became the chief warrior of the Mthethwa.
Sometime later, news reached him that his father, Chief Senzangakhona, had died. Shaka
knew he had to take advantage of the opportunity. He approached the Mthethwa Chief.
“Years now, I have faithfully served you. My father has died. I ask your permission to go and
take his seat.”
“Ah, young man. That desire for power is good. But hasn’t one of your half-brothers already
assumed Senzangakhona’s throne?”
“My chief, if you were to lend me a few warriors, I can dethrone him. I’ll remain loyal to you.
I will make the Zulu chiefdom an extension of yours.”
The chief was convinced. Together with the Mthethwa warriors, Shaka attacked and killed
his half-brother and took over the throne. As he had told the eLangeni boys years ago, he became
Chief of the Zulu. Not one to forgive or forget, he sought the men who had made his boyhood a
misery by their mockery. And on their very own kraal fences pierced them to death. One by one.

Meanwhile, The Royal Madness of Mashariki, having turned sixteen, was ready to leave
home. The High Priest of Madness told it to start with the South. Shaka, a young royal chief with too
much blood on his hands and hints of insanity, was the first candidate. The Madness bid goodbye to
its mad family, and traveled to the east side of South, to live out the first of its four lives.
Once it had unpacked and made itself at home in the life of Shaka, it inspected its new
residence. It then waited for Shaka to finish murdering the last of the eLangeni boys—now men—
and then completely took over Shaka’s mind and soul.
“It’s victory or death!” Shaka proclaimed during the next military campaign. And that is
what it became from that day. When the Mthethwa Chief, a man Shaka had considered a father,
was killed by an enemy chiefdom, Shaka tracked and killed them all, and captured their chief’s
mother.
“Lock her in the hut where we keep the hyenas,” he ordered. “They will find her old skin
appetizing.”
“Wooiii! Please spare your imama… have mercy on me child, ooooiiii,” the woman pleaded.
Shaka, though resentful, had been sympathetic to women and children before, sparing them
in his attacks; but now possessed, his heart hardened. He could not settle for anything less than
savagery.
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Early the next morning, with fire in his hand, he burned down the hut. As the bluish orange
flames reached the heavens, drowning the howls of the hyenas, lighting the woman’s bones, Shaka’s
last threads of sanity burned down. In its place, the deep dark power of the Madness took hold. A
few days later, when he came across a heavily pregnant woman, out of nothing but curiosity, he
called her to his home and ordered the warriors to slice her belly open just to see how the baby sat
inside her. He then ordered the gouging of another man’s eyes to see how the victim would adapt to
life as a blind person.

The Madness was not only barbaric but also inventive; Shaka fashioned the ikwala, quick
stabbing spears, and made shields from cowhides which his warriors used to conquer the surrounding
chiefdoms. He slaughtered their chiefs and immediately replaced them with his chosen subjects.
He had a military of up to 40,000 warriors—men and women whom he prohibited from wearing
sandals. They ran barefoot over rough grounds for their feet to be toughened. He also didn’t allow
them to marry or be married. Shaka too didn’t marry; he, however, kept a harem full of women
supervised by his beloved mother, Nandi. Those found pregnant were put to death. Their stomachs
sliced open in full view of the other women.
The Madness did not like short men, so Shaka grew an abhorrence of them. “This kingdom
cannot move forward with these isilima short men. They are useless, can’t even see when the enemy
is approaching. Kill them all,” he decreed. He also executed warriors who had wounds in their backs
after, as this meant they’d been running away when attacked. Weakness was intolerable to him.
Chief Shaka and the Madness of Mashariki reigned from the Mzimkhulu river in the north
to the Tugela river in the south. From the Drakensberg in the East, stretching into the coast. He was
no longer Shaka, chief of Zululand, but King Shaka of the Zulu Kingdom.

Then Nandi died.
She was the only person Shaka had loved. Not only as a mother, but as a confidant, supporter,
and advisor. His overwhelming grief and depression, together with the growing insanity, was the
perfect mix for full-blown craziness.
Oh, how the madness prevailed. Feeding off Shaka’s pain, it broke the banks of restraint,
flooded the borders of control, wreaking havoc everywhere, destroying everything in its path, taking
no prisoners.
“There shall be a seven-year mourning period. During these years, no woman in my entire
territory should become pregnant, or else she and the husband will be put to death. No crops should
be planted. Any cow or goat or sheep that gives birth, will be put to death so that the young one
knows how it feels to lose a mother. No one may use any milk. I will kill anyone who does not show
enough grief during this period,” Shaka pronounced.
The warriors went around the kingdom, making sure everyone was grieving. If one was
found to be insufficiently gloomy or showing anything that resembled a smile, they were killed.
They murdered 7,000 for either laughing or drinking milk or giving birth, or whatever reason that
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did not add misery.
Nandi’s death made Shaka realize that he too was a mortal who could die anytime. That
scared him. He, therefore, sought the strange white men and invited them to his kingdom.
“Give me an ointment of youth or anything you have to keep me alive. You must have
something like that, seeing what clever people you are.”
The white men had nothing like that. But they knew the reputation of the mad king. Saying
no was welcoming death, so they said, “But of course, great King. A syrup we have. Give us a few
weeks to send for it from our homeland.”
“I will give you anything, as long as I don’t see these grey hairs on my head, or grow old and
die. I don’t want to go the way of my mother.”
The Madness of Mashariki, having received a vision from the High Priest of Madness that its
first life was ending, and it had to go North, readied itself to move out. When the white men came
back with a cough syrup, which they prescribed to Shaka to drink every morning and evening, it
started packing its clothes. When the white men demanded a piece of the Zulu kingdom for the
“syrup of youth,” and when Shaka signed it away without a thought, the Madness carried out its
suitcase and walked out. The white men went away laughing at the foolishness of Shaka. He had sold
his kingdom for a cough syrup.
The starvation in the land caused by the “Nandi grieving decree” was unbearable. As was the
bloodshed and the anger of the hungry men. Even the warriors were exhausted. One evening, Shaka’s
fed-up half-brothers snuck up on him at his royal kraal after the soldiers had gone out on patrol.
They struck and stabbed him countless times.
The King cried out: “Brothers, Uqala ngamanzi, impupu ungakayigayi, you will not rule. The
swallows will do that. You will end through killing one another.”
As the sun set on the east side of the South, Shaka’s body was dumped into an empty grain
pit and filled up with stones. The great mad man from the east side of the South, King Shaka of the
Zulu, fell, and his kingdom with him.
The Royal Madness of Mashariki, left with 3 lives, made its way upstream. To the east side
of North.

The Second Life
Somewhere between dawn and dusk, not too long after The Royal Madness was born, in a
province that lay on the east side of the North, Haile Wolde of Qwara District, a Christian nobleman,
got himself a wife from the upper nobility.
“The union will be good. Her name is Attitegeb, a member of the noble family,” the nobleman
was told.
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Attitegeb became with the child soon after and gave birth to a boy called Kassa. But their
marriage broke up, and the couple divorced. Attitegeb moved back with her son to her province in
Gondar. To a community that cared little for Christian women whose marriages ended up in divorce.
As is the way of the world, Kassa’s father died. His family split all his wealth up, leaving
nothing for Kassa or his mother. Attitegeb, who had now fallen from glory, and into the pit of
poverty, started selling worm killers (kosso) in the market. Along with ridicule, Kassa suffered great
bullying and teasing from the Gondar boys. This was partly because of their poverty, partly because
of his handsome appearance which caused jealousy, and partly because while playing, he won at
everything, wrestling, running. But mostly because of his claims:
“My father was a rich nobleman, a governor. My mother too comes from a noble family. I am
royalty. And a monk prophesied to my mother before I was born that one day, I will rule the whole
of Ethiopia.”
“Haha, is that why your father chased you both away with nothing? And if you are a noble,
why is your mother selling kosso? Look at this Kosso seller’s son,” the village boys would jeer.
“You can tell us nothing. You are so diha. Kosso seller’s son! Kosso seller’s son!” they’d chant.
This insult against his mother, he neither forgave nor forgot.
As with all children everywhere, whether or not their mothers sold kosso, the boy Kassa grew
up. Albeit angry and bitter. The High Priest of Madness saw him, noted his potential, and saved him
for later. His time was soon to come.
Despite being properly poor, Attitegeb was still conveniently Christian. To give her son a
chance, she sent Kassa to live with his uncle, who took him to a monastery. The monks taught him
the bible from Genesis to Revelation. He learned European history and read Shakespeare. When
he tired of reading about white people, he studied the techniques of his own people’s warfare. He
became a well-educated man and was on his way to becoming a Christian nobleman—just as his
father had been—when the Madness of Mashariki reached him in the North.
It arrived the same night bandits attacked the monastery. When he saw his classmates being
killed, but as he ran, he was no longer one. He went back to his uncle, possessed. He gave up his
books, his Bible, his Shakespeare and became a shifta. From then on, he waylaid and stole from the
rich men in Qwara and shared out the spoils with the poor. Because of this, he gained a massive
following. Kassa was yet to reveal his straits of insanity, so the Royal Madness of Mashariki took the
time to unpack, unwind and rejuvenate. The last days with Shaka had been exhausting.

Empress Menen, ruler of Gondar, Kassa’s home province, wasn’t impressed with his robin
hood deeds. She worried that Kassa, who now had an army and had captured other provinces,
broken them into districts, and appointed personal governors, would look homeward, turn on her
and gain Gondar. She gave him her granddaughter, Tewabech, as a wife, for security.
Kassa adored Tewabech to the point of worship. She was a small delicate woman with a
gentle spirit and extraordinary beauty, and she too loved her shifta husband.
“My darling, you know there is nothing I would not do for you,” he would tell her.
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“Then my lord, go easy on the subjects in your provinces,” she would implore since any form
of injustice grieved her.
“As you wish mentewab.” This happened many times, and Tewabech could subdue the Madness
of the Kassa.

But it was the same Tewabech, who, righteously indignant on behalf of her husband, flicked
on his fiery flames of Madness; she made Kassa rebel against her own grandmother, Empress Menen.
It was just after his battle against the Egyptians, and he had been badly wounded.
“My husband, Emporer Yohannos III has sent you meat from an entire bull, as custom, for
you to eat and regain your health. But grandmother, an entire empress, has only sent you the leg of
a bull.”
Kassa raised his head to speak, but Tewabech was not done. “She has constantly ridiculed
and undermined you, but this is worse. One servant even heard her say that you deserved less than
the leg of beef because you are a mere thief.”
The Madness of Mashariki, who was almost getting bored while waiting for an opportunity
to latch on, stirred at this.
“Empress Menen keeps referring to you as a ‘highway robber and a Kosso Seller’s son.’ I will
not have you disrespected like this, my husband. You need to rebel against grandmother.”
Kassa could bear insults on his person, but not against his mother. To be called a Kosso
seller’s son was an insult he never forgave. In defiance he refused to send the quarterly tribute to
Empress Menen, who sent her warriors, led by her finest general, to go and “return with the son of
the Kosso seller.”
But Kassa was prepared and instead captured the general, making him continuously drink
the powerful kosso they mocked Kassa about until he died. The Madness of Mashariki, pleased with
this action, immediately came to life and took over Kassa’s soul and mind.
Empress Menen was furious when she heard about the fate of her general. With her entire
army, she marched into battle herself. But Kassa captured her and ordered her killed.
Tewabech, who regretted her role in starting this fight and was overcome with love for her
grandmother, begged Kassa to reconsider.
“My love, I entreat you in the name of Christ our savior, please spare the life of grandmother.”
She knelt before him.
Because the strength of love could still overpower his madness, Kassa reconsidered. “All right,
for your sake, I shall spare her.”
Instead of being killed, Empress Menen was confined to a cave.
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The Madness of Mashariki was furious at this turn of events. What was the point of victory
without bloodshed? Something had to be done. To assert itself and quench its anger, it spoke through
Kassa.
“General, order the soldiers to burn down the entire town of Empress Menen. No survivors.”
That night, watching the inflamed people run around as they screamed themselves to a
smoky death. Watching the heads of others being chopped off like leaves, watching bodies roast and
burn before his eyes, as streams of blood flowed, the Madness of Mashariki roared. Kassa had now
conquered all the districts and provinces on the east side of the North, from Semien to Maryam,
Shewa, Gojjam, to Wollo. As he had told the Gondar boys years ago, all the North was now under
him.
“I, Kassa Hailu, elect of God, son of David and Solomon. I am the King of Kings. Savior of
God’s people,” he declared after he defeated the last enemy forces. His church crowned him Emperor
Tewedros II. And he became known from then on as Tewedros.
Tewedros had a vision of unifying Ethiopia. And no one could stand in the way of that. “If
there be any regional princes or lords who refuse to recognize me as emperor, kill them and give their
lands to the poor,” he instructed the generals. Because of this, his people loved him and overlooked
his tyranny.
But the Madness of Mashariki was not pleased with Empress Tewabech. Many times, she had
limited the madness of Tewedros. Stopped it from fully raving with her suggestions of benevolence.
Then Tewabech died.
How the Madness rejoiced. How Tewedros grieved. How the Madness gained strength. How
Tewedros lost control. For months, he refused to bury her body, unbelieving that she was gone. When
he finally accepted that she was dead, the Madness of Mashariki came to the core, reigning fully
with no restrictions.
Tewodros heavily taxed his people. He also demanded that the same people should feed his
large army of fifty thousand soldiers. He decreed monogamy for all men and beat the common people
who came to seek his justice. And believing himself to be God’s chosen, he opposed the church—it
was his way or his way.
It was the best of times for the Madness of Mashariki. This was a high that it had not felt even
with Shaka of the Zulu. This rollercoaster of madness could only go up. His advisors, thinking that a
wife would reign over him again, convinced him to take another wife. But this second marriage only
kindled the madness further. His new wife, Empress Tiruwork, was from the line of King Solomon
himself and had intended to become a nun. Having been forced to marry Tewedros, she despised him.
She felt they had forced her to marry beneath her dignity, marry a highway robber. She abhorred
the man. For affection, Tewodros turned to alcohol and other women.
Not long after, his chief general was killed when they were out in battle.
“Take all the 500 prisoners we’ve captured to Dabareq market, and stone them to death,” he
ordered. But even that could not calm him. He still commanded the killing of everyone in the nearby
enemy districts. About 7,000 people.
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“I will consider him an enemy whoever does not rejoice with me at this great revenge.” He
said. His soldiers went around the empire, seeking those who did not rejoice enough. Those who were
found to be insufficiently happy had their limbs chopped off, or thrown over cliffs, others burned
alive. The mad emperor was now madder than ever. Because Tewodros hated tears, no bereaved
person could mourn.

When he entered the city of Gondar, the women of the town came out to clap in greeting, as
was customary. But Tewodros accused them of ululating too loudly. He was furious.
“Are you doing this to alert enemies of my approach? You are cooperating with them.”
And none of their pleas stopped him from slaying all of them, there and then.
In one of his rages, he brutally murdered a twelve-year-old imam. He ordered his feet and
hands to be cut off. After that, he dragged him to the edge of the Magdalla Plateau and threw him
over the escarpment into the plain. His people shivered in horror when they heard this. They deeply
resented Tewodros II from Shewa to Wello. Even his village people of Qwara wanted nothing to do
with him. The people were tired of the mad, murderous emperor.
So, Tewodros reached out to the white men in his kingdom, asking them to take a letter to
their leader, Queen Victoria of England, as he sought help to conquer Jerusalem. After all, wasn’t he
the elect of God? It was only fitting that he ruled from Jerusalem. But Tewodros got no response from
the Queen. This was an insult he could not bear.
me.”

“Lock up all the white people in Ethiopia. I consider it an affront that their queen ignored

And when he started killing them one by one, the queen wrote back, refusing to support him
on his mission, asking him to release her people. But who was Tewodros to listen?

In a vision, the High Priest of Madness came to the Madness of Mashariki, warning him it
was time to leave. Time to pack. But enthralled by the potent lunacy in Tewodros, it disregarded,
believing it still had time.

With the help of Dejezmach Kassa of Tigray, the British troops marched to Magdalla to free
their people. Watching from the heights, Tewodros saw his soldiers being outgunned. He saw his
generals and advisors being shot. He could not face the humiliation of captivity.
Tewodros picked up his pistol, placed the barrel in his mouth, and shot himself dead. And as
the sun set on the east side of the North, the great Emperor Tewodros, Lion of Magdalla, fell, and
his kingdom, with him.
The Madness of Mashariki did not have time to flee. Since this was a suicide, it was stuck in
Kassa’s body for a dozen years. How many times had they had warned it as a child, “Remember, if
your host takes their own life and it finds you there, twelve years in their body, you will be trapped.”
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Its pride had cost it, and so it decided that it had shed enough blood and, for its next life, would have
more fun and less bloodshed.

The Third Life
Somewhere between morning and evening, some years after The Royal Madness was born, in
a village that lay on the east side of West, Ugbabe Ayibi, a poor palm wine tapper in Enugu-Ezike,
married a poor farmer.
“Her name is Anekwu. Just marry her before someone else goes to see her father and takes
her,” he was told.
Anekwu became with child soon after and gave birth to a daughter called Ahebi. This
poverty, however, was too much. So much so that it made Anekwu move back with her daughter to
her village in Unadu. The proud poor people of Unadu didn’t take kindly to women who left their
husbands because of hardship. Mother and daughter were harassed and constantly ridiculed.
Along with the spite, Ahebi suffered much teasing from her friends. Partly because of their
running away, partly because of her beautiful skin, and partly because of her claims.
“My father is the greatest palm-wine tapper in Enugu-Ezike. Even kings from other lands
send for his wine. One day, I too will be a noblewoman. People will bow down to me.”
“Ahihihi... Ahebi you are funny. The only greatness you will ever have is that you and your
mother ran away from your father’s poverty, to suffer with us here in the village.”
As all children everywhere, whether or not their mothers ran away from their fathers, Ahebi
grew. Albeit angry and bitter. When the jesting became too much, mother and daughter packed
themselves up and returned home.
“The goddess Ohe is punishing you for a crime you committed,” the diviner revealed when
Ahebi’s father went to find out the cause of his poverty. “The only way out of this is igo mma ogo,
yes, offer your daughter Ahebi as a living sacrifice, to be the wife of the Ohe. But Ahebi refused the
‘honor’ of being dedicated to the goddess and ran away to Igala.
The Madness of Mashariki, reawakened after twelve years of enforced slumber, and running
from the east side of North to the east side of West, met Ahebi as she ran. The High priest, punishing
it for its previous mistake, had not sent a message on who it was to possess. Since Ahebi was the first
person it encountered, it jumped into her.
It knew it had made a mistake as soon as it possessed Ahebi. Though she had straits of
insanity, she was a common woman with no traces of royalty. But to unpossess her would lead to its
premature death. The Madness settled and waited, giving itself time to find a solution.
Ahebi knew the gods had blessed her with a beautiful body for a reason. So, she traded with
her body. At just the right age, with the right face, and her native medicine which made her more
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appealing, she was soon the best prostitute in Igala. With many clients, business boomed.
This trade also required her to constantly travel in search of new markets. She had to learn
new languages too in her journeys, for how could you satisfy clients if you couldn’t understand their
needs? Hearing of her prowess, the King of the Igala and even the strange white men who had come
to the Kingdom sought her services.
The Madness did not enjoy this common life. It was used to royalty, and the only scent of
royalty in Ahebi was from the Igala King with whom she occasionally had sex. Resolving to work
with what it had, the Madness of Mashariki started plotting.
Because she could speak their language, Ahebi led the white men through the inner routes
of lands she had traveled and watched as they conquered her people. With money, influence, and
the white man’s backing, she returned to Enugu-Ezike, and back to her village. The Madness of
Mashariki had a fully formed plan.
“Ugwu Okegwu,” she approached her village headman with false humility. “Since I am the
only one who can speak the white man’s language, I wish to help you as an interpreter.”
The headman gladly accepted the “help”. But the Madness had not come here to play. Later,
when the headman was found mysteriously murdered, Ahebi became headman. Not only headman,
but after a few months, she influenced her white friends and clients to appoint her warrant chief.
The elder’s rage that a woman had been made chief did not stop Ahebi. She did not care
about small village politics; her eyes were now aimed towards the seat of Eze. She was going to be
King. Her glorious campaigns, together with the support of the King of Igala, and the force wielded
by the madness of Mashariki in her, couldn’t be stopped. She was a leopard. Fast and fierce.
Before spit could dry on the ground, they crowned her as eze of Enugu-Ezike. Riding a horse
back in her Kingdom, with a group of singers and dancers following her, as she had told the Unadu
girls years ago, she was now the greatest person in Enugu-Ezike. And people bowed down to her.
The Madness of Mashariki laughed in content. Though it had lost twelve years, it had
redeemed itself by making a common prostitute, a woman, into a king, into a man. Ahebi Ugbabe
was now the King of Enugu-Ezike. It was time to go mad.
King Ahebi, as is the nature of all kings, allowed only virgin girls to sleep in her room. “Aside
from the maidens in my room. Bring me some married women from the village.” She ordered.
“My king. Married women will be difficult seeing as their husbands may refuse.”
“Chelukwa! Refuse the king? Okay, bring me women whose husbands complain they are
undisciplined.” These she would beat, make them work as servants in the kitchen, or garden. The
beautiful ones she took as wives. Not really, she kept them in her brothel, to serve the needs of the
many important men who visited her. Good prostitutes, even when they became kings, knew the
importance of business.
King Ahebi dealt with stubborn men who refused to release their wives to her in the same
way she dealt with all rebellion. Public whipping. She would strip the men naked in her palace
during hearings to make an example of them.
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When the white men told her to start a school, she built a school in her palace and hired a
teacher. But the parents didn’t send their children there. Instead, they ‘stole’ the teacher and asked
him to teach at the home of one headman where they took their children.
“I will not entertain such disrespect.” The Madness of Mashariki purred in pleasure at this
anger. “Round them all up. Parents, children, and that traitor teacher. Lock them in the prison at
Nsukka, until I decide what to do with them.”
Three days later, at the palace courts, she whipped them from the skin to bones. The men
twice as much. Ahebi also forced all the people in the 33 villages she ruled over to labor for the white
men. In addition, she heavily taxed them. Her soldiers had permission from her to take other men’s
wives whenever her brothel needed facelifts. She flogged the men who went against her in public,
insulted the older ones, and made decisions without consulting anyone. She walked with a whip, and
if she came across anyone she didn’t like, flogged them naked on the spot.
She turned her palace, where she held court cases, into a business place.
“Your majesty. The next case is between Nwanyibuife and Okeke. Okeke just yesterday sent
five goats and money to the palace.”
“Okay. I will rule in his favor. But tell him to add two more goats and five chickens by
evening.”
This she did in all cases. Selling justice to the highest bidder. The losers remained in the
palace where they became servants.
King Ahebi married wives for herself—other men’s wives and maidens in the land. She
allowed them to have sex with men she chose and when they became pregnant; she claimed paternity
and named the children after her.
“I am King Ahebi Ugbabe. Husband, father. She who kills with heavy rain. Who is it that
stands against me?” she would always declare. But her people were tired of the suffering and
humiliation.
Ahebi knew she was a man in function, and to be complete, had also to be a spiritual man.
She was going to remedy that. On the night of umu mma, a sacred function decreed by the spirits for
men only- men who had been born men. A function where women could not attend. She created her
masked spirit and brought it out. No one, not even the gods, was going to stop her from becoming
a spiritual man.
During the ceremony, just when Ahebi’s masked spirit came out to pay tribute to the gods,
the Madness of Mashariki heard a voice that made it freeze in shock. ‘Come back home child, time is
up’ But how could this be? 3 lives to pass by so fast? The madness knew the call to return home could
not be ignored.
“Do you not know our culture?” Azegba, the oldest elder enraged, shouted at King Ahebi.
Refusing to accept her masked spirit.
“I am bigger than culture, bigger than the gods. I am your King. You will receive this
masquerade right now.”
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The council of elders would have tolerated anything but this abomination. No woman from
oge gbo gbo had dared bring out a masked spirit. With newfound courage, they confiscated her mask
and ordered it destroyed. Confident in her superior position, she reported the elders to the courts of
the white men. But King Ahebi didn’t know that the Madness of Mashariki had now started packing
its clothes and her influence was waning.
The white man turned against her. After all, the land was now in their hands. They didn’t
need her. The elders prevailed over Ahebi. It was only a matter of time before her powers as King
would be stripped off.
The Madness of Mashariki, now ready to leave, decided to go out in style. Not wanting to be
forgotten easily. It performed its last lunacy.
King Ahebi gathered all her officials and announced her funeral.
“I want you to plan an elaborate burial for me. Yes, I know I am alive. But I want to attend
my funeral. Plan it to be the biggest and greatest.” The announcement was made in all the land.
On the morning of the burial, the sound of gunshot fire resounded over all the villages. They
held the burial at Akporisa shrine. Everyone was mandated to attend. Kings from the nearby lands,
the white men, slaves, and subjects—all brought money, goats, chickens, and various presents to
mourn the “death.” The blood from animals’ sacrifice flowed like a stream. Music was composed in
her honour. Singers and dancers performed and everyone cried. King Ahebi was overjoyed with the
burial. The Madness of Mashariki, even more.
And so, for the last time and with its suitcase packed, the Madness of Mashariki, after three
lives, left the east side of West, and journeyed home, to the east side of East.
A few months later, King Ahebi Ugbabe died. And was buried like the man she had been. As
the sun set on the east side of West, so the great agamega, King Ahebi Ugbabe, of Enugu-Ezike fell,
and her kingdom with her.

The Fourth Life
The Royal Madness of Mashariki, home now, got ready to live its last life. To bring forth an
offspring who would follow in its footsteps.
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Blaise pascal’s principle of pressure;
a theory for explaining rape & other
poems

Ókólí Stephen Nonso
Blaise pascal’s principle of pressure; a theory for explaining rape
A change in pressure at any point in an enclosed fluid
at rest is transmitted undiminished at all points in the
fluid.
- Blaise Pascal.

Suppose I sat in a room, fingers brushed
against cool metal — cuffs or something
as I listened to the detective’s questions.
Say I’m asked—

how do you learn fear?

Sighs, raises blouse to eye level & whisper
by growing a female body.
My body
take it

a living bread—
break it

do these things in memory of me.
Last week I was pressed against a wall,
dress pulled down in fast motion, thrust
over & over— an equation P = F/A
Where P is the nail driving its way into wood.
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Or perhaps P is the pressure of a piston, two times
the size of the fluid a man plunges into.
Say F is the force applied by the [
men

], say my hy—

breaks & orgasm feels like a hurricane.

Take A to be the total area,
or call it my body
My body, yet a well where men draw strength
again I’m asked—what happened yesterday?
face flush with anger, another officer walks in,
fear creeps in. I – I – I then say;
I cross the road to talk to God
alone
I sit in the front pew of the sanctuary,
footsteps thud from behind, rough calloused
hands gripped me, seized my breath,
& made me suck my bones.
I stabbed him three times,
& sent him to hell. Even God couldn’t save him.
Tell me why you took a knife to [

]?

I smile politely then say;
It’s night & a girl can’t take a walk
alone.
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;
Too often, our cries for help are silent
ones. Unheard. Unheeded— Emily

Believe it or not—
depression is a dice rolling into our lives.

If you’ve walked through the long night of grief,
you’ll meet the ghost that lives in your head. You will

see shadows hiding in your walls, and hear taunting whispers:
“take another capsule and lay

rest.”

on this road, a boy made his body,
a pendulum, swinging freely from side to side

My therapist walked through this road. She watered
weeds till they grew wild and ate her up. Her therapy couldn’t

save her— anymore. Even the therapist needs a therapist. Now,
I’m on the road between dying, and

wanting to sleep— again. Granny said the shadows I see are dying
flowers. I admire the dying ones, whenever she tends her roses.

Take it:
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a withered flower will not wither— again.

Yesterday, a poet walked into the night with pain and pills.
He never came out. I wish I found out if he found peace.

Inside my head is a sad film— movie reels grayscale & fade to black.
Peering at Freud’s sadistic theories, my superego
drives my ego to end it. To be an athletic god.

My English language instructor once passed this path. He said:
life is like a semicolon; we can end it. We chose
not too

Listen: I decide never to do it—again.

Ever. Won’t you celebrate with me, that every day,

something has tried to kill me, and has failed,
and has failed, and will fail?1

1
Lines riffing off Lucille Clifton’s “won’t you celebrate with me” poem from Book of Light.
Copyright © 1993.
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Departure
Suppose our bones are brick walls, weak and ready to crumble.
or call them broken cartilage, waiting to be stitched.

Yesterday, under the withered guava tree where my umbilical cord is buried,
My grandmother spent the night counting the stars,
till the night swallowed her up.

Depression is the rope, woven to hang us, like a portrait.
this thing sits like a stone in a woman’s abdomen,
but when the ache becomes too much for the woman to carry,
where does she go?
Isn’t home what her body yearns for?

A man who longs for departure, sees water as a means,
wraps his body with verses of melancholy, then
leaves it swaying like a capsizing ship,
till his body finds its way into the banks of the Nile

Depression comes quietly like sun rays,
& peeps through the dark corners of our rooms, scorch our backs, then

vanish

But is darkness not synonymous with night?
Is night not meant to keep the body at rest?
Is water not for baptism?
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I know this feeling, It lurks around us in creepy places,
then drain us to the last drop.
till water becomes the only corridor to follow

I know all these truths because I’ve once longed for water before
because dark once meant home,
because pain knows every inch of my body,
because I’m still there now
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Windowseat

Chukwudumebi Onoh
The couple who live in the apartment behind mine is expecting. Olanna’s caramel skin is
radiant. There’s a new sheen to her angular shoulders. I imagine that it’s cocoa butter.
“Bimbo, guess what?” I hear Olanna say.
Her phone nestles between ear and shoulder as she moves out of sight with a casserole dish.
She returns and wipes her oily palms on a threadbare napkin nearby. Careful with that Olanna, you
know that fabric is delicate, I muse as I watch her. She is wearing that her special dress again—the
dark green satin one with a lace hem, the one that the man likes.
She’d worn it some few weeks back as the aroma of fried rice wafted through her kitchen
window. She’d swayed gently to Asa’s melody, the fabric flowing rhythmically alongside her
narrow hips. And later that night, as was usual, the man sauntered in and joined the dance.
Perhaps it was something with the negligee. His fingers stroked the coils of her week-old cornrows
as they moved. On beat at first, a little offbeat in a moment. Then they danced frantically—limbs
tangling till I could hardly make out Olanna’s slender figure. They danced across their dining
room till I could see them no more. I could, however, still hear them.
Olanna had sung a strange and strangled refrain.
“Wahidi, omo Sekina; omo Muyina,” I whispered along with the music, mimicking
Olanna’s former steps. It reminded me of Tochi’s favourite song.
I glance at the door and frown and wonder when my Tochi will come back home.
Olanna’s man will be back soon. The sky tells me so. She holds the phone away from her
ear and pulls a face.
“Don’t tell anyone oh, Bimbo. You are the first to know.”
Bimbo is the shrill one whose nails always resemble bloodied claws. I know this
because Bimbo speaks with her hands, her beaded bangles echoing her every word.
Her other friend, Cecilia, was also the first to know. And then her sister Ndali, a few
minutes prior. Her mother, however, hadn’t heard the news and Ndali was to make sure it stayed
so.
“What’s wrong with the name?” Olanna asks, reaching into the wooden cupboard for the
jar of salt. “No, I don’t think it sounds local. I happen to think it’s very chic,” she says, bringing the
ladle to her lips for a taste. “Na you sabi, Ndali,” she drawls, rolling her eyes. “Alright, daalu… bye.”
I watch as she hangs up the phone and wipes at the beads of sweat threatening to slide down
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the sharp edges of her prominent cheekbones. My Olanna. I had never caught wind of her name, so
I named her myself. Olanna—my fine jewel. A befitting name I suppose. I do wonder what her real
name is—something equally delicate, I hope. The man, however, is a rather plain-looking creature, a
non-entity, a weak breeze, so I have not bothered to think up a name for him. He simply is.
I cradle my own little one closer; her fragile body writhes against my chest. She is only a few
days old, my Hope.
“Shh, it’s okay little one. Your father will be home shortly,” I say, glancing first at the clock,
then back at the window.
In a single vertigo-inducing movement, Olanna glances in the direction of the door. She
wipes, once more at her forehead, grasps at her breasts, does a quick pat-down, and with a loud
exhale, she charges forward and out of sight.
Olanna’s man has returned.
I prefer it when the man is not home. His presence steals my jewel from my sight and causes
her to speak in subdued tones. But that is not who she really is.
With pursed lips, Olanna returns into view. She kills the music and snatches the lace curtains
closed. She loves to peel back the curtains. She does the tango with the breeze. I often enjoy the music
that she plays and the spectacle that accompanies it. The lyrics no longer stumble but slide off my
dry lips. I run my tongue over the blood-clotted creases and mutter the lyrics. O to bi o l’omo.
I will sing this song to Tochi when he returns to me. Yes, I am sure he will like it very much.
He usually likes the music of the Yorubas. I sure hope he returns with some water for us, I muse, casting
another glance at the door, bouncing my baby in my arms. She is beginning to get uneasy, but not
to worry, her father will be home soon. He promised.
I gaze once more into the arched frame that permits me into Olanna’s universe. The faint
whispers punctuated by the metallic clang of cutlery betray their presence in the dining area. It
is too far off for my liking. I wonder when Olanna will break the news; she seemed angst upon his
arrival. But she always does—transforms into this person immediately the man steps into their
apartment, slamming the door behind him in his usual manner; a woman more to be pitied than
admired. She wrings her fingers and skirts and scuttles around, fetching and replacing. Ndali had
noticed too, even more than I could from where I sat.
“Olanna, look at your whole body! That man is a monster!” she had said, grabbing her little
sister’s arms, shaking her with a tenderness and vigour I hadn’t known could coexist. Olanna tore
herself away from her sister’s grip and stepped back with the stiffness of one who had suddenly been
doused with a bucket of frigid water.
“He is my husband, Ndali.”
The pair stared at each other a moment, and then, like a violent gust of wind, Ndali was
gone, banging the door with such force, the vibration rippled throughout the apartment; the pendant
ceiling lamp swung rhythmically, mirroring the movement of Olanna’s heaving chest. It wasn’t until
last month that Ndali returned to the apartment, with word from their mother: she’d had a bad
dream.
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The mother, at first, did not seem like their mother at all—at least in looks. Their father must
have been a head-turner. He is only spoken of in hushed and somber tones, so I presume that “must
have” is appropriate. These things are difficult to decipher at times. First, there was “your father,”
then there was “that other man,” whose descriptors seemed almost identical to that of Olanna’s
husband.
I had thought the previous night’s cries had sounded slightly different. But the curtains were
drawn and the windows snatched shut. It wasn’t until Ndali arrived at Olanna’s apartment the
following day that I noticed she had her mother’s nose. Olanna had sat on the kitchen counter,
staring as her sister went in and out of what I imagined to be their guest room.
“Enough is enough,” Ndali said. “Mummy, if it is because of those slippers, I will buy you
another one. Let us go.” Her nostrils flared, threatening to suck all the air in the room, so it was
only natural that whenever she encountered the man—the one who was like a breeze—there was
resistance. They didn’t have much time left; it’d been over an hour since he left for his early morning
run.
There had been no goodbyes exchanged that day, only mutterings from Ndali. She will not
open her eyes and watch their mother endure the same thing twice.
I wonder what sort of child Olanna is carrying this time. I hope her little one takes after
her. I hope it’s a beautiful girl, and I hope that she has a stronger will—more like Ndali in this
sense.
The first one hadn’t made it past eleven weeks; the man made sure of it. Olanna seemed to
have sensed this preemptively so she placed no calls—except to her mother. Of course, all of
that happened shortly before that day in November.
This time, though, Olanna is hopeful. This one will withstand him—they both will, and the
little girl will be my Hope’s playmate.
Hope takes after her father. Dark skinned with even darker hair. I remember the look on
his face when she was born. Tochi knew he had met his person.
I notice my little girl’s eyelids beginning to glide shut. Our time is far spent. Slowly, I pull
myself up, making my way to Hope’s bassinet. I hear a knock and the door creaks open as I set my
girl down to rest. My Tochi has, at last, returned. With a wide grin, I turn to welcome him home. It
has been a long day’s wait.
“My love, you will not believe what I discov—oh…” I cock my head as a tall, poisedlooking woman steps into my home, a neatly dressed man follows suit.
“Hello,” I say, looking between the rather odd pair. Are they friends of my husband?
They look a little different from his usual kind. Their movements are stiff and their shoes perfectly
polished. But Tochi has never been one to judge. The two exchange a cautious look before the
woman steps forward and finally says, “H-hello dear.”
Her eyes are sorrowful, her companion’s, equally morose.
“I wasn’t told to expect guests tonight,” I start. The two, once more, share a look—a surprised
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one this time. “I was just getting to prepare supper!”
The man clears his throat, shifting his weight from his right foot to the left.
“You both are welcome to join in. My husband will be back any moment now.” I say, with a
smile. I turn and make my way towards the kitchen, throwing a curious glance at the pair slowly
trailing behind me. Their eyes dance around, as if desperate to memorise the interior of Tochi’s
and my small, cosy apartment before finally settling on my baby’s sleeping form.
I giggle and say, “We need to keep it down. I just put Hope to sleep.”
A strangled groan escapes the lady’s lips and the man grabs her arm, giving her a stern yet
pleading look.
In three quick movements, I stretch out a tall, tepid glass. “Water?” I ask the lady, whose eyes
stay glued to the place where Hope’s bassinet stands before finding mine. Her scanty brows pinch
together. The man reluctantly moves to retrieve the glass, nodding and muttering a “thank you” as I
slowly let go. Finally, some courtesy.
“Please, do sit,” I say, before turning to resume work in the kitchen. An awkward silence
envelopes us as I begin dutifully dicing garlic cloves. Where on Earth is Tochi? Certainly, he will understand
his friends much better than I do. Looking up, the couple stays frozen in their spots, staring. If only I can
think up something to lighten the mood. A funny anecdote perhaps?
“I’m making fried rice! I hope you guys like garlic.” I look up, and the man cracks another
forced smile. “My husband loves them,” I continue. “Me...not so much, but I put them in everything
for him.”
Silence again descends, a wet blanket carefully laid over the room.
“My neighbours are expecting!” I blurt out, desperate for some lightness. “I was going to wait
for Tochi to return but I’m just so excited I had to tell someone!” I squeal, biting my lips in glee.
“Your neighbours?” the man echoes slowly. Why is he so perpetually sluggish? “What neighbours?”
I drop the clove and make my way to the window that faces Olanna’s kitchen. “Over there,
see? Well of course you can’t see anything right now,” I say, pointing through the window to the
closed curtains.
“No, we cannot,” he replies, folding his arms.
“Yes, because she just drew the curtains shut. They are in the dining area at the moment. It’s
sort of a private moment.” Desperate for the lady’s participation, I glance over my shoulder and
wink. “Olanna is just about to break the good news to her husband.”
Suddenly, the lady throws her hands up and cries out, “Oh my God!” The man reaches out
to grab her, but she only gets louder and more hysterical. Lurching forward, she grabs my shoulders
and shakes me vigorously.
“Olanna!” The saliva in her mouth draws like the thinnest columns of silver I have ever seen.
I wrestle my way out of her iron grip and stumble across to my baby’s bassinet. The woman’s screams
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are stirring her awake.
“Stop it at once, you’re scaring her!” the man orders, grabbing the woman’s wrists. She is now
wailing, fighting her way towards me and my daughter.
“Allow me to talk to her, Richard! She is losing her mind, how can you ask me to be calm?”
I watch, horrified, as the man successfully escorts the raving woman out of our apartment.
Bouncing a sobbing Hope in my arms, I walk towards the door and listen.
“It’s been three weeks, Richard. Three weeks since we brought her and look,” the lady says.
“And where do you intend to keep her instead? Our guest room?”
“If it comes to that,” she retorts.
“This is a hospital, Ndali.”
“Oh, is that what this is?” she pauses. “What good is this place for her if she keeps getting
worse, Richard?” Her voice cracks into a desperate whisper.
“Perhaps it’s something with the medicine. A component triggering hallucinations maybe?”
he responds.
“What sort of medication causes a woman to nurse a slipper like a dead child!”
“You’re raising your voice.” A moment of silence goes by. “I’ll get the nurse.”
The heels of the man’s shoes ricocheted on the hardwood floors, indicating his movement
through the hall.
Tochi has always taken to strange people. It sometimes frustrates me how little I fully grasp
the things they say when they come visiting.
My heart sinks at the thought of the woman with the dead child. I cannot imagine losing my
Hope. I place a kiss on my girl’s temple as her sobs subside. They really did rattle us both.
“I’m sorry baby. I’m sure daddy has an explanation for all this.” Humming Olanna’s melody
by her ear, I rock my baby girl back to sleep. “It’s okay sweet girl, your daddy will return home to us
soon. I know he can explain all that’s happening.”
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SAY IT

Princess Ezeji
Daalu nu.
Let’s ask us some questions.
I’ve been thinking. Why don’t we get to pick our parents? Why didn’t we get the chance to
look down from the clouds and shop?
‘No, I don’t like these ones. The man has a long nose. I don’t want a daddy with a big nose.
And worse, I could get a big nose.’
‘And no, not these ones either. They’re not wealthy enough. Do not say anything. I am not
vain or anything. They wouldn’t take care of me, well enough. They live in this sort of place. Swampy
slum. They wouldn’t give security. I’m a girl. I need security. I’m not supposed to be in a place like
this. A place filled with weed-battered ruffians. They have cocaine up to their eyeballs. What if I
get killed in one of their crazy fights? Moreover, the woman is too dark skinned. The man is only
half-a-shade lighter than she is. I want a lighter tone. Come on, these are good reasons.’
‘Uhn uhn, definitely not these ones! They wouldn’t even kiss me goodnight. I want parents
who would kiss me softly, tuck me into bed, turn off the lamp, and then gently close the door behind
them. I want pampering jor. Yes, they live comfortably. They live in a rented flat, in a pretty decent
area. But I will not chop decent. I want tender loving care.’
Wouldn’t it be nice if we all got to choose? And wait. Before you start with the ‘God knows
why He gave you your parents’ sermon, listen to my side of the story. Abeg. I’m not saying I don’t like
my parents. Do not misconstrue me. I love them. Who wouldn’t love them?
First of all, they are Nigerians. Who wouldn’t be happy to be Nigerian? I am totally enthralled
to be a privileged citizen of a country that works perfectly well. A country that benevolently keeps
me in conditions that make me stronger and tougher, tough enough to face more challenges. And yes,
they manufacture these more challenges themselves. They have factories, beautifully built factories
with screaming billboards, that cook up these challenges. These factories are even celebrated. Why?
The good book states clearly in red ‘In this world, you shall have tribulation−.‘ So. Tribulation.
Always. Comes. Always.
I think I’ve dragged the Nigeria part a little longer than necessary. So, they are the reason
I’m Nigerian and I love them. Simple. Let’s proceed, biko.
Second of all, my mummy and daddy are good guys. They work as hard and honestly as
they can to provide for me and my siblings. They try. At least, we eat, we don’t go around naked, we
sleep in a house and we go to school. And that, according to the UN or WHO or whoever, is basically
enough.
So now I guess you’re asking: ‘Then why then, why then has she been blabbing about wanting
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different parents?’
I’ll answer you. Firstly, I never said I wanted different parents. I just asked: ‘Wouldn’t it be
nice if we got to choose?’ Secondly, you just need patience. I’ll tell you why I would have loved to
choose.
I’M SERIOUSLY INTO PDA! Yes. Yes. Yes, a million times. Do not judge me. The good
book says you shouldn’t judge me. Do not try it. Yes, that’s my reason. I want Physical Displays of
Affection. To be specific, I want it from my parents.
I want everything and anything PDA. I want my mummy to look into my eyes, her own
eyes filled with awe, and say something like: ‘You’re so beautiful. I can’t believe you came out of me. I
really love you.’ Wow. Okay, this is a little over the top. But it happens. You don’t see it on TV? I want
my daddy to see me asleep in the living room and pick me up, yeah PICK ME UP, and tuck me nicely
in my bed, kiss me and say a proper ‘good night baby, I love you.’ Come on, this is life. Okay, what
about my mummy holding my hands while we struggle through the crowd in Ekeonuwa market? This
is the simplest way, I can think of, to tell the world: ‘this is my daughter and I love her.’
Growing up, I didn’t see much lovey dovey. I saw lovey dovey on the TV, in movies and it
thrilled me. Your mum or dad would wake you up with a kiss and a hug. You would eat breakfast and
hop into the car. She would drop you off at the school gate, blow you a kiss and tell you she loves
you. You would say: ‘I love you too’, wave at her and run off. That is coooool. You don’t think it’s cool?
I do. My heart thumped in a different kind of way each time I saw those soaps.
Now let’s see mine. My mummy would scream my name from the dinning. Daddy might even
ring his cursed bell too. What on earth would make a daddy wake his children with the loud brrrrng
brrrrng of a bell? What ever happened to kisses and hugs, or even a little ‘good morning my angels’?
Then it would be time for morning devotion. I would sigh and curl into a tighter ball on my bed. I
would sleep a little before a slap would land on my behind.
‘How many hours would you sleep?’ My mother would always ask. ‘This would be the last
time you would try this nonsense. Come out, let’s pray.’
Our little sleepy feet would lead us to the dinning. We would hang on the large chairs,
singing and clapping and murmuring half-hearted amens. If you’re caught dozing and you’re lucky,
you’ll stand. If you’re unlucky, you’ll get slapped.
Then the struggle of preparing for school would follow. The screams and scolding. Sometimes
slaps− slaps, hard enough to knock you out. Missing socks, shoes, school books. Then, the squabble
over breakfast. Our eventual squeezing into our Audi 80 1995 model and our journey to school
punctuated with terrible traffic. We would get to the school and instead of kisses and hugs, I got
instructions.
‘Hold your brother, Hold him!’
‘Make sure you guys stay together after school. I don’t want to look for anyone.’ Many times,
no goodbye would follow. Just the sound of the car driving off.
So, I grew up thinking that parents acting all tough in front of their children was an African
thing. Come on, I never saw real life exchange of I love yous or kisses and hugs between parents and
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children. I saw it on TV shows and movies. When it was Hollywood, it was natural. When it was
Nollywood, it was just play acting. The only public exchange between parents and their kids I ever
witnessed were times a child would misbehave in public and the mother would whack their face
immediately. Parents only kissed their children if they were babies. They would kiss and hug and
almost smother them with affection. Once you were big enough to say mummy, boom, it stopped.
The affection would naturally be passed to the next baby after you. Nobody go get your time again.
Or so I thought.
Well, I recently discovered it has nothing to do with being African. A friend of mine was
on the phone with her mum and then ended the call sweetly with I love you too. I turned and stared.
I quickly waved it off. Her parents were wealthy, that’s why she’s acting like the Oyinbos. But a
roommate proved me wrong. This time she said the ‘I love you too’ and did the virtual kiss. Then I
heard another friend. What is happening here? I would be on the phone with my dad and it would end
with an almost awkward bye. My mum would call and it would end with: ‘My airtime is finishing, biko’
What was that?
One of those days, I got comfortable enough to confront my mummy. I really can’t say what
we were talking about before then. I just remember I was with her in the bedroom she shared with
my daddy. Many things pointed out it was the right time to say something. For one, I was on their
bed. It was something she didn’t let us do because it was disrespectful- or something like that- to mess
with your parent’s bed. So, it felt right to speak up.
‘You know you’ve never told me you love me.’
The woman looked at me. Then she laughed. I wasn’t prepared for what she said next.
‘That’s because I hate you.’
‘I know you love me. Just say it. It won’t kill you.’ I was desperate.
She said it again. ‘And I said it’s because I hate you.’ End of story. I didn’t bring it up again.
If I had the opportunity to choose my parents, why wouldn’t I pick the ones that would
smother me with kisses and I love yous?
It is just a question, please. And do I have to repeat it? Do not judge me.
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self portrait as a name & other
poems
Ajise Vincent

self portrait as a name
regardless of what the sun’s puissant ray
may tell you of the taste my flesh,
i am not an emissary who curbs war
and revolts with waves of abandon, bartering
my blackness for a host of prayers & eulogies of twelve religions.
rather, i am the name of a man battered
by the harsh whispers of spite from
an eloquence of lawyers whose tongues
are mapped geographies of success;
globes shaped like adam’s apple
i am the ash on sidi bouzid, searching
for the arabic locution for scream, the
tiny providence on the lips of tunisians
that will just say bouazizi
i am the drowned ghosts of refugees, the
one minute silences invented by daughters
who only hear about their fathers during confessions
of pirates smooching wooden crosses
i am the soft natter of juveniles,
the erratic swirl of chibok’s gospels, riding
on the scent of betrayal from judas’s kiss
i do not have the algorithms to night’s tempest shades,
millennia crumbling into decay.
but this is how i thwart pain, by recounting
the jaded edges of our ancestry with songs.
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the chronicle of renaissance
“one true nationality is mankind”
~ H.G. Wells
before men sat in bars ripe
with desire and bawdiness,
swigging hip-hop tunes
& exhaling dusk. we & our
forefathers — men whose bones
shivered with age & rust,
would sit in cycles with the moon
as a solicitor, conversing about
the erratic dues of testaments.
it was then, our village chief,
jaja, told us about the origin of
gospels & tongues of light.
how men with skin the shade
of tar were bartered for mechanics
of oz’s wizardry. how the innocence
of cities were eulogized by
bullets because they didn’t understand
the language of war. it was then we
knew about marcus, malcom
& haile — prophets who vilified the
blasphemies of the colonialists with
songs arranged in quatrains. it was
then we knew that not even the rage of
voodoo or tales of a messiah on a
white horse, the enchantments against
machines, could thwart the triumph: the
ruin of colonization by atoms of time.
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SAHARA BLUES XIII

Darkness has swallowed light and no one
dares to flare its diablerie.
Tranquility has gone
on a sabbatical. No wayfarer knows its destination. Chained to our present are
conundrums of coils. No one can find a sledge. Tonight, i stand under this
aged hut listening to dirge notes blaring forth from the larynx of forlorn
villages. A dirge that pierces the sereneness of Liberia as
death’s
merchant
bids for mortals at Earth’s auction. A dirge from the babies of Uganda who were forced
to eat tears and mucus from their organelles at the behest of their hungry mothers.
A dirge that echoes from the Nigerian goddess of feminism as men tying turbans
find utility in geometries of teenagers.
A dirge resonating from the innocence
of
souls sacrificed to mermaids dwelling in the Congolese waters. A dirge from the hopes of
Kenyans that were made to kiss the dust by bombs defecated by al-shabab. A dirge from
the corpse of civilization as the god of war now defiles Cairo’s sublime ancestry
with riddles of woes. A dirge from the stomach of lads in Somalia whose
stomach have been sliced by knives
of hunger. A dirge sweeping from the
boulevards of Durban, where blood of
black foreigners were sprinkled on
the shrine of xenophobia. A Dirge
written on the faces of the
populace in South Sudan
whose cry for freedom
birthed tears of war.
Can we say our sod,
Sahara, is a port for
solace? Can we
beat our chest
that elegies
meanders
not in the
offing?
Can
we?
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Out of Range

Ifeanyichukwu Eze
You will not know until you leave

I
Lagos, September 1st, 2014.
I am leaving Nigeria for the first time and Lagos is that last rehearsal before my final
departure. Lagos does not pretend to be anything else or care that I have been journeying since
morning on a slow moving bus from Nsukka. Even at 9 pm, it bristles with sizzling energy in the
twinkling dark. There is the rush it seems, to leave where you are, so as not to be claimed by it, to
somewhere better, anywhere other than where you are: horns colliding against each other, screeching
of tyres, human voices clashing against the desperate calls by conductors, frequent checking of time
by those standing on the road side.
I have just an hour to my flight. In the thick of the rush to get to the Murtala Muhammed
International Airport, there is no time to haggle the taxi fare with the driver who has no ears to
listen to such. “Bros, na N1000.” His eyes are set on the road ahead of him as though looking at me
would make him miss something. “This na Jibowu. You go enter abi you no go enter?” I barely sit
when he zooms off, meandering in and out of the snail moving traffic with bursts of dexterity and
ease as though he is the one who is going to board the plane.
I barely slept the night before, packing and unpacking my bag, choosing which book to
take, which clothes to fold into the bag, as all the decision-making-committees in my head sat at a
meeting: This is an offer of a life time from Mr. O. Why are you thinking twice about it? Who wouldn’t want
to travel to the United Arab Emirates? You can make money and still go back to school. Even if it doesn’t work
out, nobody would hold you accountable…

2
September 2nd, Kenyatta International Airport.
My plane is on transit from Lagos after a brief stop at Cadjehoun Airport Cotonou. The
flight to Dubai is in 12 hours. “What do you want?” The lady at the counter asks with a wide smile.
My accent must have given me away as a Nigeria. Her eyes shine in anticipation of a big tip I might
give her.
“Rice,” my weary voice says.
“Chicken?”
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“Yes, please.”
“Drink?”
“I’m fine with water.”
“27 Dollars.”

Her countenance when I hand her the hundred dollar note says, ‘I didn’t expect anything
less’. After eating, I notice that my change is not complete. I am given seventy instead of seventy
three dollars. The waitress’ eyes shoot at me: are you trying to play smart? But I swallow the words
I want to say so I can relish the calmness and orderliness here. Earlier, at Murtala Muhammad
International, My ‘Virgin’ passport - passports without any visas or entry/exit endorsements invited bright eyes and traffic jams of bureaucracies that ease through on banknotes and I followed
a uniformed fellow like a puppy behind its mother, smiling with those he smiled at, dropping notes
on outstretched hands, at counters. At the last pass, my hand did not pay heed. Greed mixed with
vexation danced on burrowed foreheads.
“I no get anything on me again.”
The uniformed fellow pulled me aside. The day had been good. The tightness at his thighs
made him look fat. “Bros, no waste my time. Na ten minutes remain for your flight to take off oo,”
he said.
“Na true talk me dey tell you,” I say, tapping at my pockets.
Silence roamed between us.
“Madam abeg attend to am, I go see you later.”
The madam eyed me before emitting a train of sigh. “You dey go abroad and you no fit give
your moda something ehh,” she said with a smile—a concoction of mockery, rebuke and plea. “You
no see the work we dey do here? Oya, bring your things sharp sharp, other pipu dey wait.”

3
Dubai, September 3.
I am here now. The Dubai International Airport hums and throbs. Travellers check out and
check in like bees on their honeycombs. United Arab Emirates. Welcome. Everybody knows why
they are here, what they are here to do. The smiles on their faces punch me.
The fellow behind the desk scans my passport. He is a piece of ease in a long white cloak
and a headscarf held in place with a black rope-like cord. I wish he could find something wrong,
wave me aside from the long queue, and put me on the next plane to Nigeria. But his eyes - two
balls of blankness, dwell on me from behind the screen for the third time. “The photo is a bit blurry.
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But it’s okay. Have a nice stay here.” He hands me the green booklet, and a lazy smile cracks his
expressionless face. I am disappointed and relieved at the same time. Outside the airport building,
under the dark sky of the night, the city shimmers like a multicoloured painting on a black sheet as
a blanket of heat wraps me.
I board a taxi. The road is a bed of smooth surfaces gleaming under lit lamps. Our car glides
with an almost effortless ease, like a toy pushed down a path.
“That’s Burj Khalifa. The tallest building in the world,” the driver says, pointing at a cluster
of structures standing like coquettish damsels in sparkling robes relishing the spectacles of admirers.
“I drive up there... take photo... send to my wife and children... in Nepal.” His crisp, sky-blue
shirt is struggling to hold his stomach.
“You Africa coming?” He asks, reassured by my nod.
“Nigeria....”
“Ehn....Africa same... same language enh…”
“No.”
“Ahh...what language speaking....English?”
“Many languages.”
“English, no...?”

We pull over in front of a three-storey with a fading white paint. I take the lift to the last
floor. Mr. Kosmas, the agent, lives in a single room. A huge bed is pushed to one corner. Two settees
complete the semicircle arrangement. In the middle is a table, and on the wall next to the door, a
plasma TV.
“Welcome,” he says. His hairless head gleams under the fluorescent bulb, and accentuates
the beard lines of a recent shave. His eyes wear a patch of light-red in their sockets. The skin at
their sides squeeze when he smiles. And he smiles easily, with an air of graceful living. His words are
breezy. Each word comes out as though he fears attention on him would be lost if he remains silent.
He sent a Range Rover car to Nigeria two days ago. He will travel back home in a week’s time. He
can’t wait to be with his wife.
“Dubai tires you,” he says.
Four mobile phones lie on the table. Two ring. He holds both to his ears. “Hello, the work is
assured. You have to pay in the money for the visa process to be completed.... Hello. Who is speaking
please? Sorry, the line is blurry. Call me later please.....hello, yes, he is here. He will come tomorrow.”
He turns to me, and in a hush, “It’s your boss…you have to do whatever he tells you.” He shambles
across to the kitchen - an enclosed space in the corridor, to fetch me some drinking water. Two other
occupants of the room, who have been silent, grumble their welcome at me from the bed where they
are sitting. “So this guy still dey bring people come this country ba?” one of them says sitting up, his
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round face squeezed with grim. This rings in my head as though a confirmation of my feelings. The
other shakes his head and settles his eyes on the TV. Earlier at the lift, Mr. Kosmas said they are his
cousins who have come to visit.

The settee carries my body to sleep.

4
September 4th.
Morning grants me a hot bath, though the water is not heated. Mr. Kosmas calls the employer
I am going to work for and scribbles his number on a sheet, and says, “Call this number when you
get there.”
On the visa copy, in the box next to ‘Occupation’, I read ‘Cleaning worker’. I still want to ask
him: “What kind of work is that?” Questions roll and roll in my head, but my voice refuses to carve
them out. Mr. Kosmas is not an acquaintance. He is a friend of a friend of another friend of Mr. O
who beamed on their assurances, and I in turn basked under his confidence.
--Mr. O had called one morning. I was in the University of Nigeria premises—my Alma Mater,
where I had applied for an MA to study Metaphysics. The admission list was yet to be out. I had kept
that from him because I wanted to surprise him. But he surprised me first.
“You are travelling to Dubai in a few weeks time,” he said.
Until then, I had no intention to travel. There was never a conversation about it. Yet, the news
came as a distraction. I was still unsure of what I wanted to do with my life even after my national
youth service, in 2013. I applied for jobs and further studies not necessarily because I wanted to, but
to fit into the stereotype of one who had graduated.
Mr. O lived with his family in Aba, on the last floor of a four storey. During my undergraduate
studies, I spent my breaks there. In the mornings, I washed his white Volvo and filled the water
containers in the house. Then, offered myself to the dining table---a sacred corner in the palour with
piles of books on it. It was there I read My life by Bill Clinton, 48 laws of Power by Robert Green- I
loved the first Law: Never Outshine The Master. I used to pride myself by quoting it to show I had
read the book; The Bandsman’s Daughter by Irene Thomas from which I learnt the word, autocue;
Divided We Stand by Cyprian Ekwensi; Never Again by Flora Nwapa; Mandela’s Long Walk to Freedom.
I was fascinated by Innocent Asouzu’s The Method and Principles of Complementary Reflection in and
Beyond African Philosophy, Commonwealth Short Stories edited by Anna Rutherford featuring writers
such as Achebe and Ngugi who was credited as James Ngugi. James was the birth name which
he would later reject as a sign of colonial influence. There were texts on Finance, Management,
Accounting, and Insurance. The Sun and The Vanguard were his favourite papers. Punch Newspapers
were complementary.
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I read while the kids watched cartoons on TV or competed among one another for whom to
put on the TV when power was restored. The first child had a slim frame, a contrast to his brother’s
bulky build. The third and only girl, was yet to have those striking features that would give her away
as the father’s or mother’s semblance, like the fourth who bore his father’s name. The last, unlike the
others, had inherited his father’s dark skin. They scampered about the rooms, the passageways and
corridor which overlooked the street at whose mouth off Umuatako junction, a newspaper stand
chuckled with buyers debating the imposing headlines.
Their mother’s silence beat in the background. She had bequeathed to them her fine features
in various shades. She was a silence rumbling inside and seeking release, yet it didn’t find a way to
escape. Except in her notebooks and long conversations—breaks from her aloneness, when she talked
and talked like a freed prisoner. But those were not enough. She wanted something more, something
bigger than the mundane offering of being a wife and a mother.
Their father’s presence filtered through his loud chuckles in a phone conversation, a voice
calling out names and giving orders, a face behind the large spread of newspapers, a keen interest in
the 9pm news, a sigh at the emptiness of the news.

When the call ended, I didn’t know what to feel. This was a surprise gift. The money had
been paid. The visa was about ready. I felt unprepared, caged in an expectation I had not created.
Or wanted. To say yes was to pay homage to Mr. O. It was a yes on behalf of my papa, mama, and
siblings whom I owed the favour of making their lives better too. Then there were the unknown eyes
of every member of our large, extended family. As though being the first child meant one is the
saviour of the universe.
‘No’ is not a word I had used often in my life. I had found myself in moments when I should
say no, concede to thinking the other knew better and saw more than I did. ‘Yes’ was the pathway to
existing in the capsule of another’s expectation.
But I should have refused the comfort of honouring the goodwill of Mr. O. It was a deferral of
my own onus, not so much about being ridiculed or seen as an ingrate, but of owning my own choices
rather than the ones tailor made for me. It was a failure on my part to disregard my own bunch of
feelings, each immense in their own right. It was also the fear of having to face them and make sense
of them myself. It’s good to look up to others, to Mr. O, but I’ve got to look up to myself too. I can’t
give what I don’t have, but I need to have what I can give. I may not live the kind of life expected of
me, but I can live the life I expect myself to live.

5
Al Ain, September 4th
After two hours, the bus station in Al Ain welcomes us. Unlike the elegance and buzz of
Dubai, Al Ain wears a reserved calm. I place a call and wait. He arrives thirty minutes later.
“EkooMO?” His eyes peer at me from their sockets as though to weigh the worth of a
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commodity on display. The hems of his trousers hover above his feet as if fearful of meeting the
black boots. His words, heavily-accented, hit me like random echoes whose meanings reach me long
after they have come off.
“Yes,” I answer.
His plump hand holds mine in a handshake.
“Me, Elias.”
I nod.

I walk behind him to the car. Briskly. The sun is a furnace on my face. “45 degrees today,” he
says, turning around. I loll in the back seat, bathed in the buzz of the car’s breath and burdened by
the crispy cigarette air. Our drive, long and boring, is bothered by the thicket of his Arabic brewed
words of Rs popping out like weeds in chopped English sentences.
The signpost at our destination reads, Companys’ Camp, Al Ain. My space is among other
spaces filled by bodies in a room of two-tier beds that rise to the roof like towers climbing into the
sky.
“Bros, welcome oo. Na so we see am,” one says, rubbing his fat belly.
“Bros, you get luck sef. My agent disappear as I reach here,” another says. “But small, small,
I don adapt. You sef go adapt.” He pushes my bag among other bags under the bed. All the five beds
house bags and foodstuffs underneath them. Then he taps on the bed above his. “Na your space be
this.”
I nod and sit on a plastic chair in the centre of the room.
“Where are you from?” he asks. His eyes stay on me as if I was some statue. “Are you a
Nigerian?”
“Yes.” My eyes shoot him a ‘Can’t -you-see?’
He chuckles as if I had just become real. “Which part of Nigeria?” I look away. Blue coveralls
hang from the bed posts. Pots and plates are scattered in the spaces between the beds. The smell of
sweat mixed with thick air and raw food floats about amidst the roar of the air conditioner. But his
attention runs away from me to join in the leisure of the others.
“Guy, today work na die. My waist don finish.”
“My own nko? Which work you work sef. You know how many bricks we cut? 25 pallets oo.”
“Na 400 by 400 abi 100 by 100?”
“See, tomorrow na work, make una allow person sleep.”
“Na you get the room?”
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There is a sigh. Then silence creeps in. The light is switched off. Patches of illuminations from
phone screens fill the room, bathing the faces of their owners with a surreal light.
“Oh boy, see comment for my Facebook profile picture...the one wey I snap for mall....the
likes don reach hundred oo.”
“Mumu. When dem start to disturb you for money, you go start to make noise....”
“Post where we dey work na so that dem go see you for your dirty dirty coverall.”
“Na dem saby. Dat girl wey I toast for six months don reply me sef. She bin block me oo.”
“That Arab girl?”
“I dey tells you. Only say na nyash she go give oo.”
“But you sef, if dem catch you, na castrate o?”
““Guy, if you wan fuck, go look for better people o.”
“Dem no go catch me....”
Their conversations snake about until a staccato of snoring replaces them.
--Lying on my bed and staring at nothing, my mind shuffles through the pages of memory,
2012, at the National Youth Service Orientation Camp, Kubwa, Abuja - a three week paramilitary
training for recent graduates. There were 20 of us in our dorm of bunk beds. Our voices rose and fell
on the backdrop of the universities we had graduated from.
The young Philosopher, what do you say about this?
Engineer, is this true?
Hmmm, so you’re a writer?
Doctor, can you explain this medication?
Your university is just a glorified secondary school.
A second class lower from my school is better than a first class in yours.
We wore our alma maters in the white vests and shorts that made us look like happy prisoners.
In the morning cold, military whistles unwrapped us from sleep and jogged us to the parade ground
for rounds and rounds of drills, singing of the anthem, announcements, to platoon activities which
one was reluctant to partake in, to standing in lines with food flasks to collect food rations, to
searching for sleep’s company after Lights Out, to sleeping in the hall rather than attend lectures,
to the excitement of collecting our first allowance, to camp fire night, and passing out parade. And
we left the camp. I was posted to a school where I was assigned to teach drama in the department of
cultural and creative arts. I was one among two other teachers. Mr Lobo taught fine arts. Mrs Mairo
taught music. I flew the students to ancient Greece, to the city of Dionysia where Dionysius, the god
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of wine, was celebrated and drunken men with goatskins danced and sang to welcome a god, the
evolvement of dramatic performances pioneered by Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides.
--The snoring in the room rises higher. Sleep gathers around my eyes like a cloud. In the patches
of blur, I see Mr. Kosmas. His fat lips display the whiteness of teeth on his fat face. The smile is the
only sunshine on that face. He is happy because I am a finished business. His phones still buzz. It
is enough to tell new clients that they are going to work for a company. They would be paid 300k
or 500k equivalent to naira. There would be free accommodation, free transport and feeding. They
won’t see the out-of-range-things - living in cramped spaces, being owned by a boss who supplies
them to companies in need of cleaners, labourers or maids, being paid a chicken feed compared to
the lush their boss - the new custodian of their passport receives, the harsh sun biting their bodies
and the hot air sucking their breaths. They just can’t wait to behold in real life the sweet images
pouring out from the lips of Mr. Kosmas. They will sell their lands, lick their savings clean, and
borrow too in the presumed interface if leaving as tantamount to wealth.
In my head, I begin to write a letter to a client: ‘My dear, so, you want to leave. I know. What
is the agent telling you...?’ But the agent is not just an agent. He is one of many: a friend of a friend
of another friend; a brother, an uncle, an acquaintance to a prospective traveler.
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Cormorant / Confluence / Crocodile
Jason Mykl Snyman
One / Complicit
“See how it glitters and glimmers in the sun?” asked Amos.
The old fisherman moved his knotty, weathered hand in an undulating motion, imitating the
river’s meandering course. “It is as if the water is smiling at us, no?”
I nodded my agreement.
“But caution, always,” he added. “For some days I doubt the river’s friendship.”

I knew the uncertainty of which Amos spoke, there in the whispering reeds beside me. I had
felt it many times myself, since our arrival.
See, a river will conceal many important truths, and won’t be impartial about that fact,
neither; yet it brazenly confesses all its weighty knowing in every gleeful glimmer.
You could beg upon the banks and beseech of those bends but a single sympathy; a river
simply shimmers on by without a word, and without us. Won’t answer any of your questions. Offers
no cessation to your hurts. Doesn’t speak up about the evil it’s seen; in fact, often carries all evidence
of that evil away.
Becomes complicit.
Can’t teach a river one damn thing about morality; a river has no conscience about things,
won’t flinch at your drowning. And by my reckoning, that kind of conduct goes full against the
prescribed order of all natural things.

“But, yet, we can never tell the river which way to run, no?”
The old fisherman stood watching me from the corner of his eye, visibly amused.
A river does not care where we have been, what we have seen, or what has brought us here.
It is we who seek the river’s friendship, not the other way round. We doubt it only because we doubt
ourselves, because the river does only as the river is meant to do, and we do not.
“Because the river does not speak to us,” he continued. “This does not mean there is nothing
to say. Come, listen carefully.”
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Listen, said the fisherman, and the river will say only enough. Listen, and it will remind you
of how far you have already come.
“And only enough,” he added. “To remind you that you still have a long way to go.”
“A river knows no discouragement, only persistence. Such a worthy lesson could only be
learnt in heartbreak,” said Amos, “and the pursuit of it alone will surely break one’s heart.”
And in that sense, continued the fisherman, the Great River had been the greatest friend he’d
ever known.

“My father once told me that he couldn’t respect a river if it allowed him to wade across to
the other side,” I said, turning to look at him.
Amos nodded to himself incuriously, saying nothing.
I thought about that, what my father had said about wading and respecting, and wondered
what manner of terrible river, if any, had come to earn his reverence. As we stood there, watching
the smiling river move, I wondered if the rush of these particular waters had ever put his fastness to
the test.
Beneath that sparkling surface the depths were dark, containing many long-vanished things.
Names, eons ago forgotten, no longer spoken by any living being. And faces, disremembered, the
shape of them undone. The heart of an entire people, plucked apart mid-beat, pulled perpetually
downstream until unwhole and imperfect in every way. Everything once known here, and loved, and
belonging, had been lost to the river’s winding passage.
Whatever heart remained down there, hidden beneath the surface, no longer beat to any
rhythm we alive would ever truly understand.
And I wondered, how one would even go about the wading of such a thing.

For a long while we stood silently listening to the deep rumble of its course. The rustle of
the phragmites in the low, sweeping wind. The call of unseen water-birds from the faraway banks,
sudden dartings in the dried-out greens, the flapping of wings in harried flight. Unclear stirrings
from the bustling village in the distance behind us; and the voices of its people, a people forever at
work.
These moving roads my father used to travel; this is where they’d finally carried him. Here, to
this tiny village, raised up from the sloping ground upon the russet banks of the Great River.
This is where his obsession had finally brought us. For somewhere, out there, in this river,
were monsters eating with an appetite unimaginable, unfathomable.
And this is why we had come.
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Two / Catfish
To move as a river does, to be carried forward by my own unfolding.

“Have you ever been to this village before?” I asked, and waited.
But the old man stared only straight ahead, and said nothing.

The first week had gone by, without incident.
Bonfires blazed all throughout the night, to keep the lions away. I watched my father dream
fitfully, habitually rolling him over to his left side whenever it sounded like he was choking.
The maniacal, haunting laughter of the wild dogs, lurking up in the hills, kept me sufficiently
harrowed, mostly awake, and I’d while away my own private darks watching the bonfires outside
slowly fade, a flame at a time, into the breaking dawn; declared by excessively-eager roosters, ad
nauseum.

“I learnt a new word today,” I told him.
I waited a while. No response. I continued; I told him that I’d kept hearing it, this word,
every time I was out and about, in the village, up and down along the riverbanks, doing my thing,
speaking to people. Figured it had to be something important, you know, this word, if we’re all going
around saying it all the time. I told him, Umlilo, was the word.
Umlilo.
“Do you want to know what it means?”
I stood with my back to the warm, sunstruck window of the room, waiting, watching my
father just lay there, crumpled up in bed with his eyes pressed tightly shut, body entirely motionless,
saying nothing at all. I thought about repeating the question, this time louder, this time clearer, but
didn’t.
Instead, I stood watching him, very closely. I stood watching him, very closely, for what
seemed like an unnecessarily long time; given what little I finally had to say.
“I know your goddamn breathing patterns, old man,” I said calmly.
“I know you’re awake.”

The second week had gone by, without news.
I watched the villagers tend their many vegetable gardens, and herd their cattle out to graze
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along the rolling golden hillsides, and plenish the woodpile to keep the nightly imililo burning high
and bright. I watched them scatter their seeds into tilled banks of reddened earth, and spend long
hours praying for kinder seasons. They mended broken fences. They mended broken fishing nets.
They rewove broken baskets anew. They walked me out to fields afar and showed me wind-sprung
ears of bright yellow corn amid many broken stalks, and they smiled bright white smiles. They were
exhausting to watch. Tireless in all they did, even the smiling. And it was infectious.
When I’d asked to assist with any of the work, they took my hands in theirs and looked at
them and laughed, then took my hands and I around for others to laugh at, as well, and most of them
poked at my palms and asked if I knew anything about basket-weaving, and then they’d laughed
some more. Finally, we’d all decided that if I absolutely insisted on working, then I’d be much better
off dying somewhere down by the river.
And this is how I’d first met the old fisherman, Amos Changa.

“Every man here is like my brother,” Amos explained.
“Every woman is like my sister, and every child is like my child, no matter how ugly or stupid
the child, you see? We are one. We work as one. We eat as one. We love as one. We grieve as one.”
I wondered, entirely to myself, if the old fisherman had any wife or children of his own, and
truly his own. He’d made no mention of the sort, back then, and he never would. I’d quickly learnt,
out there, that certain types of questions will go on hurting forever. I liked Amos, we were friends,
and so, I’d made up my mind to simply never ask.

At break of every day, with a steadily-growing string of curious local children in tow, I
would walk to the very end of the village and back again.
I spoke to mothers, and I spoke to fathers. I asked if there had been any recent incidents. I
asked if there had been any recent news. And I asked those, who were willing, if they would share
their tales of horror and woe with me.
And I sat with Amos upon the heaving rapids of the river, watching the shattered sunlight
crawl steadily across the waterway, from one bank to the other, and waiting, waiting to hear that a
crocodile had, at last, eaten one of the neighbouring River Baptists.
At least, that would make some sense.

By day I stalked the muddy banks of the Great River with Amos, or sat in his pirogue,
helping him pull catfish and carp from the murky waters as we floated gently along the current. We
were hoping for something much different, a catch far bigger and far more monstrous than what we
got, but, day after day, it never came. More catfish, more carp, day after day. Amos never threw a
single one back.
By evening I sat quietly at the foot of my father’s bed, listening to the drone of the mosquitoes,
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the drone of his laboured breathing, filling our little hut from wall to wall. I’d rise from time to time
to stand by the window, looking out over the riverbank where, at dusk, the village children would
splash and laugh and call one another’s names aloud from the gathering darkness.
I could recognize some of their voices, now, and put faces to the names.
I listened to their laughter.

The nights were black and thick and hot. Long after the bonfires had calmed, and my father
had settled, I stood by the window looking out, hoping, but found no gleaming eyes peering back at
me from the river banks.
As those nights drew on, growing darker still, I’d sit beside the old man with my hand resting
gently upon him, feeling the shallow rise and fall of his chest. In the morning I’d wake and he’d still
be there, just as I’d left him, with his jaw all slack and his tongue hanging out. Some mornings he
wouldn’t move at all, had no colour to him, and I’d have to check his pulse to see if he was still alive.
I’d ask him if this was what he still wanted.

He used to have green eyes. After a while, I wasn’t sure what they were anymore. They
seemed to grow dimmer and dimmer with every passing day.
Progression, sometimes it travels only downwards, in a persistent spiral.
Sometimes, the only progress we ever seem to make is toward our own end.

Three / Crimson
Lake Natron, of Northern Tanzania, has red water, my father told me. Water red as blood.
From the sky looking down it’s as if one were gazing upon the blistering scales of a lizard, he said, as
if a terrible rash had crept across the bottom of the lake.
“There are creatures that live there,” he said quietly and carefully, on a day which seemed so
long ago. Back when he could still speak without choking on his own tongue.
“There are flamingos, so many flamingos,” he said, and I pictured them wading about in
giant flocks on stilt-like legs, filtering the crimson water with their large beaks for the red algae they
fed on.
“And the surface of the lake is bright and flat, my boy,” he said, animatedly.
“Picture a giant, undisturbed mirror, reflecting nothing but the sun.”
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It seemed a dry and unforgiving place, and on those salty shores of Lake Natron is where
this all began.
Half-buried, in the sand and scorching water, what my father had discovered there, in his
youth, would forever ruin him.

Four / Calling
“These currents are in our veins,” said Amos, trailing long, dark fingers into the flowing
waters. “And they disturb, in all of us, an ancient urge.”
He turned to look at me where I sat at the back of the pirogue, knees pulled up to my chest.
He smiled, much-too-knowingly.
“Have you ever felt this urge, my white friend?”

Amos told me that the founding sons of this village had been born upon the very rapids
that’d carried them here. These were people of the water, descended from the mad anglers of the
harsh blue waters, stalkers between the break of the waves, and arrived not in leisure but hurled
ashore of these muddy riverbanks. They were buoyant and persistent, wild and rash, thoughtful
and calm, and they were their own people, unlike any other. They were formless and ever-changing.
Always moving, always unfolding. Just like the river.
“The people here now, some are very stupid, but they are still good people,” said the fisherman.
“They have only forgotten where they come from, but the river has not forgotten them. It calls for us
to come home, always, this ancient urge.”

My father was a man whose spirit abounded in only the darkest of waters.
Now, most people, they never knew quite what to make of that. Those who hadn’t the stomach
for such a thing, they’d simply chosen to go about the rest of their lives pretending like it didn’t exist
at all. Called it a sickness, some people did, and total madness, did others, but I’d always known it
to be something else entirely, something I’d felt but could never quite explain, something I’d always
recognized but could never quite describe.
Amos had finally gone and put a name to it; that sleepless prowling that lives within us
all. The ancient urge waits only to be howled awoken. It demands to be felt. The calling home is an
incessant one; it simply cannot go unanswered. The soul will respond to the call even if our body does
not, and so leave us hollow if we do not follow.
We all hear the calling, our summoning home, and wherever that home may be, only the one
who hears it will ever know. Some will trail their primal longings all the way up into the mountains.
Some will disappear deep into the verdant woodlands of their childhood imaginings. And, my father,
my father was one who begged for the company of all the things we’d never see. The writhing things
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that moved at secret depths beneath us, beyond all knowledge, who skirted the rims of swirling
black eyes in the water; eyes, gazing into which, the beholder may measure the veracity of his own
humanity.
And, my father was one who, in the final flickering of his own soul’s flame, desired only to be
turned overboard into the dark iris of that void.
To swim with monsters, and determine, one final time, the size of his own monstrosity.

“The river has fed my people well for many years,” said Amos.
“We lie to ourselves, but we can never truly make friends with these waters. How do we do
this, make friends with these waters? We meet them only once, and then they are on their way again,
to where the rivers go.”
I nodded my understanding from the back of the pirogue.
“A river may never truly be friendly to man,” he continued. “For each new day brings with it
newer, stranger waters. A river remembers, always, but the river we knew this morning is never quite
the same river, ever again.”
The old fisherman turned to look at me.
“At best,” he said. “The river is only ever partner to our own restlessness.”

Five / Convinced
I’d been waiting for my father to say something, anything at all, to convince me that he
wasn’t entirely lost. To give me some kind of sign that he was still here, still with me, and that we
hadn’t come here in vain.
But, the old man hardly ever met my gaze, not even when I’d attempted to feed him, and was
moved to pity at how every painful spoonful dribbled from the skewed corner of his mouth.
It was as if his eyes, darkening by the day, were locked upon some horizontal plain, a rail
which ran only in insignificant increments from left to right, and slowly back again, and could not
deviate, not for all the love in the world.
I wiped his face clean with a handkerchief and stared at him for a long time, waiting.

“Picture a giant, undisturbed mirror, reflecting nothing but the sun.”

Even then, in his old and broken age, there existed, still, a roaring kind of gleam about the
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man. I’d spied those fires burning bright and deep within him – a depth most people wouldn’t care
to plumb – in the most fleeting of bursts.
Yet, he, himself, remained entirely unmoved in those moments.
I yearned with all my heart to know what was going on beneath his surface.
My father had Lake Natron, and I had my father.
Perhaps, the both of us had only ever known the surface of the things we loved.

Tortured by my own inadequacies and my shirt which clung to me, wet with sweat in the
sweltering midday heat, I left the old man propped upright in bed to crack the window of our hut.
It was then that we’d only just heard it; the anguished howling of women and children,
tearing through the hot, humid air.
I flung my gaze down to the riverside, to the frenzy in the water, to meet with eyes wild with
panic and mouths agape, arms and legs reeling and glittering in the afternoon sun as they scrambled
for the banks in terror.
There was blood in the water.
There was blood all about those flailing limbs.
I turned at once towards my father, sat up helpless in bed, and, for the very first time in
many long days, the old man looked directly at me, and smiled.

“Come! Come quickly, my white friend!” bellowed Amos, bounding up the grassy embankment.
I hurled myself through the doorway of our hut, grabbing a three-pronged fishing spear lain against
the wall.
“Leave it!” shouted the fisherman, waving a large machete at me. “That will not help you!”
Behind him, down by the river, were several men of the village wading quickly into the
frenzied waters with their own gleaming machetes held aloft. Women were hauling each other up the
slippery, bloodied bank of the river, grabbing screaming children by any extremity, dragging them
away from the water’s wild edges.
“Come!” yelled Amos, and seized me by the arm. Down to the edge of the river we ran,
together, tearing down the embankment at a reckless speed.
“Find your courage quickly!” shouted the fisherman beside me, a blur of limbs and grinning
teeth and eyes aflame.
“We go to meet your father’s monster!”
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Six / Creature
The most grim and phantasmagorical of all things wash ashore of Lake Natron. The calcified
corpses of many dead creatures litter the sands and salt in that alien land, from starlings or flamingos
to even bats and eagles.
Like toppled statues, both whole and shattered, those once-living things lay strewn about the
landscape, mummified in their death-poses by the soda and salts of the lake.
It is, indeed, a sight to behold.
“I stood there for a long while,” my father told me. “And I watched those flamingos in the
distance, as they tread about carefully in the caustic waters.”
When I was a young boy, those shores of Lake Natron were the setting for every fairy tale
and every horror story I had ever known. To my young mind, it was a place where creatures, turning
slowly to stone, crawled from the lake to harden and die face down in the sand, and for the longest
time I dreaded any motionless thing.
“And if one of those flamingos was to die – and I watched so many collapse and sink below
the surface – the others will pile up on top of it, if only to be a few more inches out of the water.”
I pictured those surrounding forests and mountains diminished to hazy fringes upon the
edge of the bright, glassy waters. I pictured things with wings, crashing into the surface of the lake,
confused by their own reflections.
“In time, the bodies float away and turn to stone,” my father said. “And one day, they just
reappear upon the shore, perfectly preserved.”
I imagined how their eyes and noses must have stung in the slightest breeze, standing there
beside those waters. I imagined blind flamingos on pink stilts, trampling one another to death.
“Natron is a serene place, my boy, surrounded by ghosts of stone, where you may find your
mind too easily wandered far beyond the edges of the world. Where you may see and feel far too
much; compelled to follow your obsessions without mercy.”

My mother, an artist by trade, wielded her obsessions like an axe. One could be obsessed or
be average, she’d always said, and with that obsession she’d long fuelled the fires of her creativity.
My father, however, had always been a damaged man, and the outlandish fixations of a
damaged man, we’d soon come to learn, could only ever inflict further damage. Yet, I cannot find
it in my heart to fault him. For, in truth, what my father and his team had found out there, amidst
their agonized flamingo company, would very likely drive even the strongest and sanest of men
screaming into the arms of madness. What had jarred my young mind so violently, at the time, was
not that they had found something half-fish, but that it was also half-human.
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And what disturbed me all the more so, in the later years, was not the actual existence of
such a creature, but how it had ruined my father so completely, there, upon the lapping shores of
Lake Natron.

“It is a strange place,” he said, simply.
“Filled with very strange things.”

Seven / Coiled
At dusk, the Great River lay coiled around those silky twilight bends like a serpent, sleeping
and scarlet, and upon its back we oared quietly into the gathering night.
The sun hovered red and menacing, but a slit upon the horizon, when we came upon the
River Baptists of the neighbouring village.
I sat watching those men, clothed in their robes like umber ghosts, standing waist deep in the
murky river water. Amos steered the pirogue gently by them, and paid them no attention at all. His
dark eyes were scanning the surface of the trembling water.
These river ghosts were clapping their hands and singing, while a long, twisting line of people,
in various stages of undress, wound their way steadily up from the riverbank reeds and deep into the
surrounding shadows.
“Are they not afraid of being eaten?” I asked quietly.
Amos gave no answer, and we rowed smoothly by them in silence.
I sat watching them from across my shoulder for a while, as we made our way further upriver,
and saw, briefly, a bare naked young woman making her way down into the water.
Her skin was dark as night. I followed her progress by the fleeting ripples of dying sun, as
she waded into the outstretched arms of a robed man, who groped her naked breasts as he threw her
over backwards into the river.

Eight / Childless
Missing children; such was the ship we’d sailed into the heart of this village, and it felt a
goddamn graceless thing, but I’d begun to grow despaired.
We’d heard some tales of a creature who had shunned the ocean to swim the waters of the
Great River. They said it came up for air beneath the cascading waterfalls here, just north of the
village, and that, every so often, it had snatched a child away from the poolside rocks.
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They called it the river queen and the water witch and the watermaid, and they said that her tail
glimmered like green and blue jewels in the half-light.

It was here, in this world that seemed so far removed from the home I’d always known, that
I’d come to learn of a grief beyond compare.
Of mothers who had lost their children to the river.
We’d listened to all the songs of old, and songs of braided weed, and fear of shadows and
witches in the water. There were songs sung of widows and widowers and orphans, but no litany
existed for any mother who had lost her child to the murky deep. In that place, where brutality and
serenity so often entwined, there exists no word for a parent who has had a child taken from them.
We learnt that some losses were just too terrible to name.

I’d walked the length of the village and back again so many countless times, all along the run
of the river, and upon those banks I’d stopped and spoken to the many women there, who washed
their clothing, and bathed their children, in those same uncertain waters.
I’d met a woman there who’d lost her daughter a decade ago.
“She would be fourteen this year,” she said flatly, in a tone turned hard by sorrow.
She ushered me into her home, and from a box beneath her bed produced the tiniest pair of
faded pink shoes, laid out in the palms of her hands. She extended them up to me. I took one from
her and slowly turned it over between my fingers.
“That’s all we found.”

We’d spent all night searching for the young boy, who’d been taken so suddenly from the
riverbank that afternoon, but no sign of his fate could be found. Only the blood, cast in wide arcs
across the phragmites, could prove that he’d ever been there at all.

There were two kinds of mothers out there, of entirely conflicting beliefs, but who shared a
single common trait between them; those who had an opinion believed in it quite firmly, and would
not be swayed.
There were those who believed that their children had been stolen by the watermaid, and
there were those who believed that their children had been eaten by a crocodile. For there were
stories told, of a crocodile feasting upon unvigilant children, out where two smaller rivers met to
form the Great River.
They said there lived a man-eating crocodile in those crazed waters, where the rivers go to
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kiss, and they said that his scaly skin glimmered like green and blue jewels in the half-light.

Nine / Cormorant
Amos threw a small cast-net from the boat into shallow waters. He was fishing for bait, he
said, and was speaking enthusiastically of all the things he would catch, and how he would catch
them, but I’d found my mind elsewhere.
I sat watching the subtle undulations, and in the distance, a large black Cape Cormorant
sat sunbathing upon a branch twisting up out of the water. With its wings outstretched and beak
held high it struck a primitive pose, and for a long while we sat staring at one another across the
waterway.
A part of me felt suddenly compelled, then, by an unnamed force, to tear all my clothing off
and leap without thought from the bow of the pirogue, as if some stark and uneven siren song had
been calling my name. I felt the weight of an inhuman eye upon me, glaring at me from the waters,
and feared, abruptly, that whatever terrible thing had possessed my ailing father so had come to
possess a part of me, too.
I felt the ancient urge writhe, demanding that I follow tirelessly to the end, that I surrender
myself wholly and immediately to the deep of the river.
And, just then, the large black Cormorant let out a shrill, piercing cry with a single flap of
its wings, and the spell was broken.

“Do you swim in this river?” I asked suddenly, turning to Amos, who had been mid-sentence
about something else.
The old fisherman gave me a wry smile, and replied;
“When I must.”
He told me that very few people here possessed the courage to surrender to their natural
cowardice. Not with the entire village looking on.
And I understood. I watched him drape the net across one arm and, holding the lead line in
the other hand, cast it back out across the water. For a while he stood whistling quietly to himself,
and I listened.
“If you were to swim here,” I ventured, after a while, as I sat peering over the edge of the boat
into the river moving around us.
“How would you do it?”
Amos turned to me and frowned.
“That is an odd question, my friend,” he said.
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I had no reply to give.
The old fisherman resumed his soft whistling, and somewhere out there, in the distant ripples
and flows, I fancied a seductive, melodic response, carrying all the way downstream toward us.

When I’d told Amos of my father’s unhealthy passions, some days prior, and my many
concerns surrounding the entire thing, the old fisherman had merely shrugged.
“We find ourselves easily in the things we love,” he said. “But, sometimes, we forget ourselves
there, too.”

We’d found no watermaid here, no kidnapper in the reeds, no prowler of the roaring plunge
pools. There were no open arms awaiting his arrival at the bottom of this river, and my father spent
many a melancholy day shaking his head slowly from side to side, as best he could. When, at last,
he’d mastered his lips enough to speak, he whispered only a single word into my ear:
Confluence.
Where the rivers go to kiss.

Ten / Confluence
My father, in his own quiet way, had taught me many valuable things, but nothing of how
to deal in matters of grief or loss.
I was a child when my mother, who’d understood her obsessions like no other, had passed
away too suddenly from an illness she could not conquer. She was the only woman my father had
ever loved.
Until Lake Natron, that is. But there, too, he’d been doomed to watch his lady of the lake
shatter into hundreds of unrecognizable pieces the moment they’d attempted to move her.
My father taught me absolutely nothing of how to deal in grief and loss, but how could he
possibly have? These were things he’d never truly learnt himself.

The old man lay asleep with his head upon my lap, and I ran my fingers gently through his
thinning hair. I sat watching Amos steer us carefully upriver, whistling a low hymn. Through those
orange sundown waters we softly rowed, as the day grew darker and darker.
From time to time, my father’s arms would jerk and spasm where he lay, and his old hands
would grasp at emptiness, as if, in his faltering mind, he’d somehow found himself back upon those
haunted shores, and was trying in vain to gather up all the pieces of his obliterated watermaid.
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We arrived in darkness. Amos leapt out into the shallows to pull the pirogue ashore, and
together we carried my father across the stretch of sand and grass, down to the very furthest point
of land, where the waters of the confluence dashed around the earth to meet.

I stood for a while with my father in my arms – once a big and muscular man – with our
chests pressed together and his head resting limply upon my shoulder.
For a moment, standing there, all the noise about us seemed vanished, and there was no
sound of rushing water, and no call of the monsters from the deep.
one.

I heard only the sound of our two hearts beating, together, where two rivers collided to form

Amos returned with my father’s wheelchair and unfolded it beneath him. I lowered the old
man gently into the seat and positioned the chair carefully to face out towards the moon and the
very birthplace of the Great River.
“I will wait by the boat,” said the old fisherman quietly, who gave me a single nod, and then
vanished into the trees.
I knelt by my father’s side, and took his hand in mine.
I asked him if this was what he still wanted.
And when he answered with a slim smile, I knew there was nothing much more to say about
it. I’ve never had the heart for spoken goodbyes, and neither did he.
This is why we’d come, after all.
With one final kiss upon his forehead, I turned away and made for the trees, back to the
boat, leaving my father there to wait for his monster.
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Eleven / Crocodile
We returned at first morning light, and found my father vanished. The wheelchair stood
empty, just as I had left it, and we found no footprints, nor markings of any kind, in the ground
surrounding.
I collapsed into the chair and wept for a long time, looking out across the confluence, into
that exact point in the water where one river rushed headlong into another. The old fisherman put
his arm around me, but said nothing, for there was nothing to say.
I knew in my heart, though shattered, that my father had finally found some sort of peace,
whether in darkness or in light, and that he was no doubt at home out there, somewhere, in the
water.

I spent the remainder of the day far away from the river. I watched the village children run a
desolate field into disarray, passing a tattered soccer ball with a slow puncture to one another, while
their mothers watched carefully from the shady sidelines.
When night finally began to fall, I made my way back towards the empty hut in silence. The
darkness grew deeper and deeper with every step, and the rumble of the river louder and louder.
And as I neared the unlit hut, I felt, once more, that I was being watched. Observed too
closely by something unseen, something hiding in the water. And I felt, suddenly, that whatever sat
watching me was itself immensely satisfied with my loss, and my fear, and my uncertainty.

There were children in this village who’d been born upon the banks of this river, and their
blood flowed in the water. Some of them had returned to it in violence, and now they were a part of
it forever. And so, too, I believed, was my father.
An awful, mysterious thing had come to stalk the waters here, and it was little wonder why
so many mothers were so eager to forget the depths of this river, and move on, and rebuild. I cannot
fault their fervour for the fugue.
Few people, myself very much included, will ever possess the kind of fortitude required to rest
their heads directly above any space occupied by a box of such ferocious recollection; tiny, faded
pink shoes, or otherwise.

And I thought about the old fisherman, Amos, who’d said, in parting;
“One day, my friend, when the waters of the Great River finally run out of ground and
recede from their bends, we might then reclaim all missing things gone lost and held captive, no?
Maybe, even, what returns to us has gone and turned strange in those waters, or become
changed at heart, or grown unrecognizable in the passing of time, but we will take those pieces as
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we get them.
We will make them fit those empty spaces.
We will make them fit like they used to.”

I made my decision swiftly, as if the decision had made itself for me, and I found myself
making my way down to those muddy banks in anger, steadily undressing as I approached, and
waded rapidly and without hesitation into those dark, flowing waters, naked. Deeper and deeper,
until the current swept my feet out from under me, and floated me up freely beneath the unblinking
gaze of the moon, and a sky full of stars.
And I floated waitful.
Expecting, at any moment, for the cruel jaws of a crocodile, or something far worse, something
I’ll never truly understand, to grab a hold of my leg.
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time travel to the period of the
first birth & other poems
Praise Osawaru

misinterpretation [of love]
some nights he’s a tidal wave & you drown
as he scripts his love on your back.
& you understand this language
in your sleep, he wakes you with it.
he’s a thunder

the raging

kind that arrives in the company of a rainstorm.
to him, love equals raking the ground
with your bones, netting fishes with your skin,
gifting you trembling fingers & wounds.
they say home is a dome full of light & birdsongs
but your body is unaccustomed to such wonders.
he says he loves you
like your mother,
too weak to bear his love &
hid somewhere in the earth.
but this time you’re a windmill
creaking
as you roll, you’re a shadow
fading into the wall.
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a boy cries to God
mother is sinking into the white space-a vastness

where dead birds float.

the hands pulling her down, attempting to
extract her from our clutches into a dying song
disguised as acute myeloid leukemia,
an envoy of the realm of darkness.

yesterday I strolled past a cemetery
& saw a headstone toting my mother’s name.
I think it was unaware its act grew
wildflowers

from my open wounds.

I’m unready to compose a dirge that portals
me into a galaxy of grief.

dear God, can you hear the shouts of a mother
wrestling turbulence in a body of saltwater?
dear God, can you hear the piercing verses
my heart howls

night-long?

dear God, I do not want to know the weight
of silence an empty home carries.
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time travel to the period of the first birth

a boy upholds his father’s name, disallowing it from extinction.
I know this. but the mother’s fervent love ensures his existence.

Omodion. first child. your arrival like downpour, soaked
our lives in swelling merry. call it euphoria. call it the

melting of hearts for the celebration of three. this world
unceasingly makes attempts to darken any appearance of light.

I know this. but you’re a star, ablaze in daytime & nighttime.
your laughter, a heavenly sound, cracks my face into a grin,

& commits to silencing the troop of naysayers in the guise
of in-laws. with this life I cram you from dawn to dusk,

I declare you the capital city of jubilation.
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Metamorphosis

Hajaarh Muhammad Bashar
Nothing ever really goes away. It just changes into something else.

1. Mother tongue
You cannot take the mother tongue from African children but you can try to take anything else. The
cadence of our heartbeat is our mother tongue
The principal tried to snatch our mother tongue. He was a burly Nupe man whose English
exuded Nupe accent. He ruled out speaking native languages. English and Arabic were the only
languages to be spoken in Islamic Training Center Madallah. The consequence of being caught
speaking Hausa, Nupe, or any other language, was ten strokes of cane and a fine.
Students became detectives. They were assigned by senior prefects to catch anyone whose
mother tongue rolled out of her mouth like a broken secret. Names were secretly written. You wouldn’t
know when you’d have your name on the list and they’d come with their cane made of animal skin to
flog you, enjoying the sound of your scream. We were careful, but we didn’t stop. It was in our blood.
And we could not let anyone take it from us.
My friends and I were sitting on our bunks in the hostel, talking about the ridiculousness
of the law imposed by the principal a month ago because of lack of good English orientation in the
school. He said the students hardly spoke English always speaking Hausa. And he wanted to change
that.
Aisha snorted and made a face. “Imagine o, they want us to speak English and Arabic only!
They’re delusional to think it is going to be possible.”
Khadijah giggled at her expression. “No mind them. Like say na our Mama language.” She
looked around as she said this, careful not to be heard by anyone outside the circle.
“Don’t forget that Pidgin English is also prohibited.” Maryam chuckled.
Aisha hissed. She never liked to speak English unless necessary.
“I don’t even care, I shrugged. Let them do whatever they want. It’s not like we will ever
stop. Su suka sani!”
We laughed.
We found ways to break the rules. We began to speak Ingausa – a combination of Hausa
and English, derived from the Hausa version of the word English spelt as Inglishi. We switched
between languages when we noticed prefects coming. We spoke little Ingausa during school hours
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and most of it at evening and night classes or when we were back in the hostel. No one bothered to
follow the rules in the hostel but we were still cautious of prefects.
We had Quran class at dawn immediately after subhi prayer. We’d go to the class from the
Majid to recite the Holy Qur’an from five-thirty to six o’clock in the morning. We recited the Arabic
text of the Qur’an and our teacher translated it into English. We’d leave the Qur’an class at 6am
and go back to the hospital to take our baths and prepare for school. At the assembly, we skipped
lines to avoid having our hair inspected because we did not plait the hairstyle. When the assembly
was over we recited the national anthem and marched to our classrooms singing an Arabic song the
headmistress had forced us on our tongues. It was just English in classrooms. No Arabic, no Pidgin
English, no other vernacular.
Evening prep which we attended as the evening class was different. We were taught other
Islamic scriptures such as Hadith, fiqh, and haqqul-Mubin. Our Hadith and Fiqh teachers could
not speak fluent English. They were Arabic speakers but Arabic was not our forte either. At this
juncture, communication became a bridge waiting to be filled, so we took back Hausa language and
twisted it with English and Arabic.
“This one shine wanda ya nuna ɗabiuda halaye that are good. Kuma asalin wannan an
samo shine from many harufa. You understand?” Malama Niqab would say, sticking English words
between her explanations in Hausa language.
We called her Malama Niqab because her face was always shrouded with niqab but her real
name was Malama Hadiza
We nicknamed all our teachers based on their behaviors in the classroom or their dressings
and looks. We had Mr. Are-we-together, who always asked if we were together after every explanation
in class. There was Mr. Probability, Mr. Handsome, Malam Chokali (Mr. Spoon) who hit our fingers
with a spoon. And there was Malam Cizo (Mr. Biting) who bit a girl in the class because she refused
to release the cane he was using to flog her.
_
On a Thursday evening, five of us sat on the veranda of Fatima house talking about music.
There was no evening class. Thursdays were free days and we spent the whole day in the hostel.
D’Banj was the topic. His new song fall in love– a song we competed to learn – rolled off our tongues.
Khadijah sang a few lines and stopped. I continued from where she stopped until we chorused at
the end. The conversation drew lengthy on music and musicians, our favorite popular songs and we
argued on which the best was. Aisha preferred traditional Hausa songs, although she claimed to love
P-square. Maryam on the other hand was an all-round beater. She loved any song that could get her
body shaking.
Sumayya held our hearts with her voice. She could sing any African song she came across.
Then she liked to sing this particular song that always made us cackle. I later knew the song was
sung by funkiest Mallam, but I learned it from her.
Our love for music and dance made us secretly buy palito at the Friday market in the school.
It was a small shaped instrument like a radio with FM as the only channel. It only had an earpiece
hole, nothing else. The school had the biggest mosque in Madallah town. Every Friday, people came
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in to observe the Juma’at prayer. Sellers were allowed to come in with edible goods. The school field
became the market arena. There were buckets of Awara, Bambara, Hanjinligidi, Iloka, and palm oil
moi-moi with pepper. Barrows of sugarcane sat at the left. Trays of sweets, chocolates, candies and
gangariya (fried fish) were by the right along with sellers of drinks and many others. In the bustling
market, contrabands were sold.
After the Friday prayer, we’d walk into the bustling market until we got to the candy seller,
a man who must not be named.
“How much are those candies sold?” we’d ask, raising our brows. And when no one was
looking, we’d whisper “Where is the item?”
He’d put his hand under our hijab and pass them to us. He sold them at an exaggerated price,
claiming it was hard to get them in. We’d pay and hide them in our pants, then sneak them into the
hostel. We only used them at night in the hostel when the matron was sleeping.
We used them on Saturdays too, especially after the inspections we always tried to hide from.
We dreaded inspection days. We worked our bones cleaning, removing cobwebs, sweeping, scrubbing,
mopping, arranging and making the beds and then the seniors would tell us to take our baths and
dress in a cleaned and ironed house-check with a goggoro on our heads. Saturdays were annoying.
But we liked the hot moi-moi served for breakfast at the dining hall. We would take double rations
and sneak them into the hostel. We’d have five, six or seven moi-moi at the end of our secret looting.
Then we’d sit in our corner, pour them into a flask and sprinkle lots of pepper before we’d
start eating, happily listening to our palito.

2. Contraband
The more it becomes verboten the more we want and the more we become who we are.
We were smugglers. We snuggled contraband hidden in bags of garri, school bags and other
places we knew the teachers would not bother to search. My bootlegging route was through a huge
schoolbag Baba had bought to hold all my textbooks. The bag for my textbooks was big enough to
carry me, so I arranged most of my instant noodles in it before I buried them with my books, then
I inserted the other banned items, a tiny heater, coucous, and kakide (thickened goat oil) and five
mudus of garri that stomached my onions, salts, maggi and pepper. As soon as I crossed the huge
green and white gate with ITC Madallah boldly written on the billboard above the gate, I kept the
schoolbag aside as if it were not mine.
The inspectors at the first gate were thorough. But I had learnt to outsmart them. There
were three gates I needed to pass through before reaching the hostel and each of them had teachers
to inspect belongings. The first gate was the easiest though. When I got through it, I searched for
ways to sneak my contraband bags through a hallway that led to the two-storey building at the
right-wind that served as classrooms. At the classroom, I hid them in the locker at the back seat.
Then I’d come down and take my other bags for scanning until I got into the hostel. I’d wait until
after dinner when there were no more teachers to inspect before I’d go to the classroom to get the
contraband bags.
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After we settled in the hostel, my corner mates and I would bring out the items we had
managed to smuggle in uncaught. We’d pile them on the bed in a pyramid, mulling on what to eat
first.
_
We were in the class when the news came. We were told to come down from our classes in
rows, march to our hostel and line up by the hostel gate. It was an unexpected inspection. Those who
knew they had contrabands began to cry. My heart pounded but I would not give in. We entered our
houses in a single file. I was in Aminat house and as my roommates entered and opened their boxes,
I thought of a way out.
I sauntered into the house when it was my turn, mindful of the plump woman whose eyes
were on me. She was Mrs. Kudirat, our Fine-Art teacher known to be strict. She was also notorious
for her loudness.
Bring out your key. Open your box. She said, impatiently tapping her feet.
I opened the box that had no contraband except for a dangling earring which she seized. I
had pictures of my family too but they were under my mattress. When I didn’t open the other boxes,
she turned to me. “What about those?” she pointed at them.
“They belong to my bunkmate.” I lied. Only a trolley was hers, the rest were mine.
“Well, call her in to get them open.”
“I’m sorry but she went home on leave. She has jinns.” I said, making sure the word Jinn
came out clear.
It was true that she had returned home because of her jinn disturbance. Her jinns were
always awakening; we had to always hold her to stop her from hurting herself and others. Mrs.
Kudirat eyed the boxes and nodded.
“We are done here.” She said, walking out without casting another glance.
Everyone feared jinns.

3. Days of Jinns
The unseen is not what terrifies but a heart blackened by fear.
On a day of a far August in 2009, we had the most terrifying moment with Jinns. There
had always been jinn disturbance but none was dreading and frightening like this particular day. I
was now in Zainab house, no longer in Aminat house with a bunkmate who had jinn. My previous
bunkmate quit the school. And our hostel rooms were changed every year. We were on our beds in
our hostel room when the wriggling body of Rufaida was brought in. The seniors carrying her laid
her body on the floor. They held her down as she screamed and thrashed around. Her words came
incoherently. She rambled on as she struggled out of their grips, screaming. Her eyes were closed but
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she yanked, pulled, jerked and screamed. We had known that Rufaida had jinn long before she came
to this school.
“Close your eyes! Do not look directly at her,” Sister Khadijat said.
We listened. Rufaida was mumbling fast but not in her voice. She spoke in a masculine voice.
It was the jinn talking. It wanted to warn us of an approaching danger. His kin vowed to possess us
all. I wondered how it was going to be possible to possess hundreds of girls but jinns were evil. We all
knew that or so we believed. It was no myth that jinns were real. A whole chapter was dedicated to
them in the holy Quran.
And He (God) created the jinn from a smokeless flame of fire. Q55:V15.
True, there were persons among mankind who took shelter with persons among the jinns, but
they increased them in folly. Q72:V6.
“The others are coming dead in the night. And when they do, they’d possess you all,” The
Jinn in Rufaida said in a hulky voice.
We couldn’t sleep. We waited. The Quran held to our chests, chanting verses of protection.
The plight of Jinn in the school had become an impasse. Parents withdrew their children from the
school. History had it that the school was built on a field previously inhabited by Jinns. There had
been a huge old Kuka tree (Baobab) that was cut off and the tree was what housed them. It was the
oldest Baobab tree in the town.
So many students had jinn that sometimes it felt like they were faking it. It was forbidden
to run in the school field at night, one could mistakenly hit a jinn or step on their infants and they’d
come for revenge. It sounded like a folktale told at bedtime but no one wanted to try. Sister Maryam
was a senior whose jinn transformed into a dog-like. She’d crawl and bark and bite anyone who
came close. Sometimes, she was a snake. Her movement was serpentine. Her tongue stuck out as she
hissed. Other times she was a cat. She’d keep meowing, scratching, and biting.
On the night they came, the seniors were worried. Sister Hauwa, our house prefect, said “All
of you should wear your scarves and pray. Cover yourselves and perform ablution to purify your
bodies. You must not let them possess you.”
We got on the bed with our Qurans and began to recite. Some of us took their supplication
book. I was one of them. It was a war between humans and Jinns. The night grew thick and eerie. My
bunkmate, Amina, would not stop crying. She huddled in bed, her Quran tightly held to her chest as
she recited verses from Suratul Baqarah.
The silence was choking. It was past twelve and there was nothing unusual. So we began
to calm down. Perhaps it was just a ruse. Just when we were finally dozing, thinking nothing was
going to happen, the window lids began to clatter. Strong breeze howled from the field. I coiled in
my blanket, my eyes tightly shut, whispering prayers. My heart thudded. I don’t remember how I
blanked out but when I was conscious again, sunlight slithered through the window. It was a new
day.
_
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They said I was possessed. That my palms widened and my fingers stretched. That I rolled
on the floor, angrily yanking at everything until they held me down. That I was muttering strange
words no one could understand, that I almost strangled our house prefect because she mistakenly
hit me and I didn’t know what I was doing. There was fear in their eyes when they looked at me.
Their words oozed uncertainty. They refused to come close. They hurried away when they saw me
and whispered behind. Only my close friends were not hampered by fear that shackled the others.
I could not explain what happened but no matter what they said, I knew my Chi was too strong to
be possessed.
And I was right.

4. Transitioning
It is not that we are frightened of change but what we become after it.
I had a dream I couldn’t wake from. In my dream, the world was muted. I could not hear the
people talking. They had no voices. Their lips moved but there were no words. I stared and strained
my ears to pick a word but the silence was thick. It took me a while to understand what I had become.
I began my new school in a new body – a creature whose existence had just been formed.
I could not go back to ITC Madallah after I was discharged from the hospital because Baba said I
had become a different person. The change was glaring. He said I would not be able to cope and deep
down I knew I was scared of going back because I was no longer the girl they once knew.
It first started in ITC Madallah. I had a recurring migraine. When I called my father and
told him I wasn’t feeling well, he didn’t believe me, thought I was making it up so I could get a
leave to go home. He called the headmistress and told her to take me to any hospital in Suleija. The
headmistress called me to her office.
“Your father called and requested we take you to the hospital. But we have a clinic
here in the school, you should go there. We will go to the hospital if it persists,” the headmistress said.
I grumbled. I hated going to the school clinic. Most students believed the attendants
there were quacks. They had little knowledge of what they were doing and gave so many drugs,
mostly pain relievers.
“Okay, Ma,” I replied and left her office.
It was just like I expected at the clinic. So many drugs were handed to me. I poured most of
them away. A month later when I got home for holiday, I was diagnosed with severe typhoid and
admitted into the hospital. Two weeks into my admission, a doctor came into my ward at night. I
was talking with my Aunt when he came to inject me.
“It’s time for your injection now,” he said. “Then you take your drugs and sleep.”
I nodded. He injected me and left. I woke up at dawn the next morning and waited
for the pre-dawn call to prayer that never came. My mother spoke to me but I couldn’t understand
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her. She hurried to call for the head doctor and after he came, he ran some tests before delivering the
shocking news. I had become deaf.
On my first day in my new school in January 2010, my body vibrated with anxiety.
It was a day school in Minna city where my parents and I lived. I wondered if the students would
laugh at me whenever I didn’t understand what they say to me. More than that, I was afraid of
discrimination and rejection. I had watched some movies where people were treated like freaks for
being different. How they were shunned and called names. I wondered if that was going to happen
to me too.
I walked into the classroom and found a place to sit. I avoided looking at the students
that were already in the classroom. My head was on the desk when a body blocked the sunlight
flashing directly at me. It was a tall young boy wearing a short smile. He said something that I didn’t
hear. He continued talking, not realizing I couldn’t hear until I mustered the courage to tell him I
wasn’t hearing him. He sat on the chair next to me and then took a pen and a piece of paper.
“My name is Muhammad Alfa. I’d like to be your friend.”
His handwriting was beautiful. A nervous smile graced my lips. “I’m Ummie,” I said.
That was all it took for Muhammad and I to become friends. In the coming days, we
exchanged papers and letters. I can’t remember how I became friends with the others, but everyone
became friends. No one treated me differently. I warmed up to everyone and acted like myself. I
blended in so much that I sometimes forgot I was deaf.
The first problem I had was with my Biology teacher. She came in, told us her name
and asked us to introduce ourselves. I had no idea it was what she wanted at first. When my turn
came, I got up like I saw everyone did, but I couldn’t utter a word. I stood there in silence and
everyone watched me. I could feel myself shake. I hated attention on me. The feeling of helplessness
stripped me. I began to cry. It was the first time I felt the impact of my deafness. It was also the first
time I felt weak and crippled.
The teacher asked me to sit down, but at that moment, I wished everything was just
another bad dream I could wake up from.
The second time, I didn’t wish it was a dream. I wished I could give the teacher a hard
slap. He was our Agriculture teacher, rude and unfeeling. It was the day we were having a test on the
subject. He decided to dictate the questions instead of writing it on the board.
I called for his attention. “Sir, you are dictating the question, I can’t hear you,” I said.
He turned to me. “If you cannot hear, can’t you see?”
He said it in such a rude way that stung me. What was it he wanted me to see when
he wasn’t even writing anything?
I stormed out of the class. I didn’t want them to see me cry. I was again enveloped by the
feeling of helplessness. I felt pity for myself and I hated it. He came after me, angrily walked in and
met me crying in a vacant class.
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His face transformed into an angry frown. “You should go back to the class now,” he
said, pointing the way back with his hands.
Raising my head, I looked him in the eyes and said “I don’t like how you speak to me, Sir.
Because I’m deaf doesn’t mean you should look down on me.”
He stared at me, his lips slightly parted in shock. He tried to speak, opening and
closing his lips, but couldn’t say anything. He studied me for a moment before he walked closer.
“I’m sorry,” he said. “But you shouldn’t let little things get to you.”
I felt another lump in my throat. These were not little things. Little things were merely
fragments of our imagination that made big impacts on others. They would become a deep bruise
that would never heal.
“We should go back to class now. He said again.”
I was still hurt despite the apology, but from that moment, I knew I must not let anyone
trample on me. The world might come with little things like the teacher and throw them at me. And
so, I decided I must wrap myself with a capsule of resistance. I remembered the character of a movie I
once watched; Birds of Prey. The main character, nicknamed Huntress, fought bad people, vampires
and day-walkers. She motivated me. I put on a hard shell from then on. I was now a Huntress who
must never be preyed on.
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We’re Strangers in This Land
Zenas Ubere

It stops us. It stands in front of the taxi and shakes its raffia attire. I’m seated at the backseat,
left-side window of the taxi, and I put my head out the window and see an endless number of
masquerades stretched down the road, all of them donning wooden white masks punctured with
holes. The driver gets money from the glove compartment and, through his window, drops it to the
floor. A boy in shorts and a t-shirt comes around and picks the money. The masquerade gives way.
We drive through.
“The whole month, it’s been like this,” the driver says.
It is early afternoon, August 9. We had left from Owerri, heading to Egbema, the rural
community where I’m from. Usually, the journey takes only an hour, but an hour has gone by
already, and we are no more than halfway there. Agwa is the village we’re driving through now.
The road we’re on is a single lane, wide enough for two cars to pass through at once, its
edges serrated like the blades of pinking shears. Scattered by the roadside are teenagers teasing the
masquerades for a run. Adults amble by or sit on wooden benches in front of their yards.
The Okoroshi masquerades are water spirits believed to come from clouds. When the rainy
season peaks, they come out to dance for six weeks. The maskers come with blessings for the ripening
of yam crops, in preparation for the New Yam Festival, which takes place during the August break,
a time in the rainy season when the sky holds back the rain for at least seven days at a stretch.
One other Okoroshi sights our taxi approaching and stands in our path. It raises one hand
to the air and points the palm of the other hand our way. Our driver takes the cue and brings the
car to a stop.
“I don’t have much change,” the driver says to no one in particular. “These people want to
finish my money.”
I ply this road occasionally, especially on the weekends when I visit my parents. Sunday
travels along this route are usually stress-free: no traffic at the busy Agwa market square; no village
boys filling potholes with sands and asking the drivers for compensation; no policemen breaking the
drivers’ journey at numerous checkpoints and collecting money from them. I imagine the oddity of
this Sunday unsettling the insides of the driver.
Our car idles before the Okoroshi in front of us, its engine sputtering and threatening to
stop. Another masquerade appears from a bend and joins the one blocking our path. It walks to the
driver’s window and talks to the driver. I look closer at the masquerade’s attire: It is made from dry
palm fronds, woven to form a short shoulder cape stopping just below the chest, and underneath the
brown cape, an Akwete robe pours to the ground, hanging above the masquerade’s ankles – an attire
redolent of a Catholic priest’s cassock. I take my eyes to its mask. It is smooth and ageless. A face
carved from wood and polished to this magnificent sheen. Its white surface gleams under the early
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afternoon’s glare, the facial features, circular and small, are soft on the watcher’s eyes. Inscriptions
adorn its forehead, writings I imagine to be the Nsibidi script.
“Does anybody have small money here?” the driver asks. “Abeg, help me.” He turns to face us
at the back. I turn to him. Tired lines bunch across his forehead, and splotches of sweat dot his face.
I check my pockets and give him what I have, and he adds it to what he has and hands it to
the masquerades’ boys. The Okoroshi beside us looks into the car and, for a moment, we lock eyes.
Its eyes are as human as mine, and there’s nothing spiritual about their soft wetness, their droopy
redness. I look away. As our driver readies to drive, the masquerade takes a finger to my head and
pokes.
“Troublesome people,” the lady beside me says as our car moves away.
I say nothing.
The Okoroshi masquerades are spread across several Igbo communities, having slight
variations in name, attire, and ethics. For some it is called Okoroso, for some Okorosha, but in my
village, Okoroshi.
My grandfather was a member of the Okoroshi masquerade cult. In his time, men were
required to join when they came of age. The ritual was hidden from the public’s view, so only the
initiates knew the details, which they never shared. Those who shied away from the initiation were
called weak and never fully accepted into the folds of real men. In my hometown, they were a
very secretive group. Only a few things about them nonmembers could know. When the Okoroshi
masquerades appeared for a performance, uninitiated men were meted the same treatment given to
women: they couldn’t look at the masquerades’ activities, and those caught watching were chased
and mercilessly flogged.
When my grandfather died, the Okoroshi masquerade cult, in accordance with their rites,
demanded a goat and kola nuts. If a family failed to notify them about their member’s death, cult
members from the kindred of the deceased bore the consequence: they were denied benefits other
members enjoyed. My grandfather was seventy-nine when he died. We held the usual traditional
ceremony for him: canopies were mounted and age grades, kindreds, friends and well-wishers
gathered; a local band sang, and cultural dancers danced; everyone jollied and danced into the
night. Later, at 2 am, after the crowd dispersed, in the frigid breath of the dark morning’s air, the
Okoroshi cult members gathered around my grandfather’s grave. Only his sons – my father and his
younger brothers – bore witness. After the rites and mandatory rituals, the cult members, with their
hands, covered my grandfather’s grave. They buried their own.
However, those traditions are dying now. The power such traditional groups wielded waned
with the passage of time.
Our drive out of Agwa is far from over. We’ve spent around thirty minutes on this rural road
that usually takes, at most, ten minutes to drive through. And we’re still about forty kilometres away
from our destination. The crowd we see in front informs us it will take a while. The young lady beside
me notices them and says, “They’re still plenty o.”
“Today is their last day,” the driver says, “and that’s why the masquerades are out in heavy
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numbers, collecting the last money they can.”
The car stays quiet. Just the engine’s hum and the buzz from the roadside ringing in the
cochlea of our ears. The driver, breaking the silence, adds, “They usually hire the masks and the
attire, and they need to make enough money to pay for it.”
A masquerade from the throng runs towards our taxi and the driver brakes.
The driver puts his head out his window and hails the masquerade, his hands raised above
his head, palms fisted and punching the air. He says in Igbo that he has served kola, “Echielam orji.”
He begs; he has no money again. The driver leans into his seat and attempts to drive through but
the Okoroshi rests its buttocks against the bonnet of the car. Seeking helpful intervention, the driver
turns to the villagers in view. Following the driver’s gaze, I look left.
A young man sits on a bench in front of his yard, his chest bare. Two women perch beside
the bannisters of a porch, the eaves shading them from the sting of the sun. None of them stirs. A
man walks past our taxi, his hands in the pockets of his cocoa-coloured trousers, and he hails the
masquerade as he saunters by, the sun illuminating the rich-brown of his youthful skin. The driver
makes to reverse his car, and the masquerade staggers and turns. It points to the driver, and another
masker walks towards us. The boys accompanying them come around to the driver’s door, and one
of them says the driver has injured their masquerade.
The spiritual has bled.
The bare-chested man on the bench stands and approaches the road, his jeans trousers
sagging below his waist, his steps thudding as that of a man approaching a fight. The driver kills the
engine and hops out of the car. I brace myself for trouble. I begin to sweat, and I wipe the trickles
off my face.
The bare-chested man stops at the edge of the road, before the gutter, his torso lit by the fiery
yellow of the sun, and, from there, he shouts at the driver. Then he turns to the masquerades and
their boys and, in Igbo, says, “Do not let them leave this place, they must pay before they move.” He
turns and walks to his bench and sits, elbows on his laps, eyes drilling into the spot our car is parked.
The passengers with me grumble, but none of us moves or leaves the car. We’re strangers in
this land.
Another young man walking by stops and asks what the problem is. The driver explains. The
man speaks to the maskers and their boys; then he turns and tells us to go, that he will settle with
them. The driver thanks the man, and he returns to his seat. He kicks the engine to life and continues
our drive.
“That guy didn’t injure anything,” the driver says, agitated. “They just wanted to use that one
to trap me.”
“See some are still in front,” I say, pointing.
We reach them and the driver brakes, careful this time in his dealings with the maskers.
Before they ask, he calls the boys accompanying the masquerades and asks them for change. One
of them dips his hand into his purse and retrieves a fistful of cash. Beside the road, a tree as large as
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history towers above us, its thick stem, myriad branches and leaves cast shadows onto the roadside.
The tree is slanted left, and its adventitious roots rise above the land. A group of people sit on these
roots, and as if poked by the tree, the seaters abruptly rise. The ambience takes a sudden turn and
the air tenses. Murmurs swell. Everyone runs. The masquerades in front of us disperse in a hurry. I
put my head outside the window and look behind; a throng marches towards us.
A masquerade surrounded by men holds a machete in its hand, a chain circles its waist,
and one of the men clutches the rein in his hands. The masquerade’s regalia are woven from fresh
fronds, with a shade of green deep and rich as the forest. Its mask is black and carved with rugged
edges; fangs shoot from its mouth, and two horns rise above its head. The black maskers are vicious
and dreaded. Their threatening look represents the mystery of the forest. They are rumoured to
sometimes lose control and cause harm to onlookers. I turn to my front and lean into my seat. The
road before us is clear. The driver peels away, and in minutes we exit Agwa.
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Unbowed, Unbent, Unwavering &
other poems
Somto Ihezue
Unbowed, Unbent, Unwavering.
- For the ones murdered at Lekki Toll gate. 20.10.20
Our mother poured from the Fouta Djallon
and drowned a sea.
When she etched our names on her scalp,
she said, Echezona - do not forget,
to be a strand torn from this fabric
is to be a bird, blind and tethered
It is stitching your wings in night’s shadow
To be a potter in Igboukwu is to be clay,
for by your hands, must you mould your tomorrow.
Your names are coal, fuel and blood”
-

In the gele on the heads of our mothers,
wrapped twice on the waists of Ndi Aniocha

We are mud.
When Oliloanya’s brothers spat him across the Atlantic,
his skull broke in two,
in three,
A river, his blood ran into us.
Of his passing breath, we are drawn.
He festers in us, and we fester with him
.
Today, we are a market,
stacked with rice, kolanut stained teeth, fishwives and wandering ghosts
Does anybody need a digger? This is a digger, a big strong man, he’ll dig
We dig, and Oliloanya’s corpse digs with us

in six.

- Whipped beside ungathered cotton,
ebbing in the cobalt mines of Congo
We have lived ten thousand lifetimes
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before the first of men tore through the dirt.
Aim your arrows from the heights of Kilimanjaro
And see as we morph to wood, to gravel to brass
We are unquenching,
for in the darkness, as the light fades,
we become lamps,
we dance fire alive.
- Worshipped in the Temples of Ra,
buried amongst gods in the pyramids.
We are warriors, dreamers, borrowed clothes, lightning,
echoes, streams, mirrors, queer, teachers, regrets,
broken pots, gamblers, zebras, craftsmen, gunpowder,
rattlesnakes, cocoa, drummers, terra-cotta and kolanut.
We are Jimoh, Kazeem, Bala, Kolade, Iro, Joseph, Femi,
Tunde, Ifeoma, Kudirat, Chidi, Aneka, Mus’ab, Ayomide,
Modebayo, Chima and Tina.
We are.
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Unshackled
They came,
they came
away from us.

all of April’s rain,
pouring

Breathe girl!
My lungs forbid

Breathe!

the air that choked my father”
Feel girl!
I feel my skin turn to porcelain, to bark,
to stone

Feel!

On their faces, they wrote our names
What are your names child?”
Name us a body,
we have not burned in
They called us;
Okpuku jiko anyi - The bone that binds
Of our bones,
we carved our children’s laughter
Who died here?
Death can not kill a god named
Lies,
gods,
lies,
your name,
lies,

I’ll rip your tongue from your skull!
Death can not kill a breath drawn

We dare not sing after a storm,

we are not sparrows

we dare not walk out of flames ,

we are not steel
We dare…
We will.
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We will craft melodies in tornadoes,
burn in wildfires
Our feet, we teach the taste of water.
Our skin, we wear as armour

Move child! Move!
My roots run too deep
Dance child! Dance!
First,

sing me a song,

I have not died in

-

Do you know what happens when a tree
dances the Atilogwu
It uproots itself,

breaking branches and twigs
It comes undone.

See,

as palms on the streets of Lagos,

we dance,
willing the earth to dance alive.

Fall Child! Fall!
Yes, we will wither
and come dusk, we will be etched in the dust
and tomorrow, we will be rain.
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Our Parents Are Killing Us
(A Contemplative Piece on Contemporary Nigeria)

Zipamo Akanyo
I read that it takes at least 25 years for the human brain to fully develop. Exactly when and
where I picked up this information has become unclear. All through my secondary and tertiary
education, I had always thought of myself as having a good perception of the world around me.
Some of my cousins still lived in houses built with red clay, I knew that. Everyday I saw the families
that lived in batcher houses down streets with small kiosks filled with provisions that they used to
feed families of four-five children. Poverty was all around me and I lived in a cocoon. I lived in a
house built with the salaries of two civil servants. My parents had saved up enough money to provide
more than adequate shelter, to buy a generator for the nights that NEPA left us in darkness and
many other things I have always taken for granted. I never lacked food and I had proper education.
Things today that I am deeply grateful for.
All these privileges were the norm to me growing up. Those that lacked it, lacked it for some
reason that could be blamed on their own lack of self responsibility in their lives. I could never be
like them. I was going to be an author. I was going to have a successful career. I call this the “folly
of my youth” because I never really understood what self responsibility was. How it changes from
person to person, country to country, ghetto to city. What is self responsibility to a child born in a
war-torn nation? What is self responsibility to a child born in the village to a poor farmer? What is
self responsibility to the son of a rich man born with access to the best the world can offer? What is
self responsibility to the unemployed youth with no proper connections to link them to well paying
jobs? What is self responsibility when there are no opportunities? No Nigerian youth is a stranger
to the mantra, “read your books, study hard and pass your exams, so you can be a doctor, lawyer or
engineer”. Outdated tools given by ill-equipped and underpaid teachers that only prepared us for an
economic environment that existed in Nigeria decades ago. I am 23 years old when I realise that I
was born in chaos, when the realities of my world hit me like a cold bath on a harmattan morning.
Nothing separates the rich from the poor, me from my cousins in the village, but opportunity and
luck. Our forebears of the Nigerian economy, those that prepared the stage for our arrival on this
earth, have shrunk our opportunities to almost nothing. What we have forgotten is the true meaning
of community responsibility and that is how you begin to fail the children of tomorrow.
Growing up, I was conditioned to accept the limitations of my world. When I was 6 or
7, my older brother borrowed a copy of the first Spiderman film on VCD from our neighbours. I
remember the scene where MaryJane slips and her lunch tray goes flying in the air, Tobey Maguire
as Spiderman zips in and before he’s about to catch her, her lunch tray and all her food perfectly on
it, the electricity goes out in my house. It goes out all over my town. It does not return for a full year
afterwards. My neighbour’s Spiderman is stuck in our VCD player for over 365 days. Our neighbours
weren’t even upset about it, if it hadn’t gotten stuck in our player, it would have been stuck in theirs.
I quickly understood that power was a privilege for African children like me. To be enjoyed in small
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and fleeting doses.
Quite recently I began to ponder the dangerous predicament in which I exist. A country where
a man can walk into my home, shoot me and get away with it because the term “law enforcement”
is a farce. A country where one medical emergency can leave me and my entire family in financial
ruin, that is if I’m even able to get proper medical care from our dilapidated medical institutions.
A country where travelling from one state to another can be a death sentence whether it’s from
our crumbling road networks or from the bandits that kidnap travellers for ransom. I’ve begun to
question my own freedom. How free am I really when there are so many life threatening oddities I
have to delicately sidestep like I’m an escape artist in the private performance that is my life. What
is my value as a human being on the surface of this earth when the institutions that are supposed
to protect that value are almost non-existent? When death is as close as one unfortunate medical
emergency or one unfortunate encounter with police whose very job is supposed to be to protect lives
they take with reckless abandon. Things I had never questioned before because of my implicit trust
in my elders, my trust in the systems they had built.
It scares me today, the extent to which I did not understand the world around me. I had
been a child brainwashed with flimsy ideas of principles upon which the world ran. One of those
principles. “Respect your elders”. All Nigerian children know this. It’s drilled into our brains. Respect
your elders. No matter how foolish their opinions are or how much they degrade you with insults.
Respect your elders. I should respect these police officers that extort me and threaten my life because
I dare to own an iPhone. I should respect these politicians that loot public funds meant to make my
life easier. I should respect this President that acknowledges on live TV the pain and plight of the
youths’ EndSars protests, condemns the use of excessive force on civilians and yet under the cover
of darkness and away from the cameras of the press, his military shoots live rounds into crowds of
peaceful protesters. At what point exactly do we stop to contemplate our respect for these elders that
threaten us with violence and kill us in the night so the world can’t hear our screams? Why must we
respect evil old men?
I am 23 today and I sit in silence, freezing in the front seat of my boss’ air-conditioned sedan.
He is the Clerk of the committee on petroleum resources in the lower house (House of Representatives)
in the National Assembly, I am a member of the National Youth Service Corp (NYSC) posted to his
office and when we have to work at his office late, he usually drives me part of the way home. He is
a Hausa man (a Northerner), large and dark skinned. I am Ijaw (a Southerner). The silence is always
heavy with tension but that could just be me. I am a quiet person and wait for him to start any
conversation for me to reply to. He doesn’t and the silence hangs. In it, my mind begins to wander
to places perhaps it shouldn’t. It wanders to the deep tribalism that has divided my nation into four
Cardinals (North, South-South, South East and South West) with major tribes dominating each
region while the needs of hundreds of minorities are forgotten and the North trying to dominate
all. It wanders to a history so bloody that our current animosity towards each other begins to seem
dangerously ripe.

Established on the 22nd of May 1973 by the Military Head of State Yakubo Gowon, the
National Youth Service Corp was founded on the principle of promotion of national unity following
the conclusion of the civil war (Biafran war). Against this backdrop, Gowon’s administration fostered
the idea of sending Nigerian youths to work for one year on another side of the country. I imagine
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how tough this idea was to swallow for my parents’ generation. A Northern Head of State sending
youths from the South to the North after the Anti-Igbo Massacres of around 30,000 Igbos and
other people of Southern origin that led to millions of easterners and southerners fleeing the North.
Events that would eventually culminate in the Nigeria-Biafra Civil war. A genocidal war which the
Biafrans (Igbos) lost and were then given 20 pounds to assimilate back into Nigeria irrespective of
the amount of money they had beforehand, instantly thrusting millions of middle class citizens into
poverty. I think of this as I think of my mother telling me as a child to learn how to speak my native
tongue, Izon. “You never know when war will break out,” she would say, “and you will need to be able
to identify yourself by speaking your language”. As a child this sounded like a joke to me, I shake my
head today at the green eyes I used to see the world. I never knew how close to the realities of war I
lived, the battle lines drawn by the division of tribes long before I was born into this world. Battle
lines already drawn for my children and my children’s children.
Now, nearly 5 decades later I rub my hands for warmth in my boss’ car and wonder what
has changed. The Northern Elite still dominate us. Them and the same old men from the major
tribes that have struck power sharing deals whose only aim is to siphon the countries resources for
themselves and brutally suppress all opposition. We’ve successfully traded white masters for black
ones. The Fulani herdsmen and Boko Haram massacre Nigerians in droves while the bureaucracy of
our National Assembly debates on what brand of cars to award themselves with public funds. I sit
across from this Hausa man and wonder what he sees when he looks at me. Does he see family in me
or rivalry? Does he see a son to take under his wing or does he see a foreigner? Have we really become
one family under this geographical demarcation some white men drew almost a century ago? If we
have, why do I still feel like a foreigner in his land?
America tells me of the hate perpetrated by white men, here we are all one colour and we
hate each other still. Racism, tribalism. Different names for the same thing. Hatred and fear in the
human heart. Why should I hate a man because he speaks a different language? Why should I hate
him because he calls God a different name? Why should he hate me? What is that thing in our hearts
that makes us fear that which is different from us? I remember going to the market to buy some
clothes with an Aunt, the owner of the shed was an Igbo man. After he and my Aunt had a heated
exchange while bargaining, my aunt yelled at him, “Abeg abeg I no dey for this your Biafra rubbish”
and walked off. I had a lot of close friends who were Ibo which prompted me to wonder what tribe
and the nation of Biafra had to do with bargaining. Today I wonder if I had no friends to use as a
template to dissect this incident, if that was an interaction I would have just absorbed as normal,
stereotype and all. “Na so Hausa people dey do, try insult Quran whether dem no go cut your
hand”. “Igbo people like money too much, dem fit even sell you take”. In modern day Nigeria, you
can find these generalisations for almost any tribe, the Ijaw with fish and kai-kai, the Yorubas with
parties and excessive use of pepper in food. Prejudices and stereotypes calcified into what passes as
knowledge and codes of conduct and then handed down from one generation to the other.
I was 19 when I returned home from the University one May. I’d been down with malaria for
a few days and even with the drugs I’d taken, it hadn’t abated. My mother urged me to come home
so I did. When she first glanced at me at the gate, it’s not the smile that I expected that I saw on her
face. She frowned and said “Why are you keeping all this hair? Why won’t you be falling sick when
you look so unkempt?” I’m not a stranger to this kind of belittling. I find myself at odds with my
parents’ vision of who I need to be, sacrificing pieces of me to please them. Who decided that black
hair in volume was automatically dirty and improper? It is these same rules that the police used to
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molest me and peers on the street. Why is it a crime if I let my hair grow out or if I want to braid it?
Why is it a crime if I wear ripped or skinny jeans? Why is it a crime if I’m not good enough at school?
What if I want to make music unlike anything you’ve ever heard? What if I want to make art that
makes you weep? Who made these rules about who we are allowed to be? Who is the architect of this
cage that I must force myself into? How do we break free?
We are not free when droves of youth emerge from universities and have nowhere to work.
We are not free when the police harass, rob, rape, jail and kill the youth based on nothing but how
long our hair is or the clothes that we wear or our brand of phones. When our parents tell us “Oh
only if you had cut your hair, only if you didn’t dress like that, only if you behaved yourself and
didn’t go out so much you wouldn’t be bothered by the police”. Why do you harm us so? Don’t you
see the trap in this design? The politicians and rich one percent get richer, while the youths and the
masses starve. And yet it has been decided somehow that the problem with society is the youth’s
freedom of expression. Why do you decide for us to be sheep led to the slaughter without commotion?
Sometimes I wonder where the fault lies, when one generation harms another and a cycle is set in
motion. Who fights then when you have all fit us into your tiny ideological box of who you think we
should be, what you think we are? Who fights for our future and our children’s future? Who fights for
our rights to be unabashedly who we are? To be free?
I am 23 when I become certain that there’s nothing wrong with how long my hair gets, or
the type of jeans I want to wear. I am 23 in October of 2020 when I see the youths of all 36 states of
the Nigerian republic protest for a new Nigeria. A protest forged from the pain and death that has
become our experience as Nigerian youths. I am 23 when I proudly call myself a Nigerian for the
first time, when I see Nigerians as a united people for the first time and not just the remnants of a
colonial business arrangement. Maybe the pipe dream that is our republic is beginning to become a
reality. Lately I find new meaning in what it means to be Nigerian. To see green-white-green dance
in the sky and know that it is a symbol for me, to feel the soil beneath my feet and call it my home. I
am Nigerian and this is beginning to be important. I understand now that I am part of a generation
that sees themselves as the children of the nation and not just the children of a particular tribe.
Maybe it’s due to the increasing globalisation of the world, the worldwide interconnectedness that
has branded us as one in the international eye. Maybe it’s global migration policies that have made
it more difficult for us to flee this burning home. Maybe it is all of these things put together.

Regardless, today I believe in this dream of Nigeria as one nation. That these multitude
of people can come together in love as one family of many tribes. I believe that the President, the
members and senators of the National Assembly, the Justices of the courts of Nigeria, the Inspector
General of the police and every single law enforcement agent, all the individuals that have directly
contributed to the death, corruption, suffering and have indirectly perpetuated and profited of these
systems of injustices, they are all our parents. That SARS officer that extorts and exploits the youth,
that kills and hides our bodies in the bush is somebody’s father. And I want to ask them, what do you
want the future to look like? Why do you want to shape us to be like you? Do you want our future
to be like the past that we still suffer from today? Where we live in a nation that hates itself because
of how different we all are within it? I want to ask them if they still have the vision to see the future
through the haze of all these differences that cling to their eyes like cataracts. Because I can. And it
looks so beautiful. It’s my job to make it so. Please don’t kill me before I can.
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New Parents

Chibuike Ogbonnaya
On April Fool’s Day, as Ofodile drives his wife out of the hospital, he tells her their
five-month-old baby has died. But Uju knows he is joking. There is something about him, something
theatrical in that gentle way he places his hands on the steering that makes her feel he is faking
everything. People who broke bad news held tight to things because what they were about to say was
too heavy for them, too difficult for them to say. But he, he had said it easily, without any remorse.
Yet, she nods, pretending to believe.
She is dizzy. Her head weighed down with pain. It is the same way she had felt in the
hospital earlier on when she woke up from sleep and found herself in a room that smelled strongly of
antiseptic, a drip attached to her left hand. The same way she felt in the doctor’s office, but there,
her vision was blurred, and the doctor’s face looked so large and oily that she could not stare at it
when he asked her: Who is the president of Nigeria? What is your name? Where do you live? Questions that
now, she cannot remember what she answered because she had been too busy staring at the framed
picture of the doctor’s son on the table, perhaps seven years old, leaning on a car. She had imagined
how soon her own child would grow. “Concussion” was what the doctor told her husband. “You still
have to come for more treatment,” the doctor had said before walking them out of his office.
Ofodile honks at a red car driving slowly ahead of them. “He will be buried at the cemetery
today,” he says, staring ahead as he drives through the streets. She nods again. Another reason
that shows he is joking. Perhaps, she thinks, he will burst out laughing if he looks at her face and
might probably shout, “April Fool’s” or more formally, “Happy April Fool’s Day” like the cleaner who
greeted the doctor in the hallway while mopping the floor. “Same to you,” the doctor had responded,
and she, in that tiredness slowing her body, wanted to ask why Nigerians responded to people’s
compliments with “same to you,” even on one’s birthday.
“Why was I in the hospital?” she asks, her words slurred.
“You were in a mild coma yesterday,” Ofodile says, “and now you’ve been diagnosed with a
concussion.”
“Coma? How?” Uju asks. She remembers following Ofodile to the front door of their house
yesterday morning, waved at him when he drove out of the compound, then she went inside the
house and later woke up on a hospital bed. “What is going on?” She thinks.
“We will talk about it later,” her husband says with that false softness he uses whenever she
is sick, his voice sounding so silly, and unlike him.
They are silent. She looks out the window and watches the houses sitting side-by-side with
their cream-colored walls and tall, wired fences. She watches the few people jogging on the street,
holding bottled water. It is a chilly Saturday morning: the kind covered in a blanket of haze as if the
hills surrounding Enugu Town are breathing out smoke.
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At the cemetery, her husband parks the car behind a Honda car and walks to her side. She
waits for his laugh as he opens the door, but he does not laugh. You are not the only one that can act, she
wants to say to him.
They have been married for four years. She remembers how, on the first April Fool’s Day
after they got married, she had fried onions that made their house smell savory. When Ofodile came
to eat, opening the plate, he was shocked to find, instead of a delicious meal, “April Fools” written on
a note. “You should join Nollywood,” he had said, laughing.
She trails behind Ofodile who is walking fast into the cemetery compound full of trees. She
wonders how long he had nursed this thought of pranking her. They join their few friends and family
members who had gathered close to a mango tree. They nod at her as she and her husband walk to
the front, and it amuses her, how their eyes hold sympathy. She wants to ask how much her husband
paid them. But she does not. Rather, she stares at the large white coffin placed on a wooden table, a
red flower placed on top. She wants to ask Ofodile if he thinks she would believe her baby would be
buried in a large coffin. Do people come for a baby’s funeral? Do people even celebrate funerals for babies? But
she does not. She will wait till the end when they will shout their “April Fools,” and she will respond
with evidence of their prank.
Ofodile’s shoulder brushes her and jars her out of her thoughts. She turns to look at him, at
his still face, at the tears sliding down. But it is not the tears that bother her and create panic; it is
the way his body shudders every few moments, like a body struggling to breathe. Was the baby’s death
real? Did Ofodile kill their only child? What is going on? Her head throbs.
***
They made the decision not to have children when they were in their final year at the
university. One Saturday morning, they joined the students crowded at the gate of their apartment,
to see the body of another student lying on the ground: head cut off, and thick blood ran from his
neck. 4RM BLACK AXE was boldly written on his white shirt with his blood. It was a season when
there were a series of cult fights between the Black Axe and the Buccaneers, the top reigning cults
on campus, both of them playing a reprisal game, littering corpses in different places on campus.
She and Ofodile returned to the room they shared and Ofodile, trying to recover from what he had
seen, told her how it reminded him of his father’s body when people brought it from his shop after
a robbery attack. Blood ran down his father’s forehead, the place he was shot. He was twelve years
old then.
She too had seen her father’s body when he died from a car accident and days later, after her
father’s burial, her mother died of starvation, not grief, she told him. It was Ofodile who said, as he
sat on their large bed, his chest hugging his knees, “What is the use of people coming into a world
full of tragedies?” Ofodile said he would not be having a child. She agreed with him, unsure if they
would get married or if they would both graduate and find someone else. So it did not surprise her,
months after they married, that they never talked about having a child.
Before their child came, their lives had flown with so much ease: she working in the trade
and exchange department at the CBN office along Garden Avenue, not too far from their estate,
and Ofodile spent some weeks in Asaba or any other state where he was acting or directing a movie.
On the weeks he was not home, they would spend their nights talking on the phone, ending their
conversations with I love you or I miss you or I can’t wait to see you. She hurried home to spend time
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with him on the days he was around, pretending to enjoy the bland stew and soup he prepared when
she was at work.
On Saturdays, she watched him practice his acting while she read the scripts, making sure
he got his words and pronunciation right, and when she reminded him of the words he missed,
she would raise her hand, shouting dramatically, “Cut! Cut! Cut!” Ofodile loved to tease that she
looked like a wicked person whenever she did that; they would have poisoned her if she were a movie
director.
On Sundays, they went for ice cream at Polo Park Mall, where they sat beside the heavy
glass at Cold Stone Creamery, and watched kids in their best Sunday dresses, riding on the roller
coaster outside. It was their favorite place, dark and quiet, where Ofodile could easily take off his
sunglasses, and not be recognized as the Arinze character from the movie Arinze the Village Lover. It
was the way their lives were until Ofodile’s mother came to shake off that easiness; until their baby
came into their lives.
***
Thinking makes the throbbing tightness at her temple more intense; so hot it makes her
want to fall. The sun is out now: the kind that is gentle on the skin, the kind they said provided
vitamin D. But it dazes her, makes the graveyard smell of the rotten mangoes that litter the ground,
buzzing with flies. She is not listening to the pastor who lays his hand on the coffin praying, his eyes
shut tight. Too much rushing, she thinks to herself. They had rushed the pastor into joining their
prank and did not let him put on his clergy collar well; one end of the detachable collar pokes out.
She stares at the graves, how grotesque they look: the way the graves are scattered everywhere,
as though they are in competition with the grass that grew alongside, almost swallowing them. Some
graves are marbled, others cemented as though the people who had done it, did it for doing sake.
But what bothers her now is her baby. She wonders if he has eaten, or if he is sleeping in Ofodile’s
mother’s room that always smelled of something strong. She wonders if Ofodile’s mother is also
aware of this prank. How could she allow her son to do this? Uju remembers seeing Ofodile’s mother
throw their baby in the air after bathing him yesterday before she stepped out with Ofodile. The
throbbing in her head moves from one side to another. It is so painful that she winces and places
her hands on her forehead. Why is her memory slipping from her, playing with her? Why is Ofodile
pranking her with the baby that took them so long to have?
***
It was Ofodile’s mother who forced the baby into their lives. She started visiting their house
seven months after their wedding. She came in September, the month Ofodile returned from a film
festival in New York. At first, Uju thought Ofodile’s mother had come to see what her son brought
from America, but she was wrong. Ofodile’s mother kept coming after she received handbags and
shoes and the “American” sweets. She came visiting on those weekends Ofodile was around. It was the
strong smell of the soup Ofodile’s mother cooked that often announced her presence; that reminded
Uju not to walk in her underpants and bra so as not to air her body.
“Has Ofodile not planted his seed in you?” Ofodile’s mother started questioning Uju each
time she visited. Her question frightened Uju and made her mind choke each time Ofodile was home
because she knew his mother would visit.
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“Tell me how many abortions you did in the university?” Ofodile’s mother said one windy
Saturday she visited.
Uju kept quiet, expecting Ofodile to tell his mother about their plan, about how they were
the kind of couple who could not stand the chance of seeing children go through tragedies. But
Ofodile only stared at the tiled floor. His mother left that afternoon. She did not stay with them.
“Coward!” Uju shouted at Ofodile when he touched her. “You are a coward! You are weak
before your mother!” She watched Ofodile leave the house. Later, when he came back in the evening,
drunk and smelling of alcohol, he called his mother, told her not to come to his house again. It
irritated her that Ofodile used alcohol to strengthen himself, to mask his fears. She slept in the living
room that night, but the next morning, when Ofodile kissed her with his clammy mouth, she hugged
him and said, “I want a child.”
She threw her remaining contraceptive away, and they had sex every day Ofodile was
around. But one month later, she saw her period. Two months later, another period. The fourth
month, she panicked.
She and Ofodile visited a fertility clinic at Buxtin Paints Road where she was diagnosed with
polycystic ovary syndrome. The doctor placed her on an oral medication—Clomid for five days,
continuously per month. At first, when she started bloating each month, especially after eating, she
believed it was the baby forming. She held the same belief when she felt the tenderness of her breast,
the headaches that came, her sweaty body, and it became a habit for her to stand in front of the
mirror in their room, examining her stomach every morning.
“We have to try IUI,” her doctor told her after four months of taking Clomid, and there
were no symptoms of pregnancy. The doctor’s eyes were squinted behind his large glasses when Uju
narrated the symptoms she felt since she started taking the drugs, as though she was a mad person
that needed careful study. “It’s just the side effects,” he had said with amusement. Eight months later,
they started the IUI treatment.
It cost them millions of naira.
Uju resigned from work so she could concentrate and give her body the rest it needed, and
Ofodile took supporting roles in different movies so they could have enough money. A day before the
IUI treatment, Ofodile came home for his sperm sample. He looked different, thinner and darker,
and that night as they curled on the bed, she realized he had lost weight. He had pretended on the
phone calls they made every night that he was fine when he was not fine.
On the day of her IUI treatment, she was wheeled to a cold X-ray room, a lead apron
fastened on her abdomen. She closed her eyes and listened to the whine. Later she was wheeled to
another room where she laid on a table, her knees raised up and a catheter, a small thin setting tub,
was placed on her cervix. She felt the mild cramp as the doctor transferred Ofodile’s semen into her
uterus. She had remained there for an hour, waiting for the sperm to go deep inside her, to dissolve
in her body, while she stared at the pictures of pregnant women on the wall, and itched to tear
everything. She felt, with their soft eyes and their smiling faces, that they were mocking her, that she
would never become pregnant.
“How was it?” Ofodile asked in the car as he drove her home. She nodded, then began to cry.
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For six days she went for intravaginal progesterone gel. It left her dizzy, and a few days
later, she started her Post-IUI to check for her progesterone and estrogen level. Then, she took a
pregnancy test. She told Ofodile, who had travelled the day after the IUI treatment, everything she
had done with an excited tone. But she had been full of anxiety during the two weeks she waited for
the pregnancy result. What if it did not work? What would happen if there was no other way? Did they waste
money? The questions sapped her energy, her strength of living, and she felt an aura of hopelessness,
frightened by the endless stretch of the days. Each morning, she woke up feeling torpid, smitten by
sadness.
The morning the result came, it was raining. She was in the kitchen making tea, and as she
listened to the doctor’s hoarse voice, the phone lodged in between her ear and shoulder, she stopped.
“Congratulations,” the doctor said in a high-spirited voice, like that of an excited child, but
before he could finish, Uju had slid to the floor, and cried.
***
They are gathered now beside the grave that looks too wide for her baby’s body. The smell of
the wet red earth packed by the side of the grave nauseates her. She watches the pastor spray holy
water on the grave, saying, “From dust to dust.”
It irritates her, that he would say those words, dust to dust, so easily—as if he can create life,
as if her baby’s body was a mere thing flung everywhere and one can grab it anytime and create
a child. Everything irritates her now: the scattered graves, Ofodile’s crocodile tears. She feels like
slapping him. How was it possible for their baby to die? One who has not yet placed his feet firmly
in the world?
“You play too much!” she shouts at him. “Give me the car keys! Give me!”
Everyone stares at her, and the way their eyes still hold sympathy annoys her as she wades
through them and walks out of the cemetery.
It is her sister who joins her in the car; who drives the car. Ofodile plays too much, she thinks
to herself, watching the traders selling along roadsides. How can he just give up on their child? She
remembers now, as her sister drives past the estate gate, both of them still silent, those nights she
turned to Celine Dion because her baby would not sleep, and she had to sing until her voice dried
up. Or those days she and Ofodile watched the baby asleep on his cot, a tiny smile lingering on his
face, while both of them argued quietly about what he would be in the future.
“How can he just give up on him,” she says now, as her sister parks the car beside the water
tank in the compound.
“You will be fine,” her sister says. She places her hand on Uju’s. “Another one will come.”
Uju pushes her sister’s hand away. She who has five children, and is pregnant with the sixth.
She walks into the house which smells of antiseptic, as though they washed the whole house with it.
In the hallway, as she is about to climb the stairs to see if their baby is with Ofodile’s mother in her
room, she stops and screams. Her head throbs more.
“What is it?” her sister is saying, holding her.
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Uju remembers watching Ofodile’s mother rub baby that red herbal medicine which she
believed would maintain the baby’s light skin. She had come to live with them after Uju gave birth.
It was in the hallway Ofodile’s mother loved bathing their baby with the plastic bath. The images
play in her head now, like a movie. She can hear Ofodile’s mother talk about how mothers fail to
maintain their baby’s skin because they buy imported creams that contain chemicals.
Uju screams louder now, holding the banister, her head hurts as she remembers how their
baby died.
“What is it?” Her sister is still asking, shaking her. “What is it?”
She sees Ofodile taking pictures of the baby as his mother threw their baby up in the air,
saying gwam as she caught the baby. Her baby laughed, showing his pink gums, blabbing. She
remembers following Ofodile to the door, where they kissed, where she stood waving at him as he
drove out to buy bread for breakfast. It was the thud sound, as if a bag of rice dropped on the floor
that had made her rush to the hallway. She stood still as she watched the blood from the baby’s
head stain the white tiles; he had fallen from Ofodile’s mother’s wet hand. She wanted to scream but
something stuffed her throat; the words could not come out. She wanted to call her baby, to scream
at Ofodile’s mother who was standing there frozen, but instead, Uju had slipped to the ground,
hitting her head on the tiled floor.
Now she feels the gradual fading of consciousness: everything is going dark except the light
that comes beneath one of the room’s doors that is half-closed. Her eyes are closing. The tightness
at her temple increases.
“Uju, are you all right? Uju!” her sister is saying, but the voice is so distant, echoing.
She falls.
Hours later, when she wakes up, she finds herself lying on the bed in their room. A wet
towel is placed on her forehead, a pillow is propped behind her head. She feels light-headed as she
watches her husband put their baby’s clothes in a waste bag.
“Where is our baby?” she asks, her speech slurred.
Ofodile turns to look at her. His face is wet and puffy. “Baby is dead,” he says softly, stretching
to hold her hand, but she is shaking her head. Everything still confuses her, and she feels within her,
how parenting could be a thing of falling into a love that would never end.
“Where is our baby?” she asks again...because she does not want to believe him.
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And after the Badagry Heritage Museum
& Livingstone’s Narrative of an
Expedition to the Zambesi

Ayokunle Samuel Betiku
what began as throbs ends
in a bleed. I return to the trail of my blood-

line dotted with bonds, a picture forming
an entrance to the place— coffles of sable-

skinned humans captured like trophies.
My room melts into time & I’m one

of the throng: a littlun staggering behind his
father under the searing glare of a noonday

sun. I watch the muscles rippling like waves
beneath my father’s sweaty skin, his torso

torturously strained by the dragging train.
Here, our mouths lean into memories,

voids forged in runes. Far behind us
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lie the dead & everything we know as home,

a sea shimmering in the distance like an
upturned sky with a vessel specked on it

to ferry us away. The air rent with piercing
howls of grief crashes back on us in waves

& I collapse. My father swerves to cradle me,
ignoring the driver’s whip tearing even now

at his back. The last thing I see before
the blackout is a sea spilling from his blood-

shot eyes.
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